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ABSTRACT
Mgghanlffft Ol £fiA£ Sheet«. Ardnaattrchan. Argyll
by There«« Mtrim Jezier«ki
Thin (la), centrally inclined (cone) aheeta of baaic rock 
are a nniqne bnt coaaon feature of the intmaiye coaplezea with­
in the Thnlean Igneona Proyinoe. A field, atmctnral, 
statiatical and petrographic analyaia of theae sheet« belonging 
to the Ardnaanrchan Central Intmsiye Ccmplez has been aade in 
order to deteraine their aode of eaiplaoeaent.
Detailed field work inyolyed the aeasnreaent of the dip, 
strike, thickness, distance between each cone sheet fracture, 
host rook type and rook type of each cone sheet contained within 
a nnaber of trawerses across all the cone sheet sets. Each of 
the trayerses were diwided into unit lengths of 100a, enabling 
ease of calculation and ooaparison both within and between 
trayerses. Displaoeaents of host rock structures were aeasured 
in order to deteraine opening directions of the cone sheets. 
The aggregate aaount of uplift caused by the eaplaceaent of the 
Ardnaaurchan cone sheets is about 820a.
Statistical analysis of cone sheet paraaeters reyealed the 
ezistanoe of fiye sets of cone sheets associated with the three 
igneous centres recognised by Richey al. (1930). Centre One
has one set. Centre Two has three sets and Centre Three has one 
set.
Hydraulic fracturing was the aechanisa whereby cone sheet 
fractures were initiated. Their subsequent opening was predomi­
nantly through reyersed shear aoyeaents although opening yia 
noraal shear and tension also occurred. Cone sheet eaplaceaent 
not only resulted in yertical aoyeaents but also caused an anti­
clockwise rotation (<!*) of the centrally uplifted rock aass.
Cone sheet at their terainations ooaaonly pass latterally 
froa a continuous sheet into a series of en echelon lenses of 
diainishing size. The ezistance of en echelon lenses assisted 
in the identification of an advancing cone sheet front and a 
vertical zonation of a cone sheet set.
As a culaination of the work an idealised cone sheet set 
has been aodelled. The set has three vertical structural levels 
or zones. Zones 3 (proziaal to the focus) to 1 (distal) show a 
progressive shallowing in dip angle and an increase in the 
nnaber of teraination structures. The two upperaost zones have 
been recognised in Ardnaaurchan. Zone 3 is thought to lie 
beneath the present level of erosion.
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Plate 7.8 Small en echelon sheetlets. From the termination of 
the lower sheet a series of semi-arcuate fractures 
emanate and curve away from the upper sheet. Inner 
Centre Two, Lighthouse section, H3rpersthene Gabbro 
host rook. 289
Plate 7.9 A cone sheet which terminates in the from of en echelon 
sheets Outer Centre Two, Rubha'a Blhile, Triassio con­
glomerate host rook (see also Fig.7.2.1A).
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Plate 7.10 The cuspate form of the lower suirgin of a oone sheet 
intruded into Jurassic (Lias) limestones. Each cusp 
is 40om in length. Centre One, Swordle Bay. 298
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IPlate 7.11 The cnspate fora of the lower margin of a cone sheet 
intruded into Jurassic (Lias) liaestone. Amplitude of 
the cusps is 20ca« Centre One» Swordle Bay.
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Plate 7.12 Two en echelon lenses (A and B) are seen to join in 
three~diaensions and where this junction is visable* 
in the plane perpendicular to the photograph* a small 
groove is formed* Centre One* east of Garbh Rubha* 
Jurassic (Lias) limestone host rock.
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Plate 7.13 Two adjacent en echelon lenses separated by a wedge of 
Jurassic (Lias) limestones. Where the two lenses 
coalesce there is formed a small groove. Centre One* 
Swordle Bay. 299
Plate 7.14 Oblique view of the upper surface of the junction 
between two adjacent en echelon lenses (seen in Plate 
7.15). A 3m long groove has been formed where two 
lenses coalesce* Centre One* east of Garbh Rubha* 
Jurassic (Lias) limestone host rock.
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Plate 7.15 Cross-section of two en echelon lenses. The termina­
tion of lens 1 is upturned and is where the two lenses 
coalesce to form a groove (seen in Plate 7.14). 
Centre One* east of Garbh Rubha* Jurassic (Lias) lime­
stone host rock. 300
Plate 7.16 A plan view of a pair of en echelon terminations. In 
cross section (Plate 7.17) it can be seen that the two 
sheets are connected* Inner Centre Two* Lighthouse 
section* Hypersthene Gabbro host rock.
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Plate 7.17 The cross section of two sheetlets (Plate 7.16) which 
are joined in the third dimension* thus demonstrating 
the interconnections of the en echelon sets. Inner 
Centre Two* Lighthouse section* Hypersthene Gabbro 
host rock. 301
Plate 7.18 Two wedge-shaped en echelon sheetletsin which one sur­
face of each sheetlet is planar and concordant with 
bedding whereas the other surface is inclined. Centre 
One* Swordle Bay* Jurassic (Lias) limestone host rock.
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Plate 7.19 Bedding planes between two en echelon sheets have 
become distorted and assume the form of the termina­
tion of the lower sheet. Centre One* Swordle Bay* 
Jurassic (Lias) limestone host rock. 303
Plato 7.20 Cross section of a sot of en echelon sheets* each 
sheet oocupys a different layer within the Jurassic 
(Lias) limestones. Centre One* Swordle Bay (see 
Fig.7.3.5). 304
Plate 8.1 Exploitation of the foliation in the Moines by a cone 
sheet. Centre One* Rubha'(3io it.
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Plate 8.2 A thick composite sheet emplaced parallel to the bed­
ding in the Lias limestones. Centre One* Ockle Point.
356
Plate 8.3 Cone sheet esiplaced parallel to well developed joint 
set in Jurassic limestones* west of Ningary Pier*
20
Outer Centre TVo» as referred to by Keunen (1937). 359
Plate 8.4 A conjugate joint set developed in Jurassic rocks which 
has been utillized by a cone sheet, giving a stepped 
profile in cross section. Outer Centre Two, east of 
Mingary Pier. 359
Plate 8.5 Joint-controlled margins of an Outer Centre Two cone 
sheet containing a large number of anorthosite xenol- 
iths. Jurassic limestones form the country rocks at 
Sron Bheag. 360
Plato 8.6 Joint controlled margins of an Outer Centro Two cone 
sheet resulting in a tight zigzag form, Rubha Groulin.
360
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1.1 BRITISH TERTIARY IGNEOUS PROVINCE
For almost a century the genesis of cone sheet intrusions 
has been debated. "Centrally inclined sheets" were first iden­
tified and described in the Cnillins of Skye by Barker (1904). 
As a direct consequence of Barkers identification* other cone 
sheet complexes were recognised in other parts of the British 
Tertiary Igneous Province. Bailey al. (1924) produced
detailed maps of such intrusions in Mull, and Richey gi al_. 
(1930) identified cone sheets in Ardnamurchan (Fig.1.1.1). 
Anderson (in Bailey et al. (1924)) first postulated a mechanism 
of formation of cone sheets under high magma pressure.
Several authors have put forward theories of forsuition and 
general comments on the morphology of cone sheets and their 
emplacement. Judd (1874) commented on the ridges occurring in 
the Mesozoic sediments of Ardnamurchan which are now known to be 
cone sheets. Traill (1878) mapped a set of sheets belonging to 
the Carlingford Central Intrusive Complex, although he did not 
attach any significance to them and it was Richey (1932) who 
re-interpreted them as a series of inclined sheets (cone 
sheets). Bailey and Wright were shown the inclined sheets of 
the Cuillins by Barker in 1909, which led to the identification 
of the Mull cone sheet sets. Mapping of the Mull Central Intru­
sive Complex led to the publication of the Null Memoir (1924) 
where Bailey ¿g. al. noted the large number of cone sheets and 
cosmented that few eruptive centres, in a world wide sense, con­
tained cone sheets.
Anderson (in Bailey ej^  al. 1924) was the first person to
23

put forward a BatheBatical theory of cone sheet foraation. His 
■odel involved a parabola shaped aagaa chaaber several ailes 
below a horizontal ground surface. The aagaa has a specific 
gravity siailar to the host rock and is at sufficient pressure 
to reach the surface if there was an outlet. If aagna pressure 
were increased, a tensional regiae would act across the area of 
the aagaa chaaber, foraing a set of fractures roughly conical in 
shape, which steepen towards the focus. Cutting these tension 
fractures orthogonally are a second set of tension fractures 
(Fig.1.1.2).
Further work on cone sheets during the 1930*s shed aore 
light on their aeohanisa of eaplaceaent. In 1930 the Ardnaaur- 
chan, N W Mull and Coll Neaoir was published, in which Richey 
al. (1930) calculated the central uplift caused by the esrplace- 
aent of the cone sheets as 4600ft, assuaing that all 
displaceaent caused by the intrusion of the cone sheets was con~ 
fined to the upper wall of the cone sheets. The total uplift 
was aeasured in a vertical sense and he aade no reference to the 
actual type of opening displayed by the cone sheets in the 
field.
Anderson (1936) expanded his views on the distribution of 
stresses around a theoretical aagaa chaaber (Fig.1.1.2). He 
calculated that the aaziaua principal stress (o^) is perpendicu­
lar to the host rook/aagaa interface, the interaediate principal 
stress (a^) is parallel to the strike of the cone sheets and the 
ainiauB principal stress (o,) is tangential to the host 
rock/aagaa interface and lies in radial planes. He concluded 
that cone sheets occupy tension fractures but that his theoreti-
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emlly derived shear planes were too steep to account for the low 
dipping sheets seen in the field.
Kennen (1937) took a close look at the type of uplift, as 
indicated by the displacement of marker horizons on either side 
of individual cone sheets in the field, and points out that 
Anderson gave no evidence of central uplift. With no evidence 
of subsequent movement along the cone sheet fractures, Wennen 
(1937) gave a number of examples of Ardnamnrohan cone sheets in 
which the hanging wall is lifted. Plate 1.1 shows the section 
to which Kennen refers, where a cone sheet fracture is parallel 
to a joint set. With reference to this example, Kennen (pl80) 
states:-
"The intruding cone-sheets made use of the joints that happened 
to coincide with their direction,in the same manner as offshoots
followed the fissility provided by the bedding planes to form 
small sills.**
As to the cause of fracturing, he used the analogy of a 
sharp blow punching a conical hole in glass in contrast to the 
shattering caused by a thrown stone. Following fracturing, a 
low viscosity magma intruded the fractures. He estisiated that 
the Ardnamurchan cone sheets were emplaced over a period of
100,000 yrs, with a rate of magma advance of 1* per year that 
is:
*...one cone sheet every few hundred years.*
The cause of fracture as proposed by Anderson (1936) did
27
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not explain the lack of oone sheets in the central area of the 
oosn>lezes. Jeffries (1936), working on fractures in glass and 
flint, recognised that conical fractures caused by percussion 
had features similar to oone sheet complexes, there being a cen­
tral zone with no fractures and a definite outer limit to the 
intensity of fracture formation.
Oarson (1959) describes oone sheets in Nyasaland (Malawi) 
which have low dips and shear movements along their fractures. 
Robson and Barr (1964) investigated the stress field around a 
simple magma body and from this derived theoretical stress fig­
ures for cone sheet formation. They concluded that oone sheets 
occupy normal shear fractures, such that the central block is 
displaced downwards and therefore take the completely opposite 
view to Anderson's original hypothesis.
iî
I
Hills (1968) interpreted the work of Tolansky and Howes 
(1954) on fractures in glass as being similar to the development 
of cone sheet fractures and concluded that cone sheets developed 
in a spiral and that perhaps some cone sheets were spiral frac­
tures. Working on the Ardnamurchan Complex, Durrance (1967) 
adopted the spiral cone sheet hypothesis in his photoelastic 
analysis of the cone sheet complex. His hypothesis, in essence, 
is that of a single centre causing a dominant fracture pattern 
that has been subsequently been exploited by the four cone sheet 
sets of Ardnamurchan. This single centred hypothesis opposes 
the triple centred hypothesis of Richey ¿í. al. (1930). In 
addition to this, Durrance (1968) suggests the existance of a 
torsional force ((Chapter 7) acting during the emplacement of the 
oone sheets.
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Phillips* (1974) hypothesis of cone sheet foraetion begins 
with retrograde boiling in the magaa ohaaber, resulting in the 
expansion of the aagaa and increased aagaa pressure* and the 
foraation of hydraulic shear fractures in areas of rotational 
strain (Fig.1.1.3). On cessation of expansion a decrease in 
deviatoric stress occurs and the resultant increased aagaa pres­
sure on the cone sheet fractures causes thea to pass into siaple 
hydraulic tension fractures* thus resulting in truapet-shaped 
cone sheets (in vertical cross-section)* the lower part foraing 
in shear* the acre distal part foraing in tension.
Walker (1975)* with reference to the British Tertiary Igne­
ous Province* describes an all eabracing theory of a rising acid 
diapir* ahead of a basic cylinder, which would doae the surface 
and act to divert the rising basic aagaa to fora cone sheets* 
rather than dykes* due to the change in pattern of excess 
hydrostatic pressure surfaces.
Bahat (1979) siaulated cone sheet fractures in glass by 
using a liquid (mercury) as an indenter and noted the spiral 
development of the fracture* similar to those produced by a 
solid indenter. He* like Phillips* believes that different 
stress regimes exist at different depths* shear at greater 
depths* tension at shallower depths and suggests that this 
explains the cone sheet sets of Hoaa Mountain* Kenya whose large 
number of cone sheet foci of activity lie at different depths 
beneath the present land surface. Throughout Bahat*s (1979) 
experiments only one fracture is created with each 
"indentation**. Thus* for a large number of cone sheets* as in 
the Ardnaaurchan peninsula* the indenter would have to indent
30
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Fig. 1.1.3 Distribution of stresses and resultant fractures following 
retrograde boiling of magma in a magma chamber.
A and B illustrate the two stress regimes that occur 
when A expansion of the magma takes place and cone 
sheets are formed and B when expansion of the magma 
subsides hydraulic tension fractures are formed.
(after Phillips 1975)
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the surface a large nuaber of tines.
Following Walker (1975), Bahat (1980) derives two models 
for the development of the British Tertiary Intrusive Complexes. 
Using an acid diapir ahead of a basic cylinder the two models 
(Fig.1.1.4) involve conical fracture, doming and acid voloanism. 
The first model differs from the second in that cone sheets 
develop fully after doming, although both cone sheet emplacement 
and doming are intimately associated in both models ((Hiapter 8).
Each of the above works are either purely theoretical or 
have been concerned with the cone sheets of the British Tertiary 
Igneous Province. This is understandable because of the intense 
development of cone sheet sets within this classic province.
1.2 WORLD WIDE OCCURRENCES
A variety of cone sheet type intrusions have been identi­
fied in Finland, St. Helena, Galapagos Islands, Gran Canaria, 
North and West Iceland, Kenya, Norway, Nyasaland (Malawi) and 
Sicily.
Kaitro (1953) describes what to the present author are cone 
sheets from the Âva coaiplez, Finland, a well developed circular, 
Precambrian complex. The granite filled cone sheets, varying in 
thickness from 15 to 40m, dip towards the centre of the coan>lex 
at 70® - 80®. However, following Cloos (193d), Kaitro prefers 
to use the term **ring dyke** to cover all aianner of circular 
intrusions despite the important difference in the attitude of 
the dip between cone sheets and ring dykes. It is therefore
32
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diffioult to determine to which type of intrusion Keitro is 
refering. What are presumed to be cone sheets dip towards a 
common foous and occur all around the complex. Although indivi­
dual sheets can be followed for hundreds of metres none form a 
complete circle. Eaitro describes cross joints at the locations 
of offset sheets and states that a concentric arc of closely 
spaced, conical shear fractures were filled by magma that forced 
the overlying host rook upwards.
A present day example of possible cone sheet structures 
occur in the Sierro Negro Volcano, Galapagos Islands (Banfield, 
1956). Spectacular circumferential fissures occur on the sur­
face and contain no magma. It is thought that these fissures 
develop after the main extrusive event, and therefore are col­
lapse structures.
Sohminke (1967) describes a cone sheet complex from the 
Tejeda Caldera, Gran Canaria. Closely spaced tachylite cone 
sheets cross cut a syenite stock that is thought to have been 
partly solidified at the time of cone sheet esq>lacement. Very 
little country rook remains between the cone sheets which have 
caused a doming of the caldera.
In the Snaefellsnes area. Western Iceland (Siggurdsson, 
1966) a large number of basaltic and rhyolitic cone sheets 
occur. They range in thickness from 25cm to 20m, with a predom­
inant thickness of 1 metre. The sheets which transgress 
basaltic flows show a flow lineation and pipe vesicles that 
indicate flow up the dip of the sheets. A 7km diasMter, central 
area contains few sheets, with the majority of sheets occurring
34
in • 21ub wide bend around this area* although sheets occur 
thronghont an area of up to 11km diameter.
V:
Held al. (1971) describe a cone sheet complex in the 
Kroksfjordnr area of Iceland which has suffered post-intrusion 
tilting. The tholeiitic basalt sheets are mostly 0.5m-lm thick, 
with the thickest sheets being 2—3m thick. Oranophyric sheets 
are up to 30m thick, a thickness which is similar to acidic 
sheets in other complexes.
Le Bas (1977) described some East African carbonatite cone 
sheets. These differ from those of Ardnamnrchan. The differ­
ences are firstly, a number of twin centres are described which 
were simnltaneously active, and show a combined outline of a 
figure of eight pattern in plan (Fig.1.2.1) resulting in the two 
cone sheet sets showing no cross cutting relationships. 
Secondly, 11 individual centres, the foci of which are thought 
to lie in a spiral, have been identified as occurring in an area 
of 2km radius around Homa Mountain (Fig.1.2.2). Similarities to 
the Ardnamurchan complex include the following, the thiclmesses 
of individual cone sheets vary from 2cm (thin alvikite cone 
sheets) to dm. The dip of the cone sheets varies from 30* in 
some sets to vertical in others. In the Homa Mountain complex 
the dip changes from dO* in the centre of the complex to 30* in 
the peripheral areas. Also, flow banding, often parallel to the 
cone sheet margins is marked by minerals and xenoliths (cf. 
(Hiapter 4).
Based on dip data, Kresten (1980) subdivided the cone 
sheets of the Alno oosn>l0z* Norway, into 4 groups which form two
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f oc i i  of  dip o f  cono  s h e e t s
F ig .1.2.2 Spiral s tructu re  of the cone sh eet com plex  of Hom a M ou nta in , 
Kenya (a fte r  Le Bas, 1977 )
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pairs. Two of the groups dip towards the centre, whilst the 
other two dip away from the centre, by definition the latter are 
not cone sheets. Kresten's explanation for the formation of one 
pair is that following an initial upward push by the magma, con­
jugate joints were formed, dipping at 45 to a horizontal 
surface. One group dips towards the sMgma chamber, whilst the 
other group dips away. Magma emplaced into these fractures form 
two of the groups of "cone sheets". The loss of pressure caused 
by the emplacement of magma resulted in cauldron subsidence. As 
a result of the cauldron subsidence the second pair of fractures 
developed, one group dipping at 60* towards the centre and one 
group dipping shallowly at 30* away from the magma chamber; this 
accounts for the second pair of congugate cone sheets.
Baker (1968) describes from St. Helena a series of arcu­
ate, trachytic intrusions which dip steeply inward and have 
diameters ranging from 150m to 45m. The form of the intrusions 
indicates that the estimated origin is at approximately 500m 
below the present surface. Baker explains the variation in the 
completeness of the arcs in terms of a "stick of celery", which 
is almost circular in cross section at the leaf end, whilst the 
root end has an open arcuate form.
From the above survey of the occurrences of cone sheets, it 
can be seen that there is a variation in rock tjrpes, thicknesses 
of individual cone sheets but, most important of all, there is a 
large variation in theories of their formation and development 
within each complex. All but one of the cone sheet sets des­
cribed are Tertiary to Recent in age with one Precambrian set 
being described. It is possible that cone sheet sets of other
38
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ages hâve not yet been described.
1.3 GENESIS OF CONE SHEETS-PREVIOUS HYPOTHESES
’i'V
Preyions investigations have highlighted a nnaber of points 
relating to the mechanisms of cone sheet emplacement
1. Mechanism of host rooh indentation,
2. Type of initial fracture,
3. Subsequent development and propagation of the fracture,
4. Processes involved in opening the cone sheet fracture,
5. Shape of the cone sheet fracture,
6. One or more major foci of activity,
7. Subsidiary foci of cone sheet forution.
a
Many authors have forwarded hypotheses to explain the for­
mation of cone sheet fractures via an upward push originating in 
the magma chamber. Anderson (1924, in Bailey e^ al,) invokes a 
point push, whereas Field (1964) invokes a percussion fracture 
resulting in a central area devoid of cone sheets, and therefore 
resembling the field evidence more closely. Bahat (1980) uses a 
non-solid indenter to produce conic fractures with a central 
area containing no fractures, similar to Field (1964). Walker
(1975) invokes a rising acid diapir to indent the country rook 
and thus produce cone sheet fractures. Only Phillips (1975) 
postulates expanding gases to increase pressure in the magna 
chamber to produce fractures, in such a system fractures partic­
ularly occur in the ''shoulder* areas, and these fractures are 
subsequently exploited by magma to form cone sheets. All the 
theories discussed above involve an upward push, of some sort, 
and are therefore similar. However, the effects of this upward 
push differ. The major discrepancy between Anderson's 
hypothesis and field observation is that the former predicts 
cone sheets in the central area whereas observations in the
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field show that the central area lacks cone sheets. Bahat's 
slow, non-solid indenter produces a single fracture at a time 
and therefore repeated indentation is necessary to produce the 
large number of fractures seen in areas of cone sheet occurrence 
and thus differs from Field's (1964) solid indentor, which pro­
duces a number of fractures with a single indentation. Walker's 
(1975) acid diapir is very similar to Andersons (in Bailey et 
al. 1924) basic magma indenter in that fracture distribution is 
homogeneous and therefore discrepancies with field evidence 
occur. Phillips' (1975) method, by using increased gas pres­
sure, dissipates the pressure distribution and therefore forms a 
major distinction between his method and that of the previous 
authors. It also allows for a central area of no cone sheets. 
The theories of Field, Bahat and Phillips all predict a central 
zone of no fractures, with only the intensity of fracturing var­
ying in the different theories.
Increased pressure in the magma chamber, either derived 
from the expansion of gases (retrograde boiling) or by physical 
indentation, creates a series of tensions across the magma 
chamber roof which features in Anderson's (in Bailey e^ al.. 
1924) hjrpothesis. This h3rpothesis has been sustained throughout 
the sucession of subsequent investigations. It can, therefore, 
be agreed that the original fracturing of the host rock is under 
a regime of tension.
Secondary exploitation of cone sheet fractures has not 
received much attention from previous authors. However, propa­
gation mechanisms of other minor igneous intrusions have been 
discussed in the literature (Pollard 1973; Pollard et al.
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1975). Principally, wedging, so«e stoping end assimilation can 
be identified (Chapter 4) in the Ardnamnrcban cone sheets as 
methods of propagation. Secondly, Pollard (1973) and Pollard 
al. (1975) highlight propagation mechanisms along sheets, 
developing a three-dimensional movement theory, which may be 
applied to the Ardnamnrchan cone sheets ((Hiapter 7).
Another facet of the emplacement mechanisms of cone sheets 
is the relative displacement along the cone sheet fractnre. 
Anderson's (in Beilev et al.. 1924) hypothesis, which was fol­
lowed by Richey (1930), indicates that the central area of the 
complex is uplifted and is therefore indicative of shear move­
ments, although they give no evidence of this. lennen (1937) 
records examples of reversed shear movements along cone sheets 
of Ardnamurohan and Null, whilst Garson (1968) gives examples of 
shear movement along cone sheets in Nyasaland (Malawi). 
Phillips (1974) suggests that the cone sheet fractures are shear 
planes, then as pressure decreases in the magma chamber the 
shear planes pass into ones of tension (cf Chapter 6).
The shape of cone sheet with depth varies in the theories, 
this is principally related to the opening mechanism, that is 
whether cone sheets occupy tension or shear fractures. 
Anderson's model (Fig.1.3.1) depicts cone sheets which are stee­
ply inclined when in close proximity to the focus of activity 
(e.g. Inner Centre Two Cone Sheet Set, Ardnamurchan) and more 
shallowly inclined when more distal from the focus of activity 
(e.g. Outer Centre Two Cone Sheet Set, Ardnamurchan). Phillips 
(1974) derived a model of cone sheet formation which combines 
both shape profiles as given by Anderson (1936). Similar pro-
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files have been derived in photoelsstic experiments carried ont 
by the present antbor (Chapter 9). As magma is emplaced along 
the fractures the central area is uplifted (Fig.1.3.2), the net 
result is therefore an increase in height of the land surface. 
The majority of sheets measured both for this study and in other 
studies (Garson (19S9) in Nyasaland (Malawi), Kresten (1980) in 
Norway) have average dips of 40* to 50*, with dip varying 
between 10* and 90*. Therefore, any model of emplacement 
requires some mechanism to allow for the formation of different 
shaped cone sheet fractures with different angles of dip. 
Kresten's model suggests an explanation for four different gro­
ups of dips, however, two of the congugate sets of cone sheets 
form under different pressure systems. Durrance (1968), working 
on the Ardnamurchan complex, derives his **single centred" 
hypothesis from photoelastic models (see below) in which he 
envisages one fracture system predominating throughout the 
emplacement of cone sheets, the cone axis being inclined to the 
NW, despite the periodic intrusion of the major ring intrusions. 
The cone sheet sets are spatially separated and also separated 
by the major ring intrusions, that is after each cone sheet set 
was emplaced a period of major ring intrusion took place, thus 
relieving the cone sheet stress system coaq>letely.
Perhaps the question of one or more foci of activity is 
confined to the Ardnamurchan complex only. Based on the obser­
vations of Richey e¿ al. (1930) and field work of this study, 
it can be stated that the different cone sheet sets can confi­
dently be identified as separate groups, from cross cutting 
evidence. Also, each cone sheet set has a series of specific 
characteristics ((Hiapter 5), the most prominent being that each
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set dips towards a ooamon foons, which therefore demonstrates 
multiple centred activity.
However* Le Has (1978) and Bahat (1980) develop the spiral 
fractured hypothsis and tie this together with multiple centres* 
that is separate foci develop along a spiral pathway. A more 
simple explanation is perhaps a series of **small** magma blips 
rising in the crust to create the fractures for cone sheet for­
mation.
1.4 PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS
Previous investigations of cone sheet intrusions have 
raised a number of points* ranging from the regional stress 
regimes to the shape of the intrusions with depth. It may also 
be noted that since the original Geological Survey work in the 
British Tertiary Igneous Complexes* little intense field work 
has been carried out on the cone sheet coaiplexes to substantiate 
the numerous theoretical models. Consequently* a large part of 
this thesis, is field based with subsequent interpretation of the 
data collected* together with some theoretical investigations 
using photoelasticity.
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1.4.1 Field Stndict
The present studies were planned to investigate cone sheets 
on two levels, that is a) cone sheet sets in general and b) the 
Xrdnasinrohan cone sheet sets in particnlar.
One of the principal characteristics of cone sheets is 
their aiineralogioal composition and therefore the petrography of 
a nnmber of cone sheets has been investigated. However, during 
petrographic studies it became obvious that the great majority 
of the Ardnamnrchan cone sheet rocks have undergone thermal 
metamorphism by later members of the central complex. Also they 
have undergone greensohist facies metamorphism due to meteoric 
hydrothermal systems associated with the central intrusive com­
plex (Taylor and Forester, 1971).
I
The number of sheets, their dip, strike and individual 
thicknesses have been analysed for individual traverses and also 
in relation to the centre of activity. Cumulative thickness of 
cone sheet« have been used to analyse strain caused by their 
emplacement. Also, the type of dilation and sense of relative 
displacement of individual cone sheets has been analysed in 
order to establish whether tension or shear, or both, processes 
predominate as a mechanism of formation and emplacement. 
Mechanisms of propagation are perhaps best illucidated by the 
form and attitude of the terminations of intrusions and their 
relationships to the adjacent host rooks. Exploitation or util­
ization of pre-existing country rock structures have been 
examined a) on a regional scale (doming) and b) on a local scale 
(joints and bedding).
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In terns of the Ardnsaurchsn peninsuls as a specific exam­
ple, Richey fit fil^  (1930) established a three centred 
hypothesis based on cross cutting relationships to explain the 
configuration of cone sheet sets. Dnrrance (1968), based on 
theoretical work, explains the system of cone sheet fractures, 
which emanate from a spiral pattern, as belonging to a single 
centre of activity and thns contrasting with the work of Richey 
at al. (1930). In consequence, the question of one or more
multiple centres for the Ardnamnrchan cone sheet sets has been 
prominent throughout the investigation. A refinement of the 
centred hypothesis has been made with the additional identifica­
tion of subsidiary foci.
Field data has been applied to a number of theories 
proposed by previous investigators as follows.—
TREORI
1. Magma Indentor-point push, 
percussion fracture, 
retrograde boiling,
acid diapirs,
2. Fracture mechanism- 
Hertzian. fracture, hydra­
ulic fracture,
3. Propagation of fractures,
4. Emplacement mechanism,
5. Utilization of host rock 
structures,
6. Idealised cone sheet sets.
Distribution of cone sheets 
ifithin each cone sheet set.
Distrribution of cone sheet 
fractures.
Location and form of 
termination structures. 
Movements on cone sheet 
fractures.
Relationship of cone sheets 
to joints, bedding, foliat­
ion, distribution of host 
rock types.
Analysis of dip, strike, 
thickness of each cone sheet
1.4.2 Model Studies
Three types of models have been designed in order to study 
various aspects of cone sheets and their emplacement. The three
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In terms of the Ardnsmnrclisn peninsula as a specific exam­
ple. Richey St sl^ (1930) established a three centred 
hypothesis based on cross cutting relationships to explain the 
configuration of cone sheet sets. Dnrrance (1968). based on 
theoretical work, explains the system of cone sheet fractures, 
which emanate from a spiral pattern, as belonging to a single 
centre of activity and thus contrasting with the work of Richey 
at al. (1930). In consequence, the question of one or more 
multiple centres for the Ardnamnrchan cone sheet sets has been 
prominent throughout the investigation. A refinement of the 
centred hypothesis has been made with the additional identifica­
tion of subsidiary foci.
Field data has been applied to a number of theories 
proposed by previous investigators as follows:-
THEOHY
1. Magma Indentor—point push, 
percussion fracture, 
retrograde boiling.
acid diapirs.
2. Fracture mechanism— 
Hertzian, fracture, hydra­
ulic fracture.
3. Propagation of fractures.
4. Emplacement mechanism.
5. Utilization of host rock 
structures.
6. Idealised cone sheet sets.
Distribution of cone sheets 
within each cone sheet set.
Distrribntion of cone sheet 
fractures.
Location and form of 
termination structures. 
Movements on cone sheet 
fractures.
Relationship of cone sheets 
to joints, bedding, foliat­
ion. distribution of host 
rock types.
Analysis of dip. strike, 
thickness of each cone sheet.
1.4.2 Model Studies
Three types of models have been designed in order to study 
various aspects of cone sheets and their emplacement. The three
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model types are 1) photoelastio models* 2) mechanical models and 
3) numerical models.
A series of photoelastic experiments have been designed to 
investigate different oriented indenterà to determine the stress 
distributions around a magma chamber. Further experiments were 
designed to determine the distribution of regional stresses in 
the area* and their effect on several closely spaced igneous 
centres. Fracture propagation has also been studied.
A mechanical model has been studied in order to determine 
the type and conditions of fracture which would result when a 
water-saturated host was subjected to sudden impact.
Numerical models have been designed and applied to the col­
lected data in order to test the distributions of strike and dip 
of cone sheets within and between individual cone sheet sets. 
Also* these studies have assisted in the identification of an 
idealised cone sheet set.
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2.1 I^ f^ RODUCTION
Tho Ardnanurohan peninsula contains the only mainland 
igneous complex of Tertiary age in Scotland. Other Tertiary 
centres of activity, including lava piles, are Skye, Mull, Rhnm, 
Arran, St.Kilda, Rockall, Blackstones, Lundy, N.Ireland, Mourne 
Mts, Slieve Gullion and Carlingford. Collectively these are 
termed the British Tertiary Igneous Province (B.T.I.P) and this 
province belongs to the larger North Atlantic (Thulean) Province 
which includes Jan Mayen, Faeroes, Iceland and the east and west 
coasts of Greenland.
Richey (1937,pl3) said of the Thulean Province, *the 
present surface gives a comprehensive view of the volcanic phe­
nomena since it provides cross sections at various levels 
between the tops of the volcanic mountains of bygone days and 
the reservoirs of molten rook from which the volcanoes were 
fed".
The B.T.I.P. extends from Skye in the north through the 
igneous centres of the west coast of Scotland, N.Ireland, Car­
lingford to Lundy in the Bristol Channel. For convenience of 
description the igneous activity within the province has been 
divided into three groups:
a) Lava eruption, predominantly basaltic (1500m thick in 
Null, 600m thick in Skye, 100m thick in Ardnamurchan).
b) Esiplacement of central intrusive complexes.
c) Dyke swarms.
This sequence is not chronological. For instance, the dyke 
swarms which are thought to have fed the lava piles, were 
intruded throughout the evolution of the central intrusive com—
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plexes. Each of the loci of the B.T.I.P. show different 
degrees of development and intensity; Skye has fonr intrusive 
centres whilst Mull and Ardnamurchan (Richey^l lij., 1930) have 
three. Richey fil &L. (1930) thought that Ardnamurchan depicted 
cross sections of volcanoes at three different levels, relative 
to the present day land surface.
2.2 VOLCANO - TECTONIC SETTING
Previous studies of the B.T.I.P. have resulted in the 
identification of a number of characteristics which are associ­
ated with the locations of the central intrusive complexes 
(Vann. 1971):-
a) They lie in an area of Mesozoic subsidence
b) They occur along a line (Fig.2.2.1 after Speight e^ ftlj.*
1982)
c) They are associated with intense dyke swarms
d) There are in close associations with major faults
a) Although the Thulean Province is in an area of Mesozoic 
subsidence the area is traversed by a number of ridges. 
Ardnamurchan lies at the eastern extremity of the Coll-Tiree 
ridge, separating the Minch and Mull Mesozoic basins, all of 
which trend NE—SW (Ha11am. 1972).
b) Richey (1932) noted that the closely spaced intrusive 
centres from Skye to Carlingford and the more distant centre of 
Lundy form a north to south alignment, with additional outlying 
centres of St.Hilda and Rockall.
c) Fig.2.2.1. taken from Speight sLL JlJU (1982) shows the 
location of the axes of the dyke swarms and the percentage dila-
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tion. Each of the dyke swarms is believed to be underlain by a 
basaltic ridge.
d)The central intrusive complexes are believed to be locat­
ed at the intersection of the basaltic ridges with prominent 
NE-SW trending faults. For example, the Skye centre is located 
adjacent to the Camasunary fault, whilst the Ardnamurchan centre 
lies close to the Strath Conon fault (Fig.2.2.2 from Speight 
al.. 1982). The assumption is that the intersection of the 
basaltic ridge and fault causes a crustal weakness up which 
there rises a cylinder of basaltic magma from which the central 
intrusive complexes evolve.
Igneous activity in the Thulean Province is thought to be 
associated with the opening of the Atlantic Ocean. Present day 
volcanic activity occurs on Iceland and Jan Mayen which both lie 
astride the Mid Atlantic Ridge. This modem activity siarks the 
junction of two oceanic plate margins, whereas the igneous 
activity of the B.T.I.P. took place within a continental mar­
gin.
2.3 GEOLOGY OF ARDNAMURCHIAN
Richey e^ al. (1930) in the NW Mull, Ardnamurchan and Coll
Memoir (hereafter referred to as the Memoir) described the rocks 
of the Ardnamurchan peninsula. This was summarised in the 
Regional Guide (Richey,1961)(Plate 2.1).
Gribble ej^  al. (1976) in a guide to field excursions,
include suauaaries of more recent research carried out on the
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Ftg2.22 Map to show the intersections of the crests of basaltic
ridges and zones of sinistrai displacement with pre-Tertiary 
faults in the area of the Smal teles, Ardnamurchan and Mull (after Spei^t 1972)
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Ardnamarcliaii Tertiary complex. Thus, since detailed lithologi­
cal descriptions already exist there follows a resume of the 
geology of the Ardnamnrohan peninsula. Emphasis is placed on 
the Noine, Triassio, Jurassic and the central intrusive complex 
which form the host rocks to the four cone sheet sets.
2.3.1 Precambrian
The western half of the peninsula is dominated by the Ter­
tiary central igneous complex, with few exposures of 
Pre-Tertiary rocks (Plate 2.1). Forming the country rooks to 
the Tertiary complex east of Kilchoan and, in particular, east 
of easting 54, are a group of metamorphosed Precambrian rooks 
belonging to the Moine succession. These rocks are mainly arko- 
sic psasmites that consist of feldspar grains (1-2 mm in 
length), quartz and chlorite. Mica gives a flaggy character to 
some psammites and is a major component of the pelitio layers. 
East of Ningary Castle and near Ockle (553705) the Moine rocks 
are stained red where they occur adjacent to the Triassic uncon­
formity.
To the east of the Tertiary Loch Mudle Fault (Richey 
al.. 1930: MacGregor, 1967) are the Eastern Moines, a term
introduced by Richey al. (1930) to distinguish these garnet
grade psaauaites from the biotite grade Moines which are found 
around Kilchoan. Another difference between these two groups of 
Moine rooks, which I ha've noted, is that the pelites of the 
Eastern Moines have a macroscopic crenulation cleavage (e.g. at 
Rubha a'Choit (55357135)), whilst the Kilchoan Moines exhibit 
only a microscopic cleavage.
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The Moine rooks have a proninent foliation which in the 
east, near Ookle, has been folded and subsequently exploited by 
the Centre One cone sheets (Plate 8.1:Fig.8.S.l). Near Mingary 
Pier# intensive jointing in the Moines has influenced the form 
of the margins of the cone sheets which are irregular where 
bounded by joint surfaces (Chapter 4)
2.3.2 Triassic
Exposures of Triassic rocks are small and scattered; the 
principal ones are at Ningary Pier and to the west# Port an 
Eilean Nhor# Rnbh'a'Nhile and east of Ockle. At Rubh'a'Mhile 
the unconformity between Noine and Triassic rocks is exposed. 
The Triassic sediments are comstones# red sandstones and con­
glomerates which contain Moine fragments (Table 2.1). The total 
thickness of Triassic rocks is less than S metres (Table 2.1). 
Because these rocks contain few planar structures e.g. 
recognisable bedding# they are of little use as marker horizons 
to enable resolution of direction of cone sheet opening.
2.3.3 Juytg|l9
Rocks belonging to the Lias and Inferior Oolite attain a 
maximum thickness of 176m (Table 2.1). The Lower Lias is
approxisMtely 120m thick and the principal exposures are at 
Rubh'a'Mhile (506629)# Mingary Pier (494627)# Ormsaigbeg 
(468625)# Swordle (546709)# south of Rubha Carrach (465744) and 
2km west of Faskadale (485714). Only 12m of Middle Lias occurs 
on the peninsula and is exposed to the west of Kilohoan Bay
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Table 2.1 Mesozoic rooks of the Ardnaaurchan Peninsula
SYSTEM SERIES 
THICKNESSES 
+ LOCALITIES
STAGES ROCK TYPES
Jurassic Great Esturine 
Series 3a at 
Sron Bbeag
Inferior Oolite* 
35a at Maoll 
Bhnidbe 2ka SW 
of Kilcboan
Batbonian 
and topaost 
Bajocian
Lower 
Bajocian
Aalenian
black fissile 
sbales
blue sbaleSfflags 
and liaestones
bard white 
liaestone, blue* 
sandy and bard 
liaestones
Upper Lias 6a 
western shore of 
Kilcboan Bay
Toareian
Middle Lias 12a 
3ka east of 
Rubba Groulin 
Western side of 
Kiloboan Bay
Doaerian
Lower
Pliensbaebian
dark flags and 
sbales fine­
grained purplish 
sbales with liaey 
ironstone (Raasay 
ironstone)
sandstone often 
baked
sandy*well bedded 
sbales
Lower Lias 120a 
south of Mingary 
Pier
Sineaurian
Hettangian hardened sbales 
and thin 
liaestones
Triassic <5a at Mingary 
Pier* Rubba*a’ 
While and east 
flank of Ben 
Riant
red sandstones* 
congloaerates* 
schist* breccias 
and comstones
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(469625), Ika west of Sron Rheag (454625), Rubha Carrach 
(462705) and also east of Rnbba Carraob (479712). Exposures of 
tbe Upper Lias have a ■aximiui thickness of 6m and occur adjacent 
to those of the Middle Lias: except at Rubha Carrach. Inferior 
Oolite outcrops at Sron Bheag and much of Ormsaigbeg, and has a 
maximum thickness of 35m.
These Jurassic rocks consist principally of sandstones, 
limestones, micaceous sandstones and shales; the bed thicknesses 
vary from 0.5cm to >30cm. Both west of Ningary Pier and west of 
Faskadale cone sheets are intruded into Lower Lias rocks con­
sisting of well-banded, nodular limestones with sandy partings 
which enables the direction of movement along cone sheet frac­
tures to be determined ((Hiapter 6). At Swordle (546707), the 
Lower Lias sediments are massively bedded, with few cone sheets 
and such sediments are of little use for determining the direc­
tion and amount of movement along cone sheet fractures. For a 
similar reason the Middle and Upper Lias rocks are of little 
use. However, in the cliff sections at Sron Bheag the Inferior 
Oolite is exposed and because it is well bedded the vertical 
displacements along cone sheet fractures can be determined.
Well-developed joint sets occur throughout the Jurassic 
rocks. Keunen (1937), after noting the parallel nature of the 
joints with some cone sheets, suggested that the joint fractures 
may represent unfilled cone sheet fractures. This is discussed 
in (Hiapter 10.
A prominent feature of the Jurassic rocks is that they dip 
radially away from the central intrusive complex. Wells (1953)
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proposed that the radial dip was imposed largely, or perhaps 
completly, before the cone sheets were injected, the doming 
being produced by localised magma pressure of the Hypersthene 
Gabbro. Bahat (1980) interpreted doming as one of the integral 
process of cone sheet emplacement ((Hiapter 1).
2.3.4 Tertiary
2.3.4.1 Lavas and sediments -
Tertiary mudstones on the Ardnamnrchan peninsula outcrop 
beneath the basalt lavas at Sron Bheag (462623) and Glebe Hill 
(484644). Thin coal and clay layers are found beneath the lavas 
near Ardslignish (565612) and from this locality Siapson (1961) 
obtained plant spores which he used to date the sediments as 
Miocene (Section 2.4).
Ardnamurchan retains only a few remnants of lavas which are 
thought to belong to the Mull-Norven lava pile. The thickness 
of the lavas in Ardnamurchan is 100m, whereas Mull has a thick­
ness of more than 1,500m. Outcrops of basaltic lavas are found 
mainly to the east of the central intrusive coaiplez, in the area 
of the Northern Vents (Braehouse), Ardslignish and east of Ben
Hiant. Scattered outcrops of lavas occur within the central 
complex.
Subsequent to the lava outpourings, the series of vents 
called the Northern Vents (520710 - 525650) were formed and form 
part of the screen of Meall nan Con (545680). The Ben Hiant
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aggloaerates «re bedded and may represent the surface manifesta­
tion of the Northern Vents.
2.3.4.2 Central Intrusive Complex -
As a result of mapping the peninsula the Officers of the 
Geological Survey recognised that many of the intrusions, par­
ticularly the cone sheets, were centred on three different foci, 
termed Centres One, Two and Three, which were dated relative to 
each other by cross cutting relationships. Centre One is locat­
ed near Braehouse, Centre Two is near Aodann and Centre Three at 
Achnaha (Fig.3.1.1). Dnrranoe (1967), however, attributed the 
distribution pattern of the cone sheets to a single spiral, with 
a centre located near to Sanna (435694).
Centre One cone sheets are the first series of intrusions 
of the Ardnamurchan central intrusive complex (Table 2.2) and 
outcrop from Rubha a' Choit (557715) to Faskadale (499709). In 
general, these cone sheets are fewer in number, in coaiparison to 
the Outer Set of Centre Two. In the east, near Rubha a' Choit, 
the cone sheets are concordant to the Noine foliation and dip at 
70* to the west ((Hiapter 5). The main bmss of dolerite that 
constitutes Ben Hiant is thought (Gribble, 1974) to be a series 
of stacked cone sheets belonging to Centre One.
Table 2.2, which lists the major intrusions, is based on 
Richey al. (1930) and it should be noted that Gribble al.
(1976) dispute the validity of SMie of these intrusions.
The Outer Set of Centre Two cone sheets out the Centre One
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-Table 2.2
Intrusions of the Tertiary Central Intrusive Conplex of
Ardnanurchan with emphasis on the timing of the
emplacement of the Cone Sheet Sets, (after Richey ^  lii, 1930)
CENTRE THREE
CENTRE TWO
CENTRE ONE
Quartz Nonzonite 
Tonal ite
Fluxion Gabbro of Glendrian 
Quartz Gabbro
Quartz Dolerite veined with Granophyre 
Quartz Granophyre of Meall an Tarmaohain 
Biotite and Inner Euorite 
Great Buorite
Porphyritic Gabbro of Meall nan Con 
Gabbro of Plooaig 
Fluxion Gabbro of Faskadale 
SET OF CENTRE THREE CONE SHEETS 
Quartz Gabbro of Faskadale 
Aodann Felsite 
Fluxion Gabbro of Portuairk 
Younger Quartz Gabbro of Beinn Bhuidhe 
Quartz Gabbro of Loch Caorach and 
Beinn na Seilg
Eucrite of Beinn nan Ord ___
INNER SET OP CENTRE TWO CONE SHEETS 
Granophyrio Quartz Dolerite of Sgurr 
nam Neann
Quartz Gabbro of Aodann
Older Quartz Gabbro of Beinn Bhuidhe
Granophyre of Grigadale
Quartz Gabbro of Garbdhail
Older Gabbro of Lochan an Aodain
Hypersthene Gabbro __
OUTER SET OF CENTRE TWO CONE SHEETS
Porphyritio Dolerite of Glas Bheinn 
Granophyre of Beinn an Leithaid 
Augite Diorite of Camphouse 
Quartz Gabbro of Faskadale 
Gabbro of Neall nan Con 
Gabbro of Faskadale 
Ben Hiant Dolerite 
Porphyritio Dolerite of Ben Hiant 
Quartz Dolerite of Casiphouse 
SET OF CENTRE ONE (X)NE SHEETS 
Northern Vents
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intrusions and lavas (Table 2.2) and the Kilchoan Moines, the 
Lias and Inferior Oolite.
Narking the end of the intrusive episode of the Outer Set 
of Centro Two cone sheets was the esiplaceaent of the Hypersthene 
Gabbro. The gabbro was followed by a series of intrusions 
(Table 2.2) that are in turn cut by the Inner Set of Centre Two 
cone sheets, which outcrop froa Beinn Bhuidhe (437672) to Beinn 
na Solig (458642). A period of eaplacenent of major intrusions 
followed (Table 2.2) before Centre Three became the focus of 
activity. South of Neall an Tarmachain (486655) are the expo­
sures of the partially developed set of Centre Three cone sheets 
which intrude the Quartz Gabbro of Faskadale, agglomerates and 
lavas. Subsequent Centre Three major intrusions conclude the 
development of the Central Intrusive Complex (Table 2.2). Dykes 
were emplaced throughout the evolution of the Central Intrusive 
Complex.
2.4 DATING THE IGNEOUS ACTIVUY
Tertiary igneous activity in Ardnamurchan has been dated at 
approxisuitely 60My ago mainly using potassium - argon isotope 
techniques.
w. -J* j vVj
Simpson (1962) described and dated the flora of a lignite 
seam which occurs at the base of the basalts at Ardslignish 
(566613). He concluded that the flora could not be older than 
the Oligocene or Lower Miocene, thus implying a much younger 
date than had previously been proposed for the igneous activity. 
However, Boulter (in Curry fiJt al♦, 1978) states that the palino-
6 5
norphs illustrated by Siaipson (1962) and those described by 
Strivastava (1975) from inter-basaltio horizons froai the Island 
of Null, suggest a Palaeocene age, that is 65 - 55Ny ago; this 
agrees with the isotopic age dates.
Table 2.3 Isotopic age dates for the three centres of 
igneous actirity of Ardnaaurohan 
by Mitchell and Reen (1973)
CENTRE A6E NO OF SAMPLES NO OF INT
One 58.9±2.0My 6 5
Two 59.1±2.2My 8 6
Three 59.0±1.8Ny 9 5
Z-kt isotopic age dating has been undertaken on the Ard- 
nasiurohan Central Intrusive Conplez by Mitchell and Reen (1973). 
In collating their results, they averaged values for each centre 
(Table 2.3).
A coaparison of the average values shows that the value for 
each of the three centres is, within experimental error, the 
same, and therefore the question posed is what event is being 
recorded? It is possible that the cooling event after Centre 
Three activity has overprinted all earlier dates, therefore all 
intrusions give a similar age. Mitchell and Reen (1973) con­
clude that either :-
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«)Dne to the lerge range of dates within a single centre 
there has been minor argon loss and therefore assign 
the oldest age determination, that of 61Ny, to mark the 
complete evolution of the complex.
b) By assuming no argon loss and therefore accepting the 
average values for each centre# they assign an age of 
>59lfy, emplacement lasting 1 million years.
c) The age recorded is that of cooling, which is post 
Centre Three.
Palynologioal and isotopic evidence seem to agree on a date 
for the whole Ardnamurchan complex, whilst the relative dating 
of the cone sheet sets enables a distinción in time.
2.5 MAGNETO - STRATIGRAPHY
A magnetostratigraphio survey undertaken in Null by Nussett 
et al. (1980) resulted in the establishment of a sequence of
reversed and normal polarities. Samples measured were taken 
from both plateau lavas and the central intrusive complex. The 
resultant sequence could be either R-N-*R or an extended sequence 
of R-N-R-N-R. Further, unpublished work by these authors indi­
cates that the sequence for the Mull Tertiary coaiplex is most 
probably R-N-R. A detailed palaeomagnetic survey of the Ard­
namurchan central intrusive complex by Nussett al. (1984)
reveals that all the intrusions saaqiled are reversely magnet­
ized. This may indicate a fairly short period of activity, 
unlike the Mull igneous complex, or that overprinting or very 
slow cooling has taken place so that the magnetic sequence mere­
ly records the cooling event which occured after the intrusion 
of Centre Three.
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2,6 DEEP STRUCTURE BENEATH THE COMPLEX
A grftyity surrey by Bott and Tusón (1973) of tbe igneous 
coaplezes of Skye. Mull and Ardnaaurchan reveal ■aziaua positire 
Bouguer anomalies of 70agal. up to 70agal and 40agal respeotire- 
ly. against a regional anomaly of 20mgal. Tbe Bouguer anomaly 
associated with tbe Ardnamuroban central intrusive complez is 
aucb smaller and less veil defined than those associated witb 
tbe other two complezes. These positive Bouguer anomalies have 
been interpreted as indicating a cylinder of ultrabasic/basic 
rock at depth. The model proposed for Ardnamurohan is that of a 
cylinder of 6km radius eztending to a depth of 2.1km (assuming a 
density contrast of 0.35gmom) or to 4.Skm (assuming a density 
contrast of 0.21gmcm). The Ardnamurohan central intrusive oom- 
plez covers a smaller area at the earths surface than the 
central intrusive oomplezes of Skye and Mull and this smaller 
size seems to continue at depth.
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This chapter outlines the Methods used to collect snd sns- 
lyse cone sheet dsts, together with s disonssion of soae of the 
problesis encountered.
3.1 FIELD CRITERIA
In order to collect dsts fro« the four cone sheet sets s 
nnaber of field criteria «nst be defined, these sre:-
s) Definition of s cone sheet
b) Location of traverses
c) Division of the traverses into unit lengths
3.1.1 Definition of a O Q ^  i h m
Barker (1904) first recognised a series of centrally 
inclined sheets in the Cnillins of Skye. Bailey (1958) des­
cribes how he and Wright were introduced in 1909 by Barker to 
these (Skye) inclined sheets in the field and they realised that 
they had begun to asp sinilar intrusions in Null, where they 
coined the synonymous term cone sheet.
Barker (1904, p366) defines the term centrally inclined
sheet as follows **..... this very remarkable set of intrusions
consist....of a vast number of roughly parallel sheets of basic
rocks....having a general inward dip at moderate angles......
Be emphasized the fact that they intersect various rock t3rpes, 
although in general they have a restricted outcrop and that they 
" dip towards a certain point in the interior *. Bailey Si**jUL* 
(1924, p221) used the term cone sheet because when the "sheets
are viewed as members of a suite, they suggest the partial 
infilling of a number of coaxial cone shaped fractures with
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inverted epioet united underground**.
Richey ¿t al. (1930, p56) defined the term cone sheet as
**a suite of intrusions occupying conical fissures that have a 
coauBon apex and couion vertical axis....The apex at which they 
converge aay be designated the cone sheet focus....collectively 
the outcrop pattern is a series of idealized, concentric cir­
cles....the central area is devoid of sheets **.
I prefer Barker*s tera, centrally inclined sheets, but 
because of present day usage I will use the tens cone sheet, 
here defined as:-
An annular outcropping igneous sheet, inclined towards a cen­
tral focus.
In the field, the annular nature of individual intrusions 
cannot always be proved. However, the circular outcrop is evi­
dent from the way in which the sets are distributed on a 
regional basis. Dip of the cone sheets varies from vertical to 
sub-horizontal and can therefore be confused with dykes and 
sills respectively, although it could be argued that cone sheets 
are a variety of sill.
3.1.2 tocation of traverses
Richey al. (1930) identified four cone sheet sets, 
based on their geographical distribution and their time rela­
tionships with other intrusions of the central intrusive 
coaplex. Fig.3.1.1 shows the generalized location of each cone
I ,
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sheet set; etch set is truncated by later ring intrusions (Table
2.2), thus restricting their distribution. Richey ¿t al.
(1930) noted sone possible areas of geographical overlap of the 
four sets; for ezaaple, on the shore east of Ningary Castle two 
sets of sheets, trending ENE and NNE, are exposed and possibly 
belong to the Outer set of Centre Two and the set of Centre One, 
respectively. In order to ezasiine the variations in the four 
cone sheet sets the following traverses were chosen 
(Fig.3.1.1):-
CENTRE ONE North coast, from Faskadale (501707) to 
Rubha a' Choit (557715)
OUTER SET North coast, Rubha an Duin Bhain (448705)
OF CENTRE
TWO
to Faskadale (501707)
South coast. West side of Sron Bheag 
(454627) to (461623)
Kilohoan section, Glas Eilean (485630) 
to Sgurr nan Eun (511631)
INNER SET Beinn Bhuidhe (438674)
OF CENTRE Oarbhdhail (445657)
CENTRE
THREE
Upper Garbhdhail (445649)
Beinn na Seilg (457642)
Lighthouse (416674)
Sgurr nan Neann (433678)
An Acairseid (435631)
Northern slopea of Abhain (3iro Bheinn 
(487652)
Location of the traverses was governed by exposure and the 
orientation of the sheets. Traverses for the sets of Centre One
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and Outer Centre Two are located on the coast, where exposure is 
excellent and the sheets trend roughly perpendicular to the 
coastline. On the north coast, traverses in the west are paral­
lel to the coast, whereas farther east the traverses are at a 
saall angle to the coastline.
In general, coastline sections predominate and consequently 
the whole of the Ardnaaurchan coastline has been saiq;>led, 
excepting from An Acairseid to Port Oarbh, which is inaccesa— 
able. Fortunately, this area contains few cone sheets and it's 
exclusion from analysis will not affect the result.
Although Centre One cone sheets crop out over a large area 
(Fig.3.1.1) they do not show a well developed annular form 
because they have been truncated by younger intrusions. This 
contrasts sharply with the three-quarter circle of the Outer Set 
of Centre Two, which also is excellently exposed and therefore 
dominates the data. Only one-quarter of the presumed circle now 
remains of the Inner Centre Two cone sheets, whilst the Centre 
Three cone sheets are very restricted in their occurrence and, 
therefore, do not give a realistic view of the annular nature of 
the sheets.
3.1.3 Division of the traverses into unit lenaths
Subdivision of the traverse length into units is determined 
by the following factors:-
Area over which the cone sheets occur 
Exposure
Homogeneous strain
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3.1.3.1 Area over which cone $hggtA oQcnr -
The abundenoe of the cone sheets in the geology of Ard*~ 
naanrchan is obvious from Plate 2.1. Despite the truncation by 
later Centre Three ring intrusions, the Centre One Set and the 
Outer Set of Centre Two cone sheets outcrop alaost continuously 
along the north and south coasts to easting 37. The Inner Set 
of Centre Two and Centre Three cone sheets are less well 
developed than the earlier cone sheet sets and only occur froa 
Beinn Bhuidhe to Beinn na Seilg (Inner Centre Two) and on the 
northern slopes of Abhain Chto Bheinn (Centre Three).
3.1.3.2 Exposure -
As stated above. Centre One cone sheets are exposed along 
the coast, therefore accessibility to the aajority of the area 
is unhindered. However, gullys, which result froa erosion of 
dykes and a nnaber of vertical cliffs aake parts of the traverse 
inaccesible. In general, therefore, the Centre One traverse is 
continuous froa Rubha a' Choit to Faskadale. Several inland 
exposures have been studied but because they are discontinuous 
they add little to the inforaation gained froa the coastal sec­
tions .
The north coast sections of the Outer Centre Two cone 
sheets consist of a narrow foreshore backed by steep cliffs and, 
therefore, the aeasured sections are taken froa valleys which 
are at right angles to the coast and to the trend of the sheets. 
Froa Sgeir Ohibeach to Faskadale a nuaber of subsets of cone 
sheets are exposed, such that the strike of the cone sheet sets
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varies over 90*. In consequence, the section line froa Sgeir 
Ghiheach to Faskadale has been stepped, so that the section 
lines are perpendicular to the trend of the cone sheets.
On the south coast, wide foreshores occur at Sron Bheag and 
between Glas Eilean and Ningary Pier, whereas east of Ningary 
Pier there exists only a narrow foreshore. At Rnbha'a'Mhile 
(Fig.3.1.1) a saall promontory occurs which facilitates data 
collection. Farther east along this section, towards Sgeir nan 
Enn, although the exposure is generally poor, a few thick sheets 
are well exposed.
Exposures showing the Inner Centre Two cone sheets are only 
accessible in early spring, before vegetation obscures the expo­
sures, especially those of the Garbhdhail sections.
The aain exposures of the set of Centre Three cone sheets 
outcrop on the northern slopes of the Abhain (Hiro Bheinn 
(Fig.3.1.1) and in the agglomerate cap south of Meall an Tarma- 
cha in.
3.1.3.3 Homoxeneons strain -
To calculate the homogeneous strain produced by the 
emplacement of cone sheets along a 100m section (unit length) 
all cone sheet thicknesses are added together, as each cone 
sheet represents one strain. Holmes (1924) calculated that hom­
ogeneous strain would be achieved over an area 100 times the 
strain marker. For the cone sheets along the Kilchoan section 
the average sheet thickness is Im. Despite the fact that the
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oone sheets belonging to the Centre One set are thicker (Chapter 
5), the lOOm unit length has been Mintained to facilitate cal­
culations.
3.2 DATA COLLECTED
The dip* strike* thickness* rock type* presence or absence 
of phenoorysts and terainations* were recorded for each sheet 
encountered along a traverse. The type of dilation and sense of 
relative aoveaent is* unfortunately* not available for each 
sheet aeasured because of a lack of suitable aarker horizons in 
the country rocks. Where present* the following inforaation has 
been collected froa the country rooks: fracture systeas* rela­
tionships between host rook type and the structure of the 
aargins of the sheets and the nuaber of unfilled cone, sheet 
fractures.
I !
3.3 STRAIN MEASUREMENT
There are a nuaber of aethods of deteraining the aaount of 
strain* which* in this case* has been produced by the eaplace- 
aent of cone sheets. However* the applicability of these 
aethods varies according to the data being aeasured. Described 
below are three aethods which I have used with a discussion of 
the errors generated by each aethod.
3.3.1 Method ^
This is aethod 4 of Raasay (1967* p80). Both the orients-
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tion of the prinoipel strains and values for the principal 
extensions can be found by computing the quadratic elongations 
of three known lines and the angles between then in the strained 
state. The construction, which is in two parts is as follows: 
Construction 4a of Ramsay (1967, p80)(Fig.3.3.1)
i. Draw three lines A^B^, and of any length but
having the correct angular relationships of the lines 1, J, k, 
in the deformed state.
ii. Calculate the undeformed lengths of the lines A^B^, B^C^ 
and CjAj (AB«A^B^0 (XI)**' etc.) and construct the triangle A B 
C representing A B^ C^ in an undeformed state
iii. Drop a perpendicular CD onto AB, and a perpendicular AE 
onto BC.
iv. Locate the positions of D and E in the deformed state (D^
and Ej, respectively) knowing that A^D^/D^B^ » AD/DB, and
- BE/EC. Draw C^D^ and A^E^. The deflections of 
angles A^D^C^ and B^E^A^ from the perpendicular give the angular 
shear strain ui and uj for the directions of A^ B^  ^ and B^ C^  ^
respectively. For the lines i and j both the quadratic elonga­
tion (X^,Xj) and shear strain (y^ « tan »¿»Yj “ tan Uj) can be 
calculated. It is now possible to construct a Mohr diagram and 
determine the orientations and amounts of principal strains.
The second part of the construction (4b of Ramsey, 1967 
p80)(Fig.3.3.2) is as follows
i. Draw two perpendicular co-ordinate axes X* and y'.
ii. Calculate values of X'^, X'j, y»^ - y^/Xj, and j y  Plot 
the points P¿(X'£,y*£) and ^j^^^j»Y'j)í these must both lie on 
the Mohr strain circle and therefore the right bisector of the 
line joining them will intersect the X' axis at X, the centre of
11
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AFig.3.3.1 Mohr construction to determine the values of shear strain
Fig.3.3.2 Mohr construction to determine the principal strains, using 
the information derived from Fig.3.3.1 Cafter Ramsay, 1967)
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the oirole. Draw the oirole of radins X P^. Chech that angle 
P j  X P j  -  2 o ' .
iii.The angle P*CO is 26j^  where is the angle between the 
principal axis of longitudinal strain and the line i, the values 
of principal strains and X*, are found where the Mohr circle 
outs the X* axis.
This method is particularly applicable for measuring hori­
zontal strain caused by the eaq>laeement of cone sheets, as the 
extension along three lines may be either measured from a scaled 
plan view or directly in the field. For each line the orienta­
tion must be recorded plus the true thickness of each cone sheet 
perpendicular to the line (Fig.3.3.3) and the length of the 
line. The results can then be tabled (Table 3.1). Thus the 
extension along the three differently orientated lines and the 
angles between them may be ascertained and used to determine the 
principal strains. In addition, values for the principal exten­
sions can be found for the area.
3.3.2 Method 2
This method measures bulk strain, that is the sum of all 
strains resulting from the eaiplacement of cone sheets in a unit 
length. Fig.3.3.4 is a series of diagrams which summarise this 
method.
i. Fig.3.3.4a depicts, in the strained state, a cliff section 
at Rubha (^rrach in agglomerate country rock cut by a number of 
cone sheets.
ii. Firstly, all cone sheets are removed by cutting them out 
from a tracing or photograph of the chosen section. To recon-
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Plate 3.1 Part of the cliff section at Rubha Carrach showing 
cone sheets of the Outer Set of Centre Two 
intruded into agglomerates.
Fig3.3.4a Tracing of the cliff section depicting the main rock 
units shown in Plate 3.1
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Plate 3.1 Part of the cliff section at Rubha Carrach showing 
cone sheets of the Outer Set of Centre Two 
intruded into agglomerates.
Fig3.3.4a Tracing of the cliff section depicting the main rock 
units shown in Plate 3.1
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struct the unstrsined stmte fit together* with ss little owerlap 
as possible* all the coantry rook segaeats (Fig.3.3.4b). Draw a 
circle on the nnstrained country rock* the radius is not criti­
cal* although it should include all sections of the country 
rook.
iii.Re-insert the cone sheets into the country rook bearing 
the circle* the new circle represents the strained state 
(Fig.3.3.4o).
iy.The bulk strain is detemined by the best fit ellipse 
through the parts of the original circle. The ratio of the 
ellipse axes to those of the original circle deteraines the 
aaount of strain. Also* the directions of the axes and the 
orientation of the bulk strain can be deterained.
3.3.3 Me thod 3
This aethod* like aethod 2* aeasures strain throughout 
360** although aethod 3 is aore systeaatio (Fig.3.3.5a). The 
procedure is as follows:-
i. A series of radial lines* lOca long* spaced at 20* inter­
vals of coapass* is centred on a saall scaled drawing (lea « 5a) 
of a unit length or photograph.
ii. The true thickness of all sheets whose strike is noraal to 
each radius is aeasured and recorded (Fig.3.3.5b)* each sheet 
being aeasured only once.
iii. Calculate the extension i.e. the sua of all the sheet 
thicknesses per radius* as a percentage of each radii 
(Fig.3.3.5c).
iv. Construct an ellipse (Fig.3.3.5d) by Joining the increaen- 
tal strains along each radii* thus deteraining the aaxiaua
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Flg.3.3.5b Radial grid superimposed orv a scaled
drawing, to m easure the strain caused by 
the em placem ent of cone sheets
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Fig.3.3.5b Radial grid superimposed orv a scaled
drawing, to measure the strain caused by 
the emplacement of cone sheets
F i g . 3 . 3 . 5 b  R a d i a l  g r i d  s u p e r i m p o s e d  o n  a  s c a l e d
d r a w i n g ,  t o  m e a s u r e  t h e  s t r a i n  c a u s e d  b y  
t h e  e m p l a c e m e n t  o f  c o n e  s h e e t s
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Fig.3.3.5c Stralli oaloulations throcghoaght 360*, for 
the area of Fig.3.3.5a.
deforaed length of diaaeter
nndaforaed length of diaaeter
quadratic elongation
ientation
diaaeter
total thickneae 
of aheets in a
quadratic elongation
020 0.00 0.00
040 0.00 0.00
060 0.00 0.00
080 0.90 1.19
100 1.30 1.32
120 1.40 1.35
140 1.25 1.31
160 1.25 1.31
180 0.25 1.00
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Fig.3.3.5 Calculated strain ellipse for the area CFiQ.3.3.5a} 
caused by the emplacement of cone sheets
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extension directions and the amount and direction of the strain.
3.3.4 Comparison of the three methods ¿f strain measurement
In method 1 (Fig.3.3.1) extensions along the three lines 
should lie on the perimeter of the Mohr circle. However * 
Fig.3.3.1 shows that only two of the three points fall on the 
circle. Consequently, two circles can be drawn (using the mini­
mum value plus one of the other extensions), each recording an 
incremental strain. By multiplying the axes of the two incre­
mental ellipses together a resultant finite ellipse is formed, 
which has the same axes as the ellipse derived by method 3. 
Ramsay's (1967) method of construction of the strain ellipse 
should give a finite ellipse and, in addition, it apparently 
picks out incremental strains. This is probably because the 
area measured is one of inhomogeneous deformation.
Problems arising from the use of method 2 are indicated in 
Fig.3.3.4b. These consist primarily of gaps and overlaps when a 
reconstruction of the unstrained state is performed. It is pos­
sible that the gaps are due to either the mechanical erosion of 
the wall rook during the intrusion of the sheets, the assimila­
tion of the wall rocks or that dilation of the sheet has a 
component of shear, that is movement in a plane at an angle to 
the one undergoing analysis. Secondly, in re-calculating the 
strained state the ellipse is "fitted by eye" and this intro­
duces an error into the calculations.
In measuring the radial distribution of strain in method 3 
a finite ellipse is obtained, and no strain is omitted as can
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happen in method 2. Timing of sheet emplacement is not account­
ed for in method 3, in contrast to method 2, where oross-cntting 
relationships and therefore timing of sheet emplacement are 
required in order to re-constmct the unstrained state of the 
country rook, consequently minimizing errors of the unstrained 
state in method 3. In addition to the finite ellipse, method 3 
also records incremental strains and directions (Fig.3.3,5), 
similar to method 1, whereas the finite ellipse smooths out all 
irregularities.
It is concluded that method 3 combines the best charac­
teristics of all three methods, and it is this method which has 
been used most commonly in the present study.
3.4 PIERCING POINTS
Most displacements measured in a two-dimensional plane are 
apparent displacements. However, with sufficient 
two-dimensional data for a single cone sheet it is possible to 
compute the three-dimensional displacements.
The three-dimensional displacement along a cone sheet frac­
ture can be calculated by means of a piercing point technique as 
follows;- two intersecting planes form a line (Fig.3.4.1) and if 
these two planes are out by a third plane, in this case a cone 
sheet, the line will interaeot the plane of the sheet as a point 
which ia termed the piercing point. If the position of the 
piercing point can be determined on either side of the sheet, 
the true amount and direction of displacement can be calculated, 
that is net slip. With such evidence the opening direction of
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n* -t: ^
line of intersection
trace of two intersecting planes on cone sheet wail
piercing point 
CPP)
two intersecting planes, which can either be bedding dykes sills or joints
✓
plane of cone sheet
/>^
• line of inter section of two pre^one sheet planes
f :
Fig. 3.4.1 A series of diagrams illustrating the nomenclature and 
the displacement of the piercing points across a cone 
sheet and the estimates of net slip.
. r
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the sheet fracture can be deterained.
TVo aethods of how to calculate the positions of piercing 
points are given below. The data required are two cross cutting 
planes which predate dating the sheet and which are cross out by 
the sheet. A detailed field drawing, a photograph and spot 
heights above a reference plane for each intersection of the 
sheet and the two pre-dating planes (Fig.3.4.2a) are required in 
order to deteraine the net slip.
3.4.1 Calculation 1
Using the collected data, structural contours for each sur­
face (planes and C, of Fig.3.4.2b) are
constructed. A line of intersection for planes A,^ B^  and A^B, 
can then be constructed and where these lines intersect planes 
and C, respectively aarks the location of the piercing points 
(Dj^  and D^). On a scaled drawing the vector between points 
and Dj aay be ascertained (Chapter 6), the distance between the 
points on the plan view gives the horizontal displaceaent whilst 
the structural contour values give the vertical separation. 
With these values, the angle and dip direction of the net slip 
aay be ascertained by trigonoaetry and the aziauth can be aeas- 
ured directly froa the scaled drawing. The net slip, plane of 
the cone sheet and the pole to the plane of the cone sheet (n 
pole) are plotted on a stereonet. If the net slip is contained 
within the plane of the sheet, the sheet opened by shear 
(Fig.3.4.3a) whereas if the net slip is in the direction of the 
n pole the sheet opened by tension (Fig.3.4.3b).
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Fig.3.4.3 Stereographic projections 
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3.4.2 Calcul«tien 2
Draw on a stereographio projection the great circle« of 
eacli of the two pre-cone sheet planar structures and of the cone 
sheet itself. Then the pitch of the two pre-cone sheet planar 
structures (A and B of Fig.3.4.4«) on the cone sheet plane nay 
be ascertained. 11
Using the pitch angles on the plan yiew draw off the angles 
of pitch in the direction of dip. Where the two planes and 
Fj (Fig.3.4.4a) intersect is the trace of the piercing point H 
(Fig.3.4.4b) on the northern plane of the sheet. The intersec­
tion of lines E,F, (Fig.3.4.4b) is the trace of the piercing 
point I on the southern plane of the sheet. By constructing a 
line joining points H and I and measuring the angle it makes 
with the cone sheet plane (Fig.3.4.4c)(on the plan view) the 
angle of pitch of the net slip (x)is measured. By plotting the 
pitch of the net slip on the stereographic projection the azi­
muth may be determined (Fig.3,4.4 ). Thus the angle* 
orientation and amount of net slip can be determined.
3.5 DETERMINATION OF CRUSTAL STRAIN
In this study* because of the degree of exposure* most of 
the data has been obtained from coastal sections and the inland 
regions have been neglected. However* I have attempted an ana­
lysis of the distribution of the inland cone sheets using copies 
of the 6 inch field slips of the I.O.S.* as follows:-
i. Overlay a grid of regularly arranged points* in the style 
of hexagonal close packing* on a copy of the 6 inches to the
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angle of pitch of the 
pre - dating planes
net slip 
piercing point
Fig. 3 .4 .4  D iagram  to show the determ ination of a piercing point 
using angles of pitch of early planar structures
It
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i sample area contained .within an area of the 4cm radius 
circle of 6 inch field maps 
of the Geological Survey
/
circle
of 4cm radius
o hexagonally arranged grid points
cone sheets 
dykes
igneous host rocks pre-cone sheet emplacement 
Igneous host rocks post-cone sheet emplacement
Fig.3.5.1 Diagram to Illustrate the measurement of strain
caused by the emplacement of cone sheets throughout 
the Ardnamurchan peninsula, by using a series of 
hexagonally arranged sample areas superimposed 
on the 6 inch field of the Geological Survey
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mile field map« of the Ardnaaurohan peninsula (Fig.3.5.1). In 
view of the fact that the cone sheets have* in places* been 
drawn diagramaatically on the 6" maps* I have* for consistency* 
accepted that the depicted cone sheets represent actual expo­
sures and* also* where cone sheets can be seen to continue on 
either side of drift patches that they are continuous.
ii. Place the centre of a 4cm radius circle upon each of 
these grid points.
iii. Determine a) the area within each circle that consists 
of country rock* and b) the area occupied by cone sheets within 
each circle.
e
iv. Measure the orientation of the widest sheet.
y.Calculate the area occupied by cone sheets as a percentage 
of each circle.
vi. Plot on a 1:50000 map of the Ardnamurchan peninsula the 
percentage area occupied by cone sheet intrusions for each of 
the 550 circles. This data* i.e. percentage dilation and 
orientation of the sheets* can then be contoured for the whole 
peninsula.
3.6 MEAN STRIKE OF CONE SHEETS:TDMEY CHI TEST
To determine the mean strike of cone sheets presents diffi­
culties because of their circular* non-linear arrangement. 
Tukey (1957) suggested a modification of the Chi* test used by 
Harrison (1957) and Rnsnak (1957). The Tukey Chi* test deter­
mines the mean orientation and gives the level of significance 
against isotropy. Table 3.2 illustrates the test as applied to 
the Centre One cone sheets.
a) Classify the strike of the cone sheets into classes of 20**
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this being teraed the observed data “ 0
b) Calonlate an estiaated distribotion, that is if the cone 
sheets were distributed equally throughout the classes
total nuaber of sheets in saaple N
i;nuaber of classes
134
18
E
7.44
c)Calculate x, the statistical difference between the observed 
and expected frequency for each class
0 -  E
E
This would give the Chi* for each class if the distribution of 
the data was linear. However* as stated above* the Tnkey Chi* 
analysis takes into account the angular nature of the distribu­
tion.
d)By aultiplying x by cos 6 and sin 9 respectively* where 9 is 
the ainiaua value of the class and susuing the results* C and S 
are obtained.
Determine C the Cosine of the distribution 
5 X Cos*(9)
^  X Cos* 9
S the Sine of the distribution 
5 X Sin 9
5 X Sin* 9
98
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Table 3.2 Deterainetion of averase orientation of Centre 
One cone sheeta by Chi* analysia
Strike e O-E oos 0 ain 0
120 100 
140 120
160 140
180 160 
200 180 
220 200 
240 220
260 240 
280 260 
300 280
320 300 
340 320 
360 340 
n - 134 
E - 7.4 
E - 2.7
5 X coa e « 20.661
5 X ain 0 * -22.069
2 X ooa 9 20.661
^ (coa*9)*** 2.994
^ X ain 9 -22.069
5 (ain*9*** 2.994
S* + c* - 101.9
6.9 therefore C* 47.6
-7.37 therefore S* » 54.3
tan 9 -1.068
if e ia -hre then it ia added to 180/360
if e ia -ve then it ia anbtraoted from J !
therefore the average orientation ia :
313.2 + 10* - 323.2*
100
w
'ï«!
number of samples - 134
X mean orientation - 323° at the 99.5%  confidence level
Fig 3 6 1 A rose diagram showing the mean orientation, ^  determined by 
Chi 2 analysis, for the Centre One cone sheets CTabte 3.1j.
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4.1 introduction
"Tlie Ardnaaurclian peninsnla it probtbly tbe aost specttcn- 
Itr region of tbe world for viewing concentric pettems of cone 
sbeett" (Holland and Brown. 1972). Tbit ttateaent it particn- 
larly applicable at tbe central intmtive coaq;>lex pottettet fonr 
cone tbeet tett, each being developed to a different degree. 
Tbit ttndy of tbe cone tbeet tett bat a biat towardt tbeir 
ttrnctnral atpeott. Given below are field cbaracterittict of 
tbe cone tbeett. along with tone comientt on tbe differencet
between each tet.
Since tbe publication of tbe Ardnaanrcban Memoir (Ricbey $>1 
al.. 1930), little field bated work bat been carried out on tbe 
Ardnaaurcban cone tbeett. Reúnen (1937) commented on tbe potti- 
bility that certain Joint teta are unfilled cone tbeet 
fracturet. Durrance (1968) applied a mecbanical analytit to tbe 
cone tbeett and ring intruaiona of Ardnamurcban. Tbe work of 
both tbete autbort it ditcutted in (Hiapter 1. Geocbemically, 
the B.T.I.P. bat been extentively ttudied (Tbompton, 1982),
although tbe cone abeett have for tbe moat part been neglected. 
However, Holland and Brown (1972) analyted 98 tpeciment from tbe 
Ardnamurcban cone theett and attempted to aubatantiate tbe four 
atructural tett on geochemical groundt (Chapter 4.4).
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4.2 FIELD CHARATERISTICS
4.2.1 ChillioA
Almost all of the basic (basalt - dolerite) sheets possess 
chilled margins (Plate 4.1) which may either be tachylitic or 
fine-grained material grading into a coarser-grained rock 
towards the centre of the sheet (Fig.4.2.1). Tachylite margins 
are approximatly 0.5cm-lcm thick and are characterised by an 
immense number of closely spaced joints (Plate 4.1). Often the 
fine-grained chilled margin is the only discernable feature that 
enables the recognition of individual cone sheets within a mass 
of sheets.
4.2.2 Form of the contacts
Three main types of contact have been observed:—
a) Large scale (greater than Im) planar surface 
controlled«
b) Small scale (less than Im) joint controlled«
c) Cuspate«
d) Irregular.
a) Many of the cone sheet contacts are planar and parallel 
sided (Plate 4.2).
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Plate 4.1 A thin, fine-grained cone sheet with tachylitic margins 
and closely spaced joints intruded into Hypersthene 
Gabbro host rock. Inner Centre Two, Lighthouse.
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Plate 4.2 Several parallel sided cone sheets emplaced in Jurassic 
limestones in a vertical cliff at Sron Bheag, Outer 
Centre Two.
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b) Control of cone sheet contscts on s tamil scmle by 
pre-existing Joints in the host rocks are well deaonstrated 
(Plates 4.3-4.5). The extent to which the joints inflnence the 
fora of the contact varies. Plate 4.3 shows a zigzag fora 
resulting froa joint control whereas Plate 4.4 deaonstrates slip 
along a joint plane. Plate 4.5 shows an irregularity in the 
Buirgin of a cone sheet intruded into Noine host rock. A large 
nnaber of saall joints exploited by a sheet results in an irreg­
ular contact (Plate 4.6).
'I
c) In cross section soae cone sheets show cuspate shaped 
aargins (Plate 4.7). In Chapter 7 it is shown that this is pos­
sibly the reanants of fingers of aagaa which have coalesced to 
fora a continuous sheet.
d) Plate 4.6 shows an irregular aargin of a sheet, varying 
froa sinusoidal to angular resulting in the cone sheet having 
variable thickness.
4.2.3 Anonhvses
Thin branches or offshoots froa the aain body of a cone 
sheet are teraed apophyses. Two types of apophyses have been 
identified:-
a) Single apophysis* on one aargin (Plate 4.8),
b) Paired apophyses, one on either Mrgin (Plate 4.9). it
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Plate 4.5 Stepped, lower contact of an Outer Centre Two cone 
sheet, controlled by pre-existing joints, Mingary 
Pier.
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Plate 4.6 A sinusoidal to irregular, upper contact of a cone 
sheet controlled by pre-existing joints, emplaced in 
Quartz Gabbro host rock. Centre Three, Abhain Chro' 
Be inn.
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Plate 4.5 Stepped« lower oontmot of an Outer Centre Two cone 
sheet* controlled by pre-existing joints* Mingary 
Pier.
Plate 4.6 A sinusoidal to irregular* upper contact of a cone 
sheet controlled by pre-existing joints* ewplaced in 
Quartz Gabbro host rook* Centre Three* Abhain Chro* 
Beinn.











a)This first grouping msy be snbdivided according to 
either:-
i.The apophysis exploits a previous structure. 
ii.The apophysis occurs where the nain body of the sheet 
changed orientation.
i. Exploitation of pre-existing structures, for exanple, joint 
planes, by apophyses. The sheet depicted in Fig.4.2.2 shows a 
combination of both i. and ii. type apophyses.
11
ii. Plate 4.10 illustrates a sheet displaying a geniculation 
from which a number of narrow (lom thick) apophyses emanate. 
Fig.4.2.3 shows a sheet with a number of side steps, at each of 
the side steps an apophysis maintains the orientaiton of the 
sheet before the side step.
b) Plates 4.9 and 4.11 illustrate paired apophyses, one occur­
ring on each cone sheet siargin and pointing in opposite 
directions to each other. This phenomenon is probably due, in 
part, to the same torsion forces which have produced the en 
echelon cone sheet fractures observed at a number of locations 
(Chapter 7).
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4.2.4 Xenolitht
Xenoliths «re rarely found in tlie cone sheets* the siajority of 
exasiples are cognate* with relatively few accidental xenoliths. 
Plate 4.12 shows cognate xenoliths of anorthosite in a Centre 
One conposite intrusion which occurs at Ockle Point (549717). 
In this large* 20b thick* sheet all xenoliths are contained in 
the lower basic aargin and range in size froB 3.20b x 1.20b to 
loB X IcB. Plates 4.13 and 4.14 show the top and bottOB of a 
cone sheet which is exposed at Sron Bheag* with cognate anortho~ 
site fragaents occurring in two seperate layers which are 
located approximately 30ca from either margin. In this case* 
the largest fragments* up to 30cm in diameter* occur in the 
layer near to the upper siargin. All xenoliths are irregular in 
shape.
Anorthosite xenoliths occur in the cone sheets of Centre One and 
Outer Centre Two Sets. In a thin section it is observed that an 
anorthosite xenolith* ooouring within an Centre One cone sheet* 
consists of 70% plagioclase (An^^) and 10% serpentonized oli­
vines (Plate 4.15) set in a fine-grained matrix consisting of 
7.5% plagioolase* 7.5% pyroxenes and 5% opaques.
West of Ningary Pier is a cone sheet intruded into Lower Lias
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Plate 4.15 Photomicrograph, of an anorthosite zenolith serpenteo 
ized olivine and plagioclase (An,^) Xenolith occurs in 
a Centre One basic cone sheet, Ockle Point
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Plate 4.16 Xenolith of Moine psammite contained within a 
fine-grained cone sheet. The cone sheet thickens 
around the xenolith. Outer Centre Two, west of Min- 
gary Pier.
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which contains a zenolith of Noine psamnite (120cm x 34cm) 
(Plate 4.16). It can been seen that the sheet thickens around 
the zenolith (Plate 4.16). Thickening around large zenoliths is 
not common, two examples are shown in Fig.4.2.4.
Plate 4.17 shows a zenolith of Hypersthene Gabbro frozen in the 
process of being wedged from the host rock. Few ezaaiples of 
wedging have been identified in the four cone sheet sets.
The fact that few zenoliths of host rock occur together with the 
paucity of wedging occurrences indicates that stoping and wedg­
ing contribute little to the production of space for the 
emplacement of cone sheets.
4.2.5 Bandina
The term banding will be used as defined by Irvine (1982) to 
describe planar structures in igneous rocks. Few examples of 
banded structures are seen in the cone sheet rooks. The best 
examples of banding occur in the feldspar porphyritic sheets of 
the Inner Set of Centro Two and the Centre Three cone sheets.
An example of banding from a Centre One cone sheet (Plate 4.18)
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Fig.4.^4Two examples of basic cone sheets, containing large xenoliths of 
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Plate 4.17 Xenolith of Hypersthene Gabbro being
margin of a cone sheet. Inner Centre Two, Lighthouse.
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Plate 4.18 Banding marked by plagioclase crystals at t ^
of a thin, fine-grained cone sheet. Centre One, Swor
die Bay.
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shows* Icn above the lower aargin* a thin band of plagioclase 
crystals and above this a second band with sparse phenocrysts in 
a fine-grained matrix.
One example of asymmetric banding where amygdales of varying 
size and intensity form 15 bands within the sheet is depicted in 
Fig.4.2.5. A diagramatic cross section through a banded cone 
sheet (Fig.4.2.6) shows three, possibly four, bands which exhi­
bit grading, that is the larger amygdales occur towards the base 
of the band whilst the smaller ones occur towards the top of the 
band. Bands four and five have a more uniform grain size, with 
the former coarser grained than the latter.
I
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The most common form of banding is syametrical about a central 
axis parallel to the suirgin of the cone sheet (Fig.4.2.7). From 
the margin the sequence of bands is; a fine-grained chilled 
layer (5mm-lcm thick), 13cm of fine-grained basic rock with 
sparse feldspar phenocrysts, 60cm of coarser-grained material 
containing 30% feldspar phenocrysts, with the central 50cm being 
coarse-grained and containing up to 50% feldspar phenocrysts. 
Symmetrical banding is thought to bo the result of flow dif­
ferentiation, although flow differentiation can produce an 
asymmetrical distribution of bands. As magma is emplaced within 
an intrusion crystallization begins at the margins, whilst the 
majority of the magma and any phenocrysts it contains flow along
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Fig.4.2. 7  An example of sym m etrical banding, the bands
are emphasized by the presence of feldspar phenocrysts. 
Centre Three north of Abhain Chro Bheinn
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the central area.
Two factors influence the distribution and size of the pheno- 
crysts, the first is that the entrained particles flow towards 
the centre of the conduit and secondly the longer the tiae the 
phenocrysts spend in the aagaa the larger they beooae. Thus, as 
the intrusion begins to crystallize the phenocrysts are moving 
too fast along the conduit to becoae entrained in the fine 
grained outer zone. As the crystalizing front advances the con­
duit becoaes narrower and the flow rate is reduced, thus 
increasing the incidence of phenocrysts in the bands. Finally, 
the central area crystallizes with the largest crystals being 
found in this region. Phenocrysts only occur in the outer 
region if the crystallizing front advances faster than the 
"flow-regine" in the central area of the sheet (Flatten and 
Watterson, 1969).
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Table 4.1 illustrates the differences and similarities of the 
four cone sheet sets. In general, the differences are slight, 
the greatest variation is seen in the type of apophyses in each 
set. Differences in banding is perhaps best attributed to the 
presence of phenocrysts and vesicles in each set.
i.! 'f '
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4.3 PETROLOGY
A total of 90 rook apeciaena have been collected fro« the four 
cone aheet aeta and anbaeqnently aectioned. Deapite a large 
variation in hand apeciaen* Richey si ilj. (1930) divided the 
cone aheeta into two broad coapoaitional gronpa, that ia 
acid/felaitea and interaediate/baaic. Becanae the preaent 
inveatigation ia atmctnrally baaed it waa fonnd practical to 
maintain thia aiaple diviaion oven though the grain aize variea 
from glaaa to aedina-grained (Ima cryatala) and the colour index 
variea between 80% and 50% in the baaic rocka. Richey'a claa- 
aification haa been modified by dividing the aheeta into three 
gronpa; 1) aphyric baaic/intermodiate, 2) phyric
baaic/intermediate and 3) acid. A brief aineralogical and tex­
tural deacription of the three gronpa ia given below and, baaed 
on previona authora work, the geocheaiatry of the cone aheeta 
will be briefly diacuaaed.
4.3.1 Aohvric b>«ie/intemediat^
The majority of the cone aheet rocka fall into thia category, a 
t3rpical thin aection of one of theae rocka conaiata of pla- 
gioclaae feldapar (60%), o1inopyroxene (30%), 
aagnetite(5%),ohlorite(5%) (Plate 4.19). Plagioclaae and clino- 
pyroxene ahow a poorly developed ophitic texture, the laa
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Plate 4.19 Photomicrograph of a mediom-grained, aphyric, basic 
cone sheet. Outer Centre Two, west of Mingary Pier.
(x4, xpl)
Plate 4.20 Skeletal feldspars containing glass inclusions, the 
matrix consists of chlorite, magnetite and pyroxene 
all of which have been thermally metamorphosed. Inner 
Centre Two. Lighthouse. (x4, xpl)
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Plate 4.19 Photomicrograph of a medium grained, aphyric,
cone sheet. Outer Centre Two, west of Mingary Pier.
(x4, xpl)
Plate 4.20 Skeletal feldspars containing glass inclusions. the 
matrix consists of chlorite, magnetite and pyroxene 
all of which have been thermally metamorphosed. Inner 
Centre Two, Lighthouse. (x4, xpl)
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feldspar laths (An,,) partly enclosed in small clinopyroxene 
crystals. The feldspars are often skeletal and contain inclu­
sions of glass (Plato 4.20). Pyroxenes are typically 0.05mm in 
diameter.There are two forms of Fe-Ti oxide in the glassy inter­
stices one as aoicnlar needles and the other as ootahedra. 
Quenched textures are common in the form of poorly developed or 
hollow feldspar terminations (Plate 21), aoicular magnetites and 
the commonly devitrified glass.
Variation of the mineralogy within this group is slight, 
although the relative amounts of each mineral show a largo 
range. Olivine pseudomorphs up to 1mm in diameter consist of 
serpentine and magnetite. Feldspar compositions range from An,, 
to An,,. Twinned, skeletal and zoned feldspars are commonly 
observed and interstitial quartz is often present up to 5%.
Textures vary from quenched glass to subophitic (Plato 4.22). 
Quenched textures include spherulites composed of plagioclase, 
chlorite and magnetite (Plate 4.21), acicular magnetite and 
skeletal, swallow tailed feldspars. Such textures occur either 
throughout the rock, confined to interstices or within small 
patches up to 3mm in diameter (Plate 4.21). The presence of 
acicular magnetite increases the colour density particularly in 
the devitrified patches. Ophitic texture is more common in 
medium-grained rooks, whereas in the fine-grained rooks the
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Plate 4.21 Plioto«icrograph of quenched textures; spherulites, 
aoioular aagnetites, very fine- grained, now devitri- 
fied, glass patches. Outer Centre Two, west of 
Mingary Pier. (x4, xpl)
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Plate 4.22 Medina-grained, aphyric, basic cone sheet with small, 
snb-ophitic pyroxene crystals. Outer Centre Two, west 
of Mingary Pier. (x4, xpl)
Plate 4.23 Photomicrograph of an aaygdaloidal dolerite showing an 
amygdala infilled with concentric bands of magnetite 
and calcite. Outer Centre Two, west of Mingary Pier.
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pyroxene occurs in the f om of grains. In general, pyroxene 
crystals tend to occur in clusters, rather than being evenly 
distributed throughout the rock.
Aaygdaloidal cone sheets are rare, only three examples have been 
found, one is a Centre One cone sheet near Ockle Point, the 
other two are Outer Centre Two sheets and occur west of Mingary 
Pier at (492627) and (491627). the latter is figured in 
Fig.4.2.5. Fig.4.2.5 shows a section of a rhythmic banded 
sheet, the bands being defined by the change in size of amyg­
dales. In thin section, the host rock matrix is composed of 
plagioclase. pyroxenes and Fe-Ti oxides. The amygdales (up to 
11mm in length) are infilled in a layered manner and consist of 
calcite.epidote and opaque minerals with the amount of epidote 
being less common towards the centre of the amygdales (Plate 
4.23). Other sections show irregular shaped amygdales infilled 
with chlorite and calcite or quartz. The presence of so few 
amygdaloidal cone sheets suggests that the cone sheets were 
intruded under a moderate overburden.
Modal proportions of three typical thin sections of the aphyric 
basic/intermediate group illustrates the variation in composi­
tion of the rocks are as follows:-
Plagioclase 60 (An,,) 55 25(An,,)
Pyroxene 20 15-20 60
1 3 4
Chlorite 10
Fe-Ti oxides 8
Quartz 2
liy*/.
Aphyrio batio/interaediate sheets occur In all four cone sheet 
sets* though less frequently in the Inner Centre Two and Centre
Three cone sheet sets.
! f
4.3.2 interred late
Phyric sheets cosnaonly occur in the Inner Centre Two and Centre 
Three cone sheet sets and show aineral banding (Banding 4.2). 
Sparsely porphyritic sheets attributed to Centre One hare a low 
frequency of occurrence» the porphyritic phase is generally pla- 
gioclase (An,,). SUilarly, few Outer Centre Two sheets are 
porphyritic, with plagioclase forming the porphyritic phase; the 
majority of these pophyrltic sheets occur along the Sron Bheag 
section. A large proportion of Inner Centre Two sheets are por­
phyritic and exhibit the whole range of porphyritic species, 
that is plagioclase, pyroxene, oliwine and spinel. Cone sheets 
of Centre Three are also porphyritic and show the most dense 
occurrence of plagioclase phenocrysts (Fig.4.2.7). The 
fine-grained matrix of these sheets is very similar in composi­
tion to the aphyric sheets described above, and consists of 
feldspar laths, c1inopyroxene, Fe-Ti oxides and chlorite with
135



5-30% of the total rock being composed of plagioclase pheno- 
crysts and 3% c1inopyroxene.
The moat abundant phenocryat apeciea ia plagioclaae forma 
between 5% and 30% of the total rock and frequently they occur 
in clnatera (glomerophyric). The phenocryata often contain 
glaaa incluaiona. Some of the feldapar cryatala reach a length 
of 1.5mm» aome are partially developed and othera are irregular 
in ahape and are often cracked» probably in reaponae to abraaion 
during emplacement. Plate 4.25 ahowa a plagioclaae phenocryat. 
the centre of which ia irregularly ahaped whilat the rim con- 
aiata of thin oacillatory zonea.
Other phenocryata are not common but pyroxene phenocryata have 
well formed euhedral facea (Plate 4.26). Phenocryata of apinel 
and paeudomorphed olivinea occur» only rarely although they 
account for leaa than 5% of the total rock.
Compoaitional variation from olivine-bearing to quartz-bearing 
rocka can be aeen» aa in the non-porphyritic rocka. Quenched 
texturea aimilar to thoae aeen in the non-porphyritic rocka are 
comaon.
ii
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Hydrothermal alteration of both the porthyritio and 
non-i>orphyritio rooka haa produced epidote, pyrite in the fora 
of a string of saall cubes eaanating froa a line or a single 
point»and chlorite replacing both pyroxene and glass.
4.3.3 Acid
Acid cone sheets are very much less coaaon than basic ones. 
Usually* they occur as the central component of coaposite 
sheets* bordered by thin basic margins. A typical example is 
seen 400a west of Ningary Pier. It appears that within each 
cone sheet set* acid ones are early in the sequence* for exam~ 
pie* east of Faskadale a composite sheet forms the host rock to 
a large number of thin basic sheets.
Features discemable in hand specimen include xenoliths* feld­
spar phenoorysts* chloritic patches (relics of pyroxenes) and 
pyrite cubes set in a pale-grey* fine-grained matrix (colour 
index 20-30%). The xenoliths are small* basic and hawe a compo­
sition similar to the lower basic margins that form the basic 
intrusions* and are generally confined to an area adjacent to 
the lower basic siargin.This seems to indicate that the basic 
material had consolidated before the acid oosq>onent was intrud­
ed.
; i
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In thin section, it is seen thst l u  tnrbid feldspar phenoorysts 
are set in a devitrified matrix» composed of very fine grained 
grannies of feldspar and qnartz with occasionally feathery 
alkali feldspars and quarts ooouring as a graphic intergrowth. 
Accessory minerals are acionlar Fe-Ti oxides and late stage apa~ 
tite. Chlorite and Fe-Ti oxides frequently pseudomorph 
pyroxenes. In one rook a brownish hornblende has been found.
Alteration is ubiquitous and prominently takes the form of glass 
being converted to chlorite, feldspars to sericite and pyroxenes 
to chlorite and Fe-Ti oxides. l>ue to the very fine-grained 
nature of the rooks coupled with the ubiquitous alteration the 
modal proportions of the acid rooks cannot be asertained with 
any confidence.
4.4 QEOCHEMISTKT
No geochemical analyses have been performed in this study, 
therefore, the important aspects of the geochemical studies by 
Holland and Brown (1972) and Gribble (1974) will be summarised.
Holland and Brown (1972), who analysed 98 samples taken from the 
Ardnamurchan cone sheets, designed their investigation to asses 
the three centred hypothesis of Richey e^ al» (1930) as against
I'v
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Table 4.2 Proaax oblique primary pattern Matrix for two priaary 
faotora which account for 70% of the variation of 
15 elements in geooheaical analysis of cone sheet rocks 
(after Holland and Brown* 1972)
Eleaent Factor
1 2
Si 0.83 0.38
A1 -0.50
Fe
Fe -0.22 -0.94
Ng -0.89
Ca -0.87
Na
K 0.93
Ti -0.58
Nn -0.98
S
P 0.69 -0.58
Rb 0.98
Sr
Ba 0.90
Zr 0.86
Cu -0.96 -0.40
Ni -0.97
Zn 0.54 -0.64
i
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the single centred spiral fracture hypothesis of Durrance 
(1967). By cosq;>uting a principal factor aatrix (Table 4.2, 
after Holland and Brown, 1972) and plotting the two siost influen­
tial factors,
FI (Si,Al,Fe,Ng,Ca,K,P,Rb,Ba,Zr,Cu,Ni,Zn) 
and F2 (Si,Fe,Ti,l(n,P,Cn,Zn) (Fig.4.4.1 after Holland and Brown, 
1972),
it becasie apparent that the cone sheet sets could be divided 
eheaioally. Froa the FI and F2 plots they were able to conclude 
that there is no geooheaical evidence to discriminate between 
the Centre One and the Outer Centre Two cone sheets, especially 
those on the Kilchoan section, although they differ in 10 conpo- 
nents. Cone sheets on the north coast section have an 
interaediate composition, whilst the Inner Centre Two cone 
sheets have the aost basic composition of the sheets analysed.
Oribble (1974) analysed several dolerites in which the cone 
sheet dolerites sampled were collected on the basis of the three 
centred hypothesis. Fig.4.4.2 (after Cribble (1974)) shows an 
AFN plot, where the trend for each centre shows slight 
iron-enrichment. When the norms of the rocks are plotted on an 
Olivine-Nepheline-Qnartz diagram (Fig.4.4.3) data from all three 
centres overlap.
It therefore seems that the principal factor matrix of Holland
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Flg.4.4.1 Geochemical classification of cone sheets from several sample areas 
of the Ardnamurchan penhsula based on a princpal component factor 
anaVsisby Hobnd and Brown C1972) ^  ^
F 1 consists of elements SI, Al Fe, Mg, Ca, K, P, Rb, Ba, Zr, Cu, M, Zn 
F2 consists of elements Si, Fe ,Ti, Mr\ P. Cu, Zh
■ average values were calculated for Centre One (OckleH-OCh Mudle) 
and Inner Centre Two CAodann-Grigadale).
Cl Centre One
OCII Outer Centre Two
ICII Inner Centre Two
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dolerites of Centre One 
dolerites of Centre Two 
dolerites of Centre Three
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M
Fig.4.4.2 AFM plot of the dolerites from each of the three
centres . Each centre shows a slight iron 
enrichment trend from basic to 
intermediate rocks . Not ai of the dolerites were 
obtained from cone sheets (after Cribble, 1974).
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area into which the dolerites 
of Centre Three plot 
area into which the dolerites 
of Centre Two plot 
area into v i^ichthe dolentes 
of Centre One plot
NEPHELINE
QUARTZ
1'!
I ■
Orthopyroxene
Fig.4.4.3 Normative distribution of the dolerites plotted ^on an __
Olivine-Nephellne-Quartz dlaoram. Not aBof the dolente samples were 
obtained from cone sheets Cafter Gribble, 19743.
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and Brown (1972) enables a finer distinction between various 
cone sheet groups, that is not apparent in norawtive plots. The 
principal factor awtrix analysis has highlighted a nuaber of 
groupings of the collected cone sheet rooks. One of the aost 
notable results is that the Inner Centre Two analyses plot close 
to the Sron Bheag (Outer Centre Two) analyses and therefore sug­
gests a possible closer link between the Outer and Inner of 
Centre Two cone sheets sets ((Hiapter 5 and 6). Also, the prin­
cipal factor aatriz shows that the Centre One cone sheets and 
those of the lilohoan section are siailar, which tends to sup­
port the theory that the eaplaoeaent of both sets overlapped, 
possibly utilizing the saae aagaa source.
';H||
The Outer Centre Two cone sheets of Faskadale differ froa all 
the other cone sheets analysed, a possible explanation is dis­
cussed in Chapter 10.
r
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5.1 lOTROPUCTIOW
Tho phytloal paraaeters of the four cone sheet sets have 
been collated (Appendix A) and statistically analysed. To the 
authors knowledge only one other cone sheet coaqilez» the Snaes- 
fell coaplex. Western Iceland (Sigurdsson, 1966), has been 
analysed quantitatively. Richey (1930) give average
figures for dip and thickness of the Ardnaaurchan cone sheets, 
although no stateaent is given about the nuaber of saaples. 
Sigurdsson (1966) attesq^ted a quantative study in several 
exposed sections of cone sheet sets in the Setberg area. 
Western Iceland. He observed a decrease in the nuaber and 
voluae of sheets with increasing altitude, for exaaple, at 100a 
above sea level the cone sheets aake up 30% of the rock outcrop, 
whilst at 300a above sea level they fora only 5%. However, only 
figures for dip and thickness are given; the sheets have a aodal 
thickness of la and a aodal dip of 30 . Rresten (1980), follow” 
ing the work of von Eckeraan (1948, 1958) on the cone sheets of 
the Alno Coaqilex, Norway, investigated the dip angles of the 
sheets and concluded that two sets of cone sheets were superiai- 
posed on each other.
•U
5.2 METHODS
As indicated in (Hiapter 3, each line of traverse has been 
divided into 100a unit lengths; Centre One has 24 unit lengths. 
Outer Centre Two 68, Inner Centre Two 16 and Centre Three 2 unit 
lengths. The nuaber of unit lengths is a direct consequence of 
the exposure, developaent and distribution of the sheets at the 
present level of erosion. Table 5.1 illustrates the bivariate
11
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Table 5.1 Bivariate and «nltivariate analyses carried 
ont on the cone sheet characteristics
bivariate analysis
Dip 
Dip 
Dip 
Dip
Average Dip 
Average Dip 
Nnaber 
Nnaiber 
Strike 
Strike 
Strike 
Strike 
Strike 
Thickness 
Thickness 
Av Thickness 
Av Thickness
Distance froa centre
Distribution per unit length
Strike
Thickness
Per unit length
Cuaiulative thickness per unit length
Per unit length
Dip
Distribution per unit length 
Thickness
Distance from centre 
Chi*
Number (per centre)
Number per unit length 
Distance from centre 
Per unit length 
Cumulative thickness
NDLTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 
Strike
Strike z
Thickness -
Dip
Distance -
Dip
1 4 9
paraneters that have been statistically analysed* the letter C 
indicates analysis using a cluster analysis prograai (Clnstan; 
Table 5.1).
RESULTS
5.3 NUMBER OF SHEETS PER UNIT LENGTH
Distribution of the number of cone sheets per unit length 
for each cone sheet set are given in Figs.5.3.l-*5.
5.3.1 Centre One
Figure 5.3.1 illustrates the distribution from Faskadale to 
Rubha a' Choit and* in general* the frequency of sheets is low 
with eight unit lengths containing no sheets: the population
varies from 0 to 13 sheets per unit length. The number of 
sheets in unit lengths 1 to 4 varies between 8 and 13. differing 
from the low freqnencyof sheets over the the remaining parts of 
the traverse. The cumulative frequency curve which has an ini­
tial steep gradient then shallows towards the east (Fig.5.3.1) 
also aaiplifys the higher frequency of sheets occurring in the 
unit lengths 1 to 4.
In summary* therefore* there are two distinct groupings 
along the traverse consisting of a) unit lengths 1 to 4 and b) 
unit lengths 5 to 43* with sheets being more common in the sec­
tions 1 to 4 to the east of Faskadale.
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5.3.2 Q3ii£X l22
North Coatt. Figure 5.3.2 shows thst s large number of 
sheets (maximum 40) are present in some unit lengths* particn- 
in seotions 1 to 15 (Rnbha an Dnin Bhain to Sgeir 
Ghibeaoh). To the east of Sgeir Ghibeaoh the freqnency of 
sheets is lower per unit length and resembles the distribntion 
of the south coast section (Fig.5.3.3). This difference is 
emphasized where the cumulative frequency curve (Fig.5.3.2) 
changes slope at unit length 4.
;lil
South Coast. Frequencies of cone sheets range from 0 to 23 
per unit length (Fig.5.3.3). Lows in the frequency distibution 
occur west of Sron Bheag, Mingary Pier and Rubh'a’Mhile. 
Generally there is a larger number of sheets per unit length in 
the west than in the east and this is shown by a change of slope 
in the cumulative frequency curve.
5.3.3 Inner Centre Twa
From Beinn Bhuidhe (unit length 4) to Beinn na Seilg (unit 
length 15) there is a general increase in the number of cone 
sheets per unit length (Fig.5.3.4). Intensity of the sheets
ranges from 3 to 23 per unit length.
5.3.4 Centre Thre_e
The two unit lengths contain 11 and 7 cone sheets respec­
tively (Fig.5.3.5).
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5.3.5 N&AA Nsfi]b££ û£ £££
Table 5.2 gives the aean muiber of cone sheets per unit 
length for all the cone sheet sets. The Outer Centre Two (north 
coast) cone sheet set has the greatest nnaber of sheets per unit 
length (24), Centre One has the fewest cone sheets per unit 
length (3), whilst Outer Centre Two (south coast). Inner Centre 
Two and Centre Three have siailar values (11). The two extrewe 
types of cone sheet intensity are a) the Centre One sheets which 
occur as very low frequencies over a large geographical area 
(Chapter 3) and b) the Outer Centre Two distribution with its 
large nuaber of cone sheets over a saall geographical area. The 
Outer Centre Two set has been subdivded into two, as the 
traverses are geographically separated, and this has highlighted 
the differences within this set; the average nuaber of sheets 
per unit length on the north coast is 18 and on the south coast 
is 9.5.
'Hi I
SPATIAL nTSTRIBOTION QF CONE SHEETS
Figure 5.3.6 is a contoured plot of cone sheet intensity 
with contours at intervals of 5 sheets.
5.3.6 Centre One
The Centre One distribution has a low frequency in coapari- 
son to the Outer Set of Centre Two located to the west of 
Faskadale Bay. However, 0.5 ha east of Faskadale the frequency 
of sheets increases, reseabling the distribution of sheets west 
of Faskadale. It is probable that Faskadale aarks the overlap
1 5 6


of these two sets. The low intensity characteristic of Centre 
One nay indicate periodic enplacenent over a large area, though 
each episode was geographically localised. It is possible that 
this area narks either the eztrenities of the intrusions at a 
high level within the volcanic ediface, or that it is just an 
area of low Intensity intrusive activity. Evidence given in a 
later chapter (7) tends to support the theory that the Centre 
One traverse is at a high structural level within the volcanic 
ediface and depicts both the vertical and lateral extremities of
a cone sheet set.
'Hi I
'i' ■
5.3.7 Outer Centra Tss.
A peak in the distribution of cone sheets (n«20 where n is 
the number of sheets at the peak) is located along the south 
coast section midway between Glas Eilean and Mingary Pier, with 
subsidiary peaks (n-15) occurring on either side, with the 
number of sheets decreasing towards both extremities of the sec­
tion lino. On the north coast, there is a maximum peak (n»40) 
at Rubha Groulin, with two subsidiary peaks (n=30) occurring on 
either side; the north coast peaks being twice the value of
those of the south coast.
5.3.8 Inner Centre Two
Th... con. fall Into two il.tinot jronps, nn Ont.r
Gronp (n - 10) loc.t.d at tko Llihthoua., Sgnrr nan M.ann and An 
Acaira.id and an Inn.r Oronp (n-20) locatad cloa. to th. focna 
of Centre Two activity.
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5.3.9 Centro T h ^
These cone sheets for« s snail high, «aximn« 10 sheets, 
located on the northern slopes of Abhaln Chro Beinn.
5.3.10
Assnalng that a single intmsive ejrtsode of cone sheet 
e«place«ent will be concentrated in a relatively restricted area 
with the intensity decreasing with distance away fro« this area, 
a nonal distribntion will resnlt. The Inner Set of Centre Two 
shows two distinct nomal gronpings (Fig.5.3.6). However, the 
Onter Centre Two sections show 3 to 4 peaks which «ay be inter­
preted as a nn«ber of separate episodes of activity.
5.4 DIP
5.4.1 Centre Qae
The dip data has been divided into classes of 10* and 
Fig.5.4.1 shows the dip distribntion along each unit length. 
There is no syste«atic variation in dip towards the centre, or a 
single predo«inating dip thronghont the traverse. However, 
localised areas show co««on «odal classes, for exaaiple. nnit 
lengths 1 to 5 have a «odal class of 31--40*. In the «ore eas­
terly parts of the traverse, the sheets show a greater range in 
the a«onnt of dip per nnit length. Fig.5.4.5 shows the average 
dip valnes across the section with a decrease in the angle of 
dip fro« 50* to 30* fro« east to west, a variation which is not
1 6 0
tMi

seen in the total distribntion of dip per nnit length. Standard 
deviation (on)of the average valnes indicates a dispersion of 
and snch a large variation renders an average value for 
the whole traverse as being unrepresentative of the data.
, }
5.4.2 Outer Centre Tw£
North Coast. The dip distribution of sheets per unit 
length shows no clear nodal class (Fig.5.4.2). However» 800n 
west of Fashadale the sections indicate a norsial distribution 
about the 51*-60* class. Fro* Sgeir Ghibeach westward the nodal 
class is 31*-40*, with a subsidiary high in the 61*-70 class 
which is particularly enphasized at Rubha (^rrach. At (404732), 
the sheets dip towards the north at 81*-90* in contrast to the 
najority of the section in which the regional dip of the sheets 
is towards the south. The average dip (Fig.5.4.6) of the cone 
sheets along the traverse shows a wave like fom with three 
peaks, the first at the nost westerly extrenity where the aver­
age dip is 71*, the second at Sgeir Ghibeach where the average 
dip is 63* and the third, O.Skn west of Faskadale, where the 
average dip is 72*.
Sonth Coast. Cone sheets of the Sron Bheag section have a 
nodal value of 50* (Fig.5.4.3). Fron Glas Eilean to Mingary 
Pier the 41*-50* class predoninates, whereas east of Mingary 
binodality of the dip is encountered, with peaks at 50 and 80 . 
The existence of a peak with a high angle of dip, 80 , nay indi­
cate the presence of dykes. In sunnary, nost sheets on the 
south coast dip northwards at 41*-50*; this nodal value is fron 
a skewed distribution. The Sron Bheag sections and those to the
':.|i
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west of Ningary Pier have average dips of 45* and show little 
variation. However, east of Mingary Pier the average dip is 
50*, which decreases eastward, with a dip of 25* being calcnlat- 
ed as the average vaine for the Rnbh'a'Mhile section 
(Fig.5.4.7).
Standard deviation (cm) froa the mean for both north and 
south coast sections is approxiaately 10*-20* (8*-20* north 
coast, 2*—24* south coast), reflecting the dispersion of dips 
found within each saaple section line. Figures 5.4.5 and 7 show 
groups of unit lengths where average dip increases towards the 
east, for ezaaple, froa unit lengths 19—23 in Fig.5.4.5 the 
average dip increases by 20*. It is possible that these aay 
represent separate sets of sheets.
1-*
5.4.3 Inner Centre Two ir;
There is a great variation in the dip of the sheets 
(Fig.5.4.4) and consequently there is a low frequency distribu­
tion in each unit length. However, to eliainate this effect all 
sheets within each traverse have been grouped together, and froa 
these groupings aodal values can confidently be identified. A 
aodal dip of 80* characterises the Beinn Bhuidhe and Garbdhail 
sections, whilst a aodal dip of 70* describes the population at 
Upper Garbdhail. Within both the Garbdhail and Upper Garbdhail 
sections the sheets dip both to the west and east thus differing 
froa the other sections. For the Sgurr naa Neann and Lighthouse 
sections the dips show widespread variation and no aodal class 
can be identified, with confidence. The sheets of the An Acair- 
seid section show a noraial distribution about the 51* - 50*
' .^1 ■
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\class. The average dip valves for the najority of the Inner Set 
of Centre Two sections are 70*, whereas for the Sgnrr nan Neann, 
Lighthouse and An Acairseid sections the average dip occurs 
between 54* and 56* (Fig.5,4,7). Figure 5.4.8 shows the stan­
dard deviation for all Inner Centre Two sections, indicating the 
large range within the saaple. The Outer and Inner Groups men­
tioned above are prominent in Fig.5.4.8, with the Outer Group of 
sheets having lower mean dips than the sheets forming the Inner 
Group.
1,1.1
5.4.4 Centre Three
For both unit lengths the modal class is 51*-60*, although 
in the second unit length the peak tends to spread into the 
41*-50* class (Fig.5.4.4). Mean dips show a decrease in the 
second section, with respect to the first, that is 52 to 57 , 
with the standard deviation being larger in the second section 
(Fig.5.4.9).
5.4.5 f Y
Centre One unit lengths show multimodality of dip and a 
large range of standard deviation and in comparison with the 
Outer Centre Two unit lengths (Fig.5.4.2 and 3) the whole of the 
Centre One traverse shows a large variation in dip. Both the 
north and south coast sections of Outer Centre Two show a simi­
lar range in dip and standard deviation, the distribution having 
a wave-like form. The Inner Centre Two section shows two group­
ings (Fig.5.4.7). All the unit lengths measured for each cone
I'
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sheet set htve a range of on from 5* to 20*, which nay reflect 
tme variation, although the size of the unit length used could 
be a reason for the wide range. I believe that tme variation 
is shown.
5.4.6 Din Distribution for each Cone Sheet Set
The dip distribution for each cone sheet set is illustrated 
in Fig.5.4.10. The Centre One distribution is slightly skewed, 
with most sheets occurring in the lower angled dip classes. 
Sheets are present in all but the lowest angled dip class, that 
is 0*-10* and the modal class is 41*-50*. The Outer Centre Two 
cone sheets are by far the most numerous (n » 847) and it is 
perhaps in conse<iuence of this that the dip approaches a noraial 
distribution. The Outer Centre Two cone sheets have a modal 
class of 41* - 50*, the steepest part of the cumulative frequen­
cy curve occurs between classes 21 — 30 and 61 — 70 .
The dip of the Inner Centre Two cone sheets is skewed 
towards the higher angles of dip, the modal class being 71 - 
80*. Although sheets occur in all classes the majority occur 
between 51* - 60*, with the distribution being slightly skewed 
towards this class.
In general, the dip distributions of the four cone sheet 
sets are skewed with only the Outer Set of Centre Two having a 
normal distribution, which may be due to the comparitively large 
population present in this set. All the sets, except Centre 
Three, show a widespread distribution of dip angle, the dip of 
almost all sets ranges from 0* - 90*. Despite the different
I f
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total diftributions. Centre One and Outer Centre Two have the 
same modal class (41* - 50*), whereas Inner Centre Two (71* - 
80*) and Centre Three (51* - 60*) have steeper angled modal 
dipt. Richey et al. (1930) commented on the difference in dip 
of the Outer and Inner Centre Two cone sheets and attributed the 
difference to the rising of the magma chamber after the intru­
sion of the Outer Centre Two cone sheets, and that the more 
steeply inclined Inner Centre Two cone sheets illustrate the 
shape of the cone sheets at a deeper level, thus indicating that 
cone sheets are trumpet shaped in vertical section (Chapter 
5.11).
5.5 DIP AND STRICT
These two primary measurements are plotted as poles to the 
igneous contact on a Wulff stereonet, then contoured using a 
Kalsbeek counting net at 0—5, then at intervals of 10 
(Fig.5.5.1-3).
5.5.1 Centre One
The data has been plotted on two stereonets (Fig.5.5.1), 
the first consists of data collected between Faskadale and Ard— 
toe, the second consists of data collected between Ardtoe and 
Rubha a' Choit. The first group shows a widespread arc situated 
in the NE and SE area of the stereonet whereas the second group 
indicates a tighter clustering of the poles in the NE quadrant. 
The change in orientation of the clusters may demonstrate either 
a change of dip and/or strike towards the centre of activity, or
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the presence of sheets belonging to the Outer Set of Centre Two, 
or the presence of s subsidiary set of cone sheets, or the 
influence of the structure of the host rock i.e. steeply dip­
ping Noine psanaites coapared to shallowly dipping Liassic 
liaestones (Chapter 8).
5.5.2 Outer Centre Two
Fig.5.5.2 shows stereograas of five sub-regions. The first 
of these diagraas (Rnbha an Duin Bhain to Sgeir Ghibeach) shows 
a large cluster of readings, the axis of which extends to the 
west, the second diagraa (Sgeir Ghibeach to Faskadale) indicates 
a gradual change in orientation, with variable dip, along the 
traverse, that is, the orientation changes with distance froa 
the centre. Data froa the south coast section shows a siailar 
gradual extension of the cluster axis in each of the sequential 
diagraas (Fig.5.5.2 Sron Bheag, Glas Eilean to Ningary Pier and 
Mingary Pier to Sgurr nan Eun). Figure 5.5.3 illustrates the 
^l*i^lbution of cone sheet orientations for each of the four 
cone sheet sets. The diagraa representing the whole of the 
south coast section deaonstrates the fora of a well developed 
arc. Despite the constant change in strike with distance froa 
the centre, the dip variation is large, as evident froa the 
large spread around the cluster axis. Ideally, if one considers 
that a cone sheet in three-diaensions foras a cone, then the 
▼•*l»tion in dip and strike aay be accounted for in the follow­
ing ways:
a)the spread of readings aay be attributed to the 
presence of a nuaber of cone sheet axes of 
different inclinations, with their apices 
located at siailar depths beneath the surface, 
thus the dip would vary and the strike 
would show a aore eccentric elliptical shape
1 74
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(Chapter 9).
b) a number of cone apices located at various depths 
beneath the surface and assuming
that the dip of a sheet varies with depth 
then cone sheet apices located at different 
levels will result in a variation in dip but 
the strike would remain the same.
c) the dip and strike of a cone sheet is locally 
controlled by country rock structures 
((Chapter 8).
Within any one cone sheet set it is most probable that the 
dip and strike variation may be attributed to a) and to a lesser 
extent c).
5.5.3 Inner Centre Two
Fig.5.5.3 shows that the dip and strike data for these cone 
sheets differ from those of the Outer Set of Centre Two sheets. 
The poles to the sheets are located close to the perimeter of 
the hemisphere, due to their steep dips, combined with their 
conjugate pattern. As most of the sheets in a cone sheet set 
exploit one member of a conjugate set of fractures whilst only a 
few exploit the second direction (Chapter 8). the presence of a 
conjugate set of cone sheets in the Inner Centre Two section 
(Fig.5.5.3) is emphasised by the low total frequency of sheets 
in the Inner Centre Two cone sheet set.
5.5.4 Centre Three
These sheets form a small cluster in the SB quadrant 
(Fig.5.5.3).

5.5.5 SnamatY
D.ta for each of the seta shows an arc (Fig.5.5.3) with the 
degree of dewelop«ent depending largely on the intensity of 
sheet nn-bers in each set. A snbsldiary gronplng often oconrs 
on the plots, for era-pie, within the Onter Set of Centre Two 
(Fig.5.5.2) and the Inner Set of Centre Two (Fig.5.5.3), indi­
cating the presence of a conjugate set of sheet fractures. 
Contoured plots of the poles to sheet contacts resnlt in the 
rough outlines of small circles which define a cone (Fig.5.3.3). 
Assuming that the sheets dip at a constant angle with depth, the 
spread of the readings may Indicate a number of slightly offset 
cones. Or, if it is assumed that sheets do not dip at a con­
stant angle with depth, then the spread of readings may depict 
the variation in dip of cone sheets that intersect the surface 
at different levels of their profile (Chapter 10).
Centre One data forms a small circle, the axis of which 
dips to the NW, with a cone apical angle of «0 (plnngo of axis 
2«0/«8’W) (Fig.5.5.4). Despite the large spread of readings for 
the Outer Centre Two data. Fig.3.5.4 demonstrates a small cir­
cle, the axis of which dips to the SW which has an apical angle 
of 60* (plunge of axis 2»0/60*W). The apical angle of the Inner 
Centre Two small circle is 3* (plunge of axis 056/60 ) Because 
the Centre Three data is limited to a single cluster no axis can
be deternined.
Aa the axes of the cones determined by the dip and strike 
distributions are inclined at different plnnge angles and in 
different dlrecticns they lend credit to Richey s et ili
17 8
Centre  One
plunge of cone axis 260/68°W
O u te r  C e n t r e  T w o
plunge of cone axis 280/60°W
Inner Centre  Tw o
plunge of cone axis 056/60^N
1 7 9
three centred hypothesis (Fig.9.2.1) arrived at by field rela­
tionships and. conversely, refnte Dnrrance's (1967) single 
centred hypothesis (Fig.9.2.2).
All three small circles are derived from raw data and show 
a great amount of spread, which may be due to:-
a) large number of readings
b) measuring error
c) presence of sub-sets of cone sheets
d) the axis of the cone is inclined
1
The number of readings, even when small e.g. Inner Centre 
Two (Fig.5.5.3) where the total number of samples is 202, are 
widely distributed on the plot. Because the measuring error is 
~2*, the 20* variation must be accounted for. A number of sub­
sets occurring within the areas defined (Chapter 3) may be 
masked by the collation of all data on one diagram. It is 
demonstrated in Chapter9 how the shape of the cone becomes a 
more eccentric ellipse as a result of the intersection of the 
erosion surface with the cone or by varying the inclination of 
the cone axis. Thus, if the land surface and the cone Intersect 
at different angles then a number of closely spaced sheets with 
a variety of elliptical profiles would result (Chapter 9).
5.6 STRIKE
Napping of the geology of the Ardnamurchan peninsula by 
Richey et aJL (1930) resulted in the recognition of the 
outcrop of the cone sheets. Therefore the strike of individual 
cone sheets and their position relative to the presumed centre
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.ctivity t. -hich th.y 1..1on. .« i-Port«t ch.r.ct.rUtic
1U «tribut ion ofof strike f nr tentât ionl Bfir Hail LfiMÎà
5.6.1 Centre One
Fignte S.i.l shows 35 strike dlsgt«ss for the «be section.
I„ en esst to west treverse. the -od.l strike ch.nges fro« 330*
,t Rnhhe s' Cholt In Molne host rock, to 300* st Port sn Be In In
V r rArV A vtri»tion of strike is seen in theagglomerate host rock. a
unit lengths fro. Rnbh. s' Cholt to Ookle Point, the .od.l
strike St Rnbh. Cholt Is 330‘ snd 320‘ .t Ookle Point. The
change In strike within this tr.werse (Fig.5.6.1) ..y be dne to 
the erplolt.tlon of the prclnent host rook stmot.res (Chapter 
8) eg. the bedding In the Mesoaolc rocks which are nnconfom 
able on the Molne rocks exposed at Ockle Point. West of Ockle 
Point the strike of the sheets varies from 270 to 310 . Most 
of the Swordle Bay sheets occnr In Lias ll-estones, the Moines 
being exposed farther to the west. In the volcanic agglo-erates 
at Ardtoe, a .od.l strike is dlific.lt to ascertain, becanse the 
aheets are few in nn«ber and have widely variable strike, con­
trasting sharply with those cone sheet, which occnr in the 
Swordle Bay sectlo... which are Intmded into Moine and Lias 
vocks. Continning along the east to west traverse the sheet, 
aronnd Achateny strike at 310* which change, to 300 at Port 
Bain. The traverse west fro. Port an Bain for 1.5k. U  charac­
terised by a low freqnency of sheets and inconsistent 
for example, 310*, 290*, 030*. However, the four section.
lamiediately east of Faskadale show a large nnnber I ■
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«trike of 300*-310*, although the strike which have a modal strike oi
ranges from 300* to 360 .
SMUMty: Sttlk. of the Centre One cone sheet set «ey be 
chsrscterlsed by their -odsl velne, which Is 300*-310*.
5.6.2 Outer Centre Twg.
I
Worth Costly Fi,nre 5.«.2 dlspUys the strike of the 
sheets «eesnred. For the Rnbh. en Dnln Bhein end Rnbh. Csrr.ch 
sections the -od.l w.lne is 270*. Contlnnin, the tr.verse 
towerds Sgelr Ghibe.ch the «od.l v.lne osclll.tes between 270* 
end 310’. The sections thet occur between eestlngs 46 end 48 
ere cherecterised by . Urge nnnber of senples. On the western 
side of Rnbh. Dnbh en Aighe the reeding, ere spre.d between the
290‘, 270* end 250* desses. Fro« S g e ir G hibe.ch to F.sk.d.le
the n««b.r of ..«pU. per unit length ere lower then those 
further west, consequently . «odd vd.e does not represent the
distribution very well. However, the nnit length, et Sloch n.
Brech. (484713), (488714), (489713) end (492713) give re.nlt.nt 
di.gr.«. sUil.r to those loc.ted further west .nd h.ve «od.l 
velne. of 250’, 250*, 270' end 250*. respectively. At F.sk.d.le 
the strike of the sheet, shows . «ore gener.lised spre.d.
S«„«.ry: The «.in trend of the strike of the cone sheet, 
.long the north const ch.nge. fro« 290* in the west to 270* in 
the e.st with Iodised v.ri.tlons in «od.l strike np to 40
Epd.. A «odd strike of 080* represent, the strike 
of the 600« section of Sron Bhe.g (453627) (Flg.5.6.3). Best of 
Sron Bhe.g (466624) the strike of sheets is inconsistent 
differs from the unit lengths to the west.
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F., con. ch.r.ct.rl,. th. .trip .round Kil-
chcn B.y. i.o. fro. Or«.igb.g to G U .  Ell..n, .. th. trend of 
the con. .h..t. 1. p.r.11.1 to th. co..t. Fro. G U .  Ell..« to 
Ming.ry Pl.t th. .od.l .trih. v.ln. 1. 030*. . 1 though .t
(492627) th. .od.l 01... b.. . .ttlk. of 050*. E..t of Ming.ry 
Pl.r th. .od.l t.ln. o..m.t.. b.t...n 350* .nd 010* .1th th. 
.trik. r..dlng. .pr..d ..ong th. cl..... on .Ith.r .Id. of th. 
„<,.1 cl..... . to th. north co..t ..ctlon. Incn.l.t.ncy
.h.r.ct.rl... th. .trlk. of th. con. .h..t. to th. ...t of Mln- 
,.ry Pi.r, . Let which 1. ..ph..l..d by th. ...U nn-b.r of 
con. .h..t. p.r unit length in thi. .re. (Fig.5.6.2).
A ch.ng. in .od.l orl.nt.tlon occur, from 030* to 050 
to..rd. Rubh'.'Mhll.. where th. nod. .wing, b.ok to 010 
Although th. ...Pl. .it. i. .~11 tt thi. loction, th.r. doe. 
.ppe.r to b. . link between p.rc.nt.g. dilution (Ch.pt.r 6) .nd 
thi. Chung, in .trik. (Fig.6.3.2) which i. thought to nurk th. 
boundury between th. con. .h.et ..t. of Centre On. end th. Outer 
Set of Centre Two. In order to .ub.tunti.t. thi. hypothe.i. th. 
Allt Choir. Mhuilinu w.ll.y .nd . ..ction fro. Sg.ir nun Eun to 
Rubh’ .' Mhile h.ve been invo.tig.tod. A* indict 
Fig.5.6.2 few con. .h.et. occur. However, th. Sg.ir nun Euu 
..ction give, re.ult. weighted towurd. th. ...unption of . nor. 
northerly trending ..t of .he.t., th.t of Centre One. The Allt 
Choir. Mhluliun ..ction give. . g.n.r.U.ed di.tribution
.nd therefor, wu. of little help in elucld.ting th. Unit, or
oy.rUp. of th. two .dj.cnt con. .h.et ct..
Sunnury: Fro. Sron Bhe.g to Rubh- .' Mhll. the -od.l .trik. 
of th. con. .h.et. of th. .outh cou.t .ection ch.nge. fro. OS 
to 010*. . gr.du.1 ch.ng. in ori.nt.tion of 70’.
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5.6.3 Inner Centre Two
Three nnit lengths termed the Onter Group occur just within 
the Hypersthene Gabbro. whereas the remaining 13 sections termed 
the Inner Group are located towards the focus of Centre Two 
activity. For the Outer Group the modal value at An Acairseid 
is 070*. whilst at the Lighthouse and Sgurr nam Meann sections 
the modal strike is 190* (Fig.5.6.4). The Inner Group form a 
north to south traverse, begining in the north, on the upper 
slopes of Beinn Bhuidhe, a modal value of 160* is obtained, 
whereas the strike of sheets on the lower slopes of Beinn 
Bhuidhe show a wide spread of readings with no clear modal class 
(Fig.5.6.4). The most southerly extent of the Inner Group is in 
the Garbdhail valley sections, where the modal strike is 110 , 
and an almost identical result is obtained from the slopes of
Beinn na Seilg.
SMim.t7 :Fignre 5.«.4 illnstr.tes the gr.dn.l chmng, in »trike 
of the Inner Gronp fro. 1«0* in tke nortk to 110* on Beinn n. 
Seilg, elthongh . n<mber of skeet. on the lower »lope, of Beinn 
Bhnidhe and G.rbdh.il have »trike value» of other orientation». 
The unit length, co.iprl.lng the Onter Gronp »ee. to form a 
separate set of sheets.
5.6.4 Centre Thre^
I
Both unit lengths measured on the northern slopes of Abhain 
ChTO Bheinn indicate a change of strike from 070 to 090 , from
east to west, respectively (Fig.5.6.5).
Snima.ty:Fignre 5.6.6 .how. the di.trlbution of »trike of con. 
sheet, for each of the con. .h.et .eta each showing, in varying
1 8 7
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degrees, the spread of orientation of sheets over several 
classes. This is particnlarly prominent in the Onter Centre Two
cone sheet set.
5.7 MEAN STRICT
Arithmetic me»n, medimn end geometric meen (mode) vmlues 
•re need to de.crlhe the popol.tion irom which they ere derived. 
To determine nn nver.ge v.lne of . 3«0* di.tribntlon necce.s.ri- 
ly reqnires « different method, therefore the Tnkey Chi* test
has been nsed (Chapter 3).
5.7el Centre One
The Chl* re.nlts emphn.ize . change in orientation from 
340* to 310* along the east to west traverse. The marked change 
in orientation in the western extremities may he dne to the 
presenoe of sheets helonging to the Onter Centre Two.
5.7.2 Onter CeatiA Tga
North Coast. The Chi* resnlts tend to refine the oscilla- 
tlons lllnstrated by the modal dlstribntions. For example, from 
Rnbha Carrach to Glen Brian, the modes indicate a sharp change 
in orientations from 250* to 310*, whereas the Chi* values are 
289* to 301*, thus indioatlng a more gradual change.
Conversely, it may be stated that the Chi* method merely masks 
the true variation of the orientations of the cone sheet sets. 
However, oscillations along the west to east traverse are idea-
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titled In both node end Chi* distribution». The first two 
sections of the traverse have siean strike values that trend to 
the west and the second two switch back to the more northerly 
direction (301*). Over the next six sections an overall 
Increase to 308* Is noted. When the traverse nears Faskadale,
there 1» a slight reversion to a more westerly strike (2«6*).
These oscillations nay Indicate that the Outer Centre Two cone 
sheet suite consists of a nusibor of discrete subsets which were 
perhaps Intruded at slightly different tlsies.
Sonth Coast. From Sron Bheag to Mlngary Pier the sheets 
change orientation from ENE to NNE. In general, the strike of 
the cone sheets at the eastern extrenltles of the south coast 
section possess a more northerly trend.
5.7.3 Inner CfinilA lEfi
Chl* values for sections located near the focus of Centre 
Two activity, at Aodalnn, Illustrate a gradual change In orien­
tation of the cone sheets, »» do the siodal values, although It 
should be noted that the strike of sheets In the Garbdhall sec­
tion differs greatly fron the other sections. Chl* values seen 
to support the existence of a subset of con. sheets located at 
the perimeter of the Hypersthene Gabbro.
5.7.4 Centre Thre^
Chl* values of the data within the west and east unit 
lengths are 0«* and 07«*, respectively. These values reflect
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the modal distributions of the data and illustrate a slight 
shift in the strike of the sheets towards a more northerly 
strike in the eastern unit length.
5.8 THICTOESS DISTRIBUTION
5.8.1 Centre One
Due to the low frequency of sheets in the east the thick­
ness distribution per unit length is scattered (Fig.5.8.1), 
although most sheets occur in the <0.5m, 0.5-lm and 1-1.5m
classes. 1.5km east of Rhuba Choit cone sheet numbers increase 
and further illustrates the prominence of thin sheets (<0.5m 
thick). The maximum thickness recorded for a sheet is 15m (unit 
length 32). The scattered thickness distribution reflects the 
low frequency distribution of the shoots. In unit lengths 2.3 
and 4, east of Faskadale. the 0.5-lm class, marginally, contains 
the most sheets, the sheets contained in unit length 1 have a 
modal class thickness of <0.5m. Figure 5.9.1 shows the thick­
ness distribution for the whole cone sheet set and emphasizes 
the predominance of the thinner sheets, that is sheets from 0.1m 
to 1.5m thick. This squewed distribution is further emphasized 
by the cumulative frequency curve, 70% of the data occur in the 
first three classes of thickness.
5.8.2 Outer Centre Two
North Coast. Thickness distribution of all shoots con­
tained in the north coast traverse is between 0.1m and 11m, with
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almost all sheets being less than 6m thick. All, except one. 
unit lengths contain sheets which are <0.5m thick and this is 
the modal class in all nnit lengths except 2,6.11,17 and 25, in 
which case the 0.5-lm class is the modal class (Fig.5,8.2). 
Unit lengths to the west of Sgeir Cfhibeach contain more sheets 
in the 2.5-6m range than the nnit lengths to the east of Sgeir 
Ghibeach. Cone sheets east of Sgeir (Jhibeach principally occur 
in the 0.1-3m range. Figure 5.9.1 shows the total distribution 
for this traverse and emphasizes the prominence of the first two 
classes, combined they contain 72% of the data, the three adja­
cent classes (sheet thicknesses up to 3m) account for 23% of the 
sheets with the remaining 5% of cone sheets having thicknesses
of >3m.
South Coast. The modal thickness class of the majority of 
the unit lengths is <0.5m except unit lengths, 1,7,15,16,17,19 
and 26 in which the modal class is 0.5-lm thick (Fig.5.8.3). 
Most sheets of the Sron Bheag section (unit lengths 1-8) occur 
in the first three thickness classes that is <2m thick, whilst 
from Glas Eilean to the east of the traverse, most unit lengths 
have sheets which range in thickness up to 6m. Maximum thick­
ness of sheets contained in this traverse is 35m. Figure 5.9.1 
summarises the thickness distribution of all cone sheets of the 
traverse and emphasizes the concentration of sheets in the first 
three thickness classes (from 0-1.5m thick) which account for 
71% of the cone sheets with 89% of the cone sheets being <3m
thick.
1 9 5
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5.8.3 Inner Cgnir^ Two
Th. <0.5- cl... 1. the -od.l cl... for .11, except cne 
(»nit length 12. Dpper G.rbdh.il), nnlt length, of thl. tro­
ver... Unit length 12 h.. . -od.l cl... of 0.5-1-. The .«xi-n- 
thlckn... of Inner Centre Tvo con. .h.et. 1. 4-, .Ithongh -o.t 
.heet. .re <3- thich (Flg.5.8.4). Fignr. 3.9.1 .hon. th. tot.l 
thiofcn... dl.trihntlon .nd cn-nl.tiv. fr.qn.ncy enrv. for th. 
whole of th. ..t .nd .hew. th.t 76* of th. .h.et. .re <1- thick
and 90% are <2m thick.
5.8.4 Centre» Thys&
The -od.l thickn... of the two nnit length, of thi. .et .re
1.3-2- . . d  2 - 2 . 5-  r..p.ctiv.l7 (Flg.5.8.3). Seventy percent of
the .heet. of thi. ..t .re <2- thick .nd 90* of th. .h.et. ere 
<3m thick.
t i
5.9 m-PAPTSON OF THE eSNE Sffig IBlCBiESS QE EACH SQffi S ffiH  SSI
The di.trihntion of thickn... of con. .h.et. in ..t. of 
Centre One. Ont.r Centre TV. north .nd .onth coo.t trover... .nd 
Inner Centre Two. .re very .i-H.r in th.t th. .od.l cl... i. 
<5. thick. A1.0 eoch ..t .how. . w,ll--.rk.d decre... in th. 
nn-her of .h.et. of incr...ing thickn... (Fig.3.9.1). In e.ch 
of th. ..te, except Centre Three, on. incre... in th. di.trihn- 
tion i. noted ot 6-,3-,4«.3- in Centre One, Onter Centre Two 
north coo.t, Ont.r Centre Two .onth co..t .nd Inner Centre Two, 
re.pectively. Centre Three cone .heet thicknes. dot. differ.
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from that of all the other sets in that the modal thickness is 
the l“2m thick class. Also, the distribntion of Centre Three 
sheets is almost eqnally spread over the thickness classes, this 
is perhaps dne to the low freqnency of sheets in this poorly 
developed set. In general there is no systematic change in 
thickness with distance from the centre of activity for any of 
the cone sheet sets.
5.10 THICKNESS AND STRIM
Aggregate thickness of all cone sheets have been plotted 
(Figs. 5.10.1-5) as a percentage (%T) per unit length against 
strike (in intervals of 20*) for snb-regions for each cone sheet 
set. On the same graph the percentage nnmber (%N) of sheets in 
each class have also been plotted. By plotting the two parame­
ters, %T and %N, it may be possible to pick out conjngate sots, 
or other snb-sets. which may be highlighted by either aggregate 
thickness and/or nnmber of cone sheets thronghont a 360* distri­
bntion.
}
5.10.1 Centre One
Fignre 5.10.1 shows the collated aggregate thickness and 
dUtribntion of strike dels for two sub-r.ilons of Centre One: 
the first dis.r«. (Ardtoe to Rnbhn s' Choit) h.s . nsxiniu. tot.l 
thickness peek of 52* st . strike of 340*. the rensinin* 4 »  of 
the dst. is distribnted ss 4 snell pesks st 020', 1«0’, 220* snd 
2<0-. »here the strike is 020*, 160* end 220‘ the nnnber of 
sheets is greeter then the percentsge totsl thickness, thst is
20  2
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the sheets sre thin. However, the reverse is the esse for the 
260* and 340* strike directions. From Fsskadale to Ardtoe the 
■sin peak tends to spread over several classes of strike fron 
280* to 360*, with a second peak at 060*. Again the saaller 
peaks show a greater percentage nnaber of sheets than total 
thickness, whilst the large peaks illustrate the reverse.
5.10.2 Outer Centre Two
North Coast. The two sub-sections of the north coast 
denonstrate a widespread peak (Fig.5.10.2). From Rnbha an Dnin 
Bhain to Sgeir Ghibeach the maximum total thickness of sheets 
(30% total thickness) occurs at 300* and 18% total thickness at 
260*. Both profiles of percentage thickness of number of cone 
sheets and percentage total thickness of sheets become out of 
phase at a strike of 160*, where T > N and at 260* where N > T 
and at 300* where T > N. From Sgeir Ghibeach to Faskadale the 
majority of the sheets form a group from 220* to 360*, which 
shows a double peaked distribution of aggregate thickness at 
280* and 320*; the intervening low at 300* representing 13% of 
the total thickness. Both percentage thickness and percentage 
number profiles are in phase over the distribution, indicating a 
constant thickness of sheets, except at strike 100* where T > N 
and from 300* where N > T to 340* where T > N.
South Coast. The Sron Bheag distribution pattern 
(Fig.5.10.3a) shows two main peaks at 60* and 100* with 28% and 
27% total thickness, respectively. This bimodal distribution is 
similar to that seen on the north coast (Fig.5.10.2). Figure 
5.10.3a shows two of the subsections for the Outer Centre Two
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section. Fron Glas Eilean to Mingary Pier a dominant single 
peak at 040* oocnrs, although the spread is from 020* to 100*. 
From Ningary Pier to Sgeir nan Eun (Fig.5.10.3b) the main peak 
of % total thickness occurs at 020*, with subsidiary peaks at 
60* (13% total thickness), 140* (5% total thickness), 200* (7% 
total thickness) and 320* (4% total thickness). Both % number 
and % thickness profiles are quite closely spaced in the region 
of the peak of the distribution and become out of phase from 
160* to 360*. Despite the very prominent peak, the distribution 
of % thickness is more evenly spread than in the sections dep­
icted in Fig.5.10.3a. A gradual migration of the main peak 
towards the north is noted in each successive diagram for the 
west to east traverse along the south coast section.
5.10.3 Inner Centre Two
Two diagrams have been produced, one containing data from 
the Inner Group and one containing data for the Outer Group of 
the Inner Centre Two cone sheets (Fig.5.10.4).
The Outer Group data shows two peaks of %T at 120* (37% T) 
and 200* (35% T) which correspond to the prominence of data col­
lected from the An Acarseid and Lighthouse unit lengths 
respectively. The similarities in the %T from these two loca­
tions indicates an equal development of cone sheets within a 
set, as might be expected from an idealised cone sheet set.
A maximum peak of 15% occurs at 140* for the Inner Group 
data, although the majority of the data forms a widespread, low 
amplitude peak between 100* and 180* strike. This overall dis-
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tribntion of equal intensity of cone sheets within the group may 
indicate the intrusion of a single cone sheet set.
5.10.4 Centre Three
Centre Three data (Fig.5.10.5) occurs between the 040* to 
140* classes* and the peak of the distribution is at 100* strike 
(59% T). The % total thickness profile is only greater than % 
number of sheets at the peak.
I
5.10.5 SUMMARY
The four cone sheet sets, with the exception of Centre 
Three, have similar distributions of the % total thickness and % 
number of sheets, in that they have either a single dominant 
peak or one main peak with several smaller highs, although some 
classes are missed out. In general, where the % T peaks, it is 
greater than the % N of sheets, with three exceptions, these 
being the two sections of Inner Centre Two (Fig.5.10.4 and 5) 
and the Outer Centre Two Sron Bheag section (Fig.5.10.3a). 
Bimodal peaks of % T occur at Sron Bheag and Sgeir Ghibeach to 
Faskadale which may mark the presence of two closely spaced 
sub-sets. Often a subsidiary peak occurs, for example, the sec­
tion from Faskadale to Ardtoe (Fig.5.10.1) has a well developed 
secondary peak at 060*, denoting a well developed subsidiary 
cone sheet set.
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5.11 CLUSTER ANALYSIS
Cluster analysis is an objective approach to the analysis 
of the characteristics of cone sheets, that is dip, strike, 
thickness and distance fron centre of activity, by which all the 
characteristics can be analysed in relation to each other.
5.11.1 Introduction
I
Due to the large number of cone sheets present in the area 
of study, various regions have been subdivided to facilitate 
analysis, thus subjecting the data to an inherent classification 
before analysis begins. In order to alleviate this subjective 
classification an objective analysis, cluster analysis, has been 
applied to the collected data. However, the number of cone 
sheets (oases) measured over the whole area of study exceeds the 
maximum number of cases that the cluster analysis program (Clus” 
tan; Wishart, 1978) is capable of analysing in it's present 
form. This, therefore, imposes some of the restraints that the 
cluster analysis is designed to alleviate. Thus, all the cone 
sheet data cannot be analysed together. Since Centre One, Inner 
Centre Two and Centre Three cone sheet sets form incomplete gro­
ups of data, in that only a small part of the circumference of 
the cone sheet set can be measured, they have been left out of 
the analysis. However, analysis has been performed on the Outer 
Centre Two data set, in order to identify any "within sample" 
variation. The Outer Centre Two data set consists of 843 sam­
ples; incomplete oases , where one or more of the analysed 
characteristics, dip, strike, thickness or distance from centre, 
could not bo measured or calculated were omitted from the ana-
2t2
lysis.
5.11.2 Method
Appendix B contains all relevant details of cluster 
analysis* with reference to the Clustan prograime.
As a result of a Clustan run* 10 teraiinal clusters were 
produced* which is perhaps a larger nuaher than is usually pro­
duced in a cluster analysis* however* the nnaber specified was 
the one recoaunended as a starting point for analysis in the 
Clustan manual (Wishart* 1978). A later discussion points out 
that if left to continue the clustering procedure would continue 
and produce fewer clusters* eventually producing just one clus­
ter. This* therefore* necessitates a stopping point* i.e. 10 
clusters.
Dip* strike* thickness and distance from the location of 
Centre Two activity* for each cone sheet form the variables for 
the analysis. Distance from the centre of Centre Two activity 
may be interpreted as distance from a fixed reference point and 
therefore may be treated as an objective characteristic. 
Cluster analysis* in general terms* takes all the cases and 
plots them in multidimensional space* in this example 4 dimen­
sions. Each case is assigned to a cluster* and at the start of 
the analysis each case forms a separate cluster. Clustering of 
the most similar clusters is carried out and this relocation of 
each cluster continues until the designated number of terminat­
ing clusters is formed.
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Mean, standard deviation, t (the distance between clusters) 
and f (the tightness / closeness of clusters) values are given 
for each cluster (Table 5.3) so that the similarities between 
clusters may be established. Figure 5.11.1 is a dendrogram of 
the relationships between the 10 clusters. The smaller the dis­
tance between clusters indicates the degree of similarity, the 
clusters that have the greatest distances between them, show the 
least similarity.
5.11.3 Interpretation
Two megagroups are formed from the 10 clusters;
Megagroup A * 4,5,5 and 7 (Fig.5.11.1)
Megagroup B = 1,2 and 8; clusters 3 and 9 are most similar 
to group B (Fig.5.11.1)
Cluster 10, however, is most unlike any of the 9 clusters and 
has an f value of 4. Any cluster with an f value of greater 
than 1.5 exceeds confidence limits and is therefore not consi­
dered viable.
Figure 5.11.2 shows the distribution of the cases within 
the clusters in a regional context. Group A, which comprises 
clusters 4 to 7, shows a uniformly high frequency for the south 
coast cases and highlights the main Outer Centre Two distribu­
tion. The north coast cases are most well developed in clusters
4,5 and 5, although few occur in cluster 5. Clusters 4 and 6 
have similar strike values (Table 5.3) but differ in their dip
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Table 5.3 Results of Cluster Analysis
where VAR variable
1 Dip
2 Orientation
3 Thickness of sheet in aetres
4 Distance from focus of activity 
MN-ORIG aean of the cone sheet data
SD-ORIO standard deviation of the cone sheet data
CLUSTER ONE NUMBER OF CASES - 82
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
4 0.0574 1.5662 6.1085 0.1679
2 0.1326 0.8225 282.5122 41.6031
3 0.1922 -0.1849 0.9369 0.8482
1 0.3633 -0.1590 47.4878 10.7097
CLUSTER TWO NUMBER OF CASES - 13
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATTO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.0533 0.9331 295.1538 26.3813
3 0.0893 -0.3087 0.6969 0.4018
1 0.1459 0.3374 56.3077 6.7871
4 0.3284 0.7038 5.5038 0.4018
CLUSTER THREE NUMBER OF CASES - 98
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
3 0.1311 -0.2660 0.7796 0.7006
1 0.2938 1.3475 74.2551 9.6306
2 0.3742 0.5670 253.3265 69.8716
4 0.5606 -0.3503 4.7648 0.5250
CLUSTER FOUR NUMBER OF CASES 
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
F-RATIO
0.0731
0.1693
0.2337
0.4061
T
0.8270
-0.1963
-1.0524
-0.0857
> 140
MN-ORIG
283.0357
0.9144
31.6143
4.9504
STD-ORIG
30.89.05
0.7960
8.5894
0.4468
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»Table 5.3 eontd.
CLUSTER FIVE NUMBER: OF CASES > 9
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
3 0.0342 -0.3600 0.5978 0.3578
2 0.1620 -0.3045 153.7778 45.9722
4 0.5647 0.1595 5.1222 0.5268
1 0.6866 -0.7305 37.3333 14.7224
CLUSTER SIX NUMBER OF CASES > 109
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.0483 0.8275 283.0826 25.0950
3 0.1230 -0.2674 0.7769 0.6785
1 0.2213 -0.0760 48.9633 8.3588
4 0.268S -0.5514 4.6239 0.3633
CLUSTER SEVEN NUMBER OF CASES . 270
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORK
2 0.1082 -1.1428 58.0259 37.5663
3 0.1648 -0.2066 0.8945 0.7855
4 0.7425 -0.4512 4.6941 0.6041
1 1.0010 0.0132 50.5481 17.7767
CLUSTER EIGHT NUMBER OF CLUSTERS » 17
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.1523 0.8252 282.8235 44.5775
3 0.1846 0.9263 3.0865 0.8313
1 0.2465 0.0983 52.0588 8.8209
CLUSTER NINE NUMBER OF CASES » 28
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
3 0.0428 -0.3489 0.6193 0.4001
1 0.4011 1.1100 70.0357 11.2529
4 0.4255 1.1618 5.8250 0.4573
2 0.4306 -0.6553 113.7143 74.9572
CLUSTER TEN NUMBER OF CASES » 74
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
1 0.7755 0.0333 50.9054 15.6469
2 1.0546 -0.3447 149.1892 117.3033
4 1.1071 0.7571 5.5412 0.7377
3 4.7251 2.0935 5.3447 4.2057
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5angle and their distribution, cluster 4 groups the cases which 
occur towards the east of the north coast traverse (Fig.5.11.2). 
If the cone sheets (cases) were distributed sysuietrieally at 
constant dip around the coaiplez then two groups should be iden­
tifiable within the clusters. Assuming an apical angle of 80* 
for a vertical cone (Fig.5.11.3) the average dip of the north 
and south coast cone sheets should be 50*, therefore, cluster 7 
on the south coast is equal to cluster 6 on the north coast. 
Cluster 4 predoainates aaong the northern cases (Table 5.3) and 
has a shallower dip angle (31*) than cluster 6 (48*). It is
possible that the shallowing in the angle of dip represents an 
inclination of the axis of the cone towards the south (Figure 
5.11.4). If the apical angle is 80*, the southern liab, cor­
responding to the 31* dip of the northern liab, i.e. cluster 4, 
would dip at 69* towards the centre of activity. Figure 5.11.4 
shows the calculation for the projected exposure of the inclined 
cone. The southern liab should be exposed 2.27ka farther to the 
north i.e. towards the centre of activity of Centre Two, than 
the location of the cone sheets of cluster 7. This northern 
Bove coincides, approxiaately, with the exposure of Inner Centre 
Two cone sheets, which dip at approxioutely 70* towards the 
focus of Centre Two activity. Alternatively, the apical angle 
Bay be larger than 80* and if this was so the resulting cone 
sheets would occur 4.89ka to the south of the cone sheets of 
cluster 7, that is in the Sound of Mull. Liaited, yet conclu­
sive field evidence can be given to support the theory of a 
tilted cone. However, two cross cutting relationships 
(Figs.6.8.7 and 8) indicate that the shallower dipping sheet 
post dates the aore steeply inclined sheet.
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Fig.5 .11 .3  Cross section  of a vertica l cone, with both limbs 
dipping at 50
iltu^uat^he di’ffe^°e'n^\n7e^of lip ln"d‘ th'^^dfst^rtion
of sheets
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In addition to the main distribution of Negagronp A, a sub­
sidiary distribution occurs which is particularly well developedI
in cluster 4, which emphasizes cases that dip away from the cen­
tre of activity i.e. towards the south on the south coast. It 
is possible that this set represents the exploitation of a set 
of fractures conjugate to the main distribution of Outer Centre 
Two cone sheets.
The second group of clusters, 1,2 and 8, forming Negagroup 
B, tend to cluster cases which occur in the east of the north 
coast traverse, especially in the last Skm of the traverse. 
Mean dip and strike values of Megagroup B are similar to cluster 
6, although they differ in the two other variables, thickness 
and distance from centre. It is possible that Megagroup B shows 
the change in thickness with distance from the centre, even 
though the mean strike shows little change. The mean dip of 
clusters 2 and 8 is steeper than those of cluster 6 and perhaps 
represents a lateral increase in dip towards the east of the 
traverse.
Clusters 3 and 9 show the steepest average dips, 74* and 
70®, respectively (Table 5.3), with both clusters containing 
sheets at the extremities of the north coast traverse. If the 
inclined cone theory, described above, is applied, it is possi­
ble that cases in clusters 3 and 9 represent the exploitation of 
conjugate fractures.
Cluster 10 tends to group the thicker sheets together and 
contains a large number of cases on the south coast traverse. 
The number of cases increases towards the east of the traverse
I
2 2 1
and may indicate the presence of Centre One sheets.
5.12 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To a limited extent each of the characteristics discnssed 
above assists in the delineation of each of the cone sheet sets. 
Together the characteristics have also served to highlight the 
differences within each set and those between the sets. The 
analysis of these characteristics leads one to snggest that 
within a cone sheet set a number of closely spaced intrusions 
wore emplaced in rapid succession: a cone sheet set may be 
built up by a number of sub-sets.
I
The increejed ambet end thlckne.s of cone sheet» within 
the 400. section to the e.st of F.sk.d.le, reletlwe to the dls- 
trlbntlon of sheets to the east of this location, .arks the 
owetlap of the Outer Centre Two and Centre One cone sheet sets.
The eastern U-lts of the Centre One trawerse probably 
.arks the natural end of the series of Intrusions. SLllarly, 
on the south coast section, for the Outer Centre Two Set, the 
Intensity, .arked by the nn.ber of sheets and their cn.nlatlwe 
thickness, decreases towards the east. The change In dip and 
strike of the cone sheet, noted to the east of Min,ary Castle 1. 
equated with the overlap of the Centre One set of cone sheets. 
The Inner Centre Two cone sheet, are subdivided Into an Outer 
Group and an Inner Group. Ihe Outer Group (at An Acalr.eld) 
show .any sl.llarltle. with the westerly extension, of the Outer 
Centre Two cone sheet set at Sron Bheag. The Inner Group show
t e.d -ttiswii are similar to those of the cone some characteristics which are simxx
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Dilation i$ a general term nsed to describe the expansion 
of the country rock to accommodate the emplacement of intrusive 
bodies, which in this case are cone sheets.
Figure 6.3.4 shows the amount of dilation caused by the 
intrusion of the cone sheets within the peninsula. To obtain an 
ideal result (Chapter 3) it is necessary to determine the dila­
tion in three-dimensions for each cone sheet. This cannot bo 
done because there is a lack of suitable marker horizons in the 
country rocks which can be used as reference planes to determine 
the opening directions of individual sheets. Consequently, the 
number of dilation determinations is less than 10% of the total 
number of measured cone sheets.
6.2 two-dimensional DILATION
Richey el i U  (1930) calculated the total dilation caused
by the emplacement of cone sheets by assuming:-
1. Space for each cone sheet was provided by the
displacement of it's roof
2. That the intrusions are equally distributed
around the complex, ^
3. The »putt produced by the empUce.ent of •«»
cone sheet « s  considered to be vertlcel (Fig.6.2.1).
Richey St si. (IMO) c.lcnl.ted the eggreg.te thictoess of 
cone sheets in . well exposed s.siple section, th.t of the Onter 
Centre TVo cone sheets SE of tilchoen. Tot.l nplitt of the con- 
plex resnltin, fro- cone sheet e.pUce.ent n.s c.lcnl.ted nsin,
the following equation:-
2 2 5
opening by extension, displacement 
is normal to the cone sheet margin
(Tension only)
Amount of uplift y  ^b x sin a 
as depicted by Richey et.al. 
(1930) (Fig.6.2.2)
Calculation of total uplift used by Richey 
et.al. (1930) ,  _ b
cos a
when a =  47 (average values for Glas Ellean 
b =  1.5m to MIngary Pier (Fig.6.2.2))
y -  1.09m 
z =  2.19m
Fia6 2 1 Diagram to compare the types ot displacement A.shown by Richey etal. 
Cl930) and B.that used by Richey etal. Cl930) to calculate the total uplift 
caused by the emplacement of the cone sheet sets of Ardnamurchan.
» I
2 2 6
Bcos a
where Z1
B
’ f>
• s a
I
total uplift caused by the enplacenent of the 
whole belt of cone sheets
aggregate thickness of cone sheets forming 
the belt
angle of inclination of the cone sheets
Figure 6.2.2 (after Richey al^ .) depicts the Rilchoan 
coastal section used as the sample section in the calculation. 
It should be noted, that in this figure cone sheets are depicted 
as displacing an earlier dyke and other cone sheets normal to 
their margins, i.e. extension. However, the calculations by 
Richey et aT,. (1930) for uplift assumes a vertical sense of 
movement (Fig.6.2.IB). Given below are Richey’s lii. (1930) 
calculations and measurements. The Kilchoan section which is 
approximately half a mile long and the aggregate thickness of 
cone sheets within this section is 950ft. By using the Rilchoan 
section as an average measurement, they estimated that the total 
area occupied by all the Ardnamurchan cone sheets is equal to a 
belt 2 miles wide and the total aggregate thickness (true thick­
ness) of the cone sheets across this 2 mile belt was calculated 
to be 3800ft. Assuming an average dip angle of 35* for the cone 
sheets, the calculated uplift is 4600ft. These calculations 
first involved the calculation of the true thickness of each 
cone sheet and then another calculation assuming vertical uplift 
(Fig.6.2.1). The result obtained by Richey fit alj., 4,600 ft, is 
for the vertical expansion caused by the emplacement of the cone 
sheets. However, this is not the maximum extension direction, 
which would give an upper limit to the dilation caused by the 
cone sheets. As Richey's figure represents the value of an
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internediate dilation there is no maxiainai or minimnn for compar­
ison. Maximum extension for all cone sheet traverses, using the 
true thickness of each sheet have been calculated for this 
study.
6.3 TOTAL DILATION CAUSED BY THE EMPLACEMENT OF THE FOUR CONE SHEET SETS
The collection of data has been confined, in general, to 
coastal sections (Chapter 3). Having checked the 6" field slips 
of the Geological Survey in the field. I decided that remapping 
on 1:10.000 scale would not improve the existing maps, particu­
larly where the inland exposure is poor. Therefore, two 
dilation maps have been constructed, one based on data collected 
by myself (coastal sections) and the other on data obtained from 
the 6" field slips of the Geological Survey.
6.3.1 The amount of dilation calculated fppm
The percentage dilation per unit length has been calculated 
as follows:-
total thickness of sheets (true thickness)- X 100 » % dilation
length of section
For each unit length the calculated dilations have been 
plotted and subsequently contoured (Fig.6.3.1-5).
6.3.1.1 Cfintre One -
2 3 0
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inteniediate dilation there is no maziBom or minimna for coapar- 
ison. Maziana eztension for all cone sheet traverses* nsing the 
true thickness of each sheet have been calcnlated for this
study.
6.3 TOTAL DILATION CAUSED BY THE EMPLACEMENT OF TOE FOUR CONE SHEET SETS
The collection of data has been confined* in general* to 
coastal sections (Chapter 3). Having checked the 6" field slips 
of the Geological Survey in the field* I decided that reaapping 
on 1:10*000 scale would not iaprove the ezisting aaps* particu­
larly where the inland ezposure is poor. Therefore* two 
dilation aaps have been constructed* one based on data collected 
by ayself (coastal sections) and the other on data obtained froa 
the 6" field slips of the Geological Survey.
6.3.1 The aaount of dilation calculated irpa dosigHft^ &4
The percentage dilation per unit length has been calculated 
as follows:-
total thickness of sheets (true thickness) z 100 % dilation
length of section
For each unit length the calculated dilations have been 
plotted and subsequently contoured (Fig.6.3.1-5).
6.3.1.1 Centre One -
2 3 0
Along the west-east traverse three highs occur, against a 
general background of 1-5% dilation (Fig.6.3.1). Located at the 
western extremity of the traverse i.e. nearest to the presumed 
centre of intrusion, is the largest of the highs. 40% dilation. 
This high, on the east side of Faskadale Bay. differs markedly 
from the low dilation values (1-5%)recorded along most of the 
traverse. It is possible that the fault which trends NW - SE 
through Faskadale Bay has been exploited by the intruding magma 
resulting in an anomalously high dilation (40%) on one side of 
the fault. Alternatively, the fault may have juxtaposed two 
different structural levels of the same cone sheet set.
6.3.1.2 Outer Cent^ Twa ~
North Coast. The crustal dilation per unit length ranges 
from 48% to 1% (Fig.6.3.2). In general, there is a decrease in 
dilation from west to east, punctuated by a series of highs and
lows.
Sonth Co»«t. The maximm crustal dilation, 93*. occurs 
«idway along the Glas Eileen to Mingary Pier trayerse. At the 
nestem extremities of the sonth coast traverse dilation is 8*. 
gradually increasing to 90* near tilchoan and decreasing to 10*
near Mingary Pier (Fig.6.3.2). Two localised highs (both 30*)
occur between Mingary Pier and Rnbha Mhlle, with zero dilation 
being recorded east of Mingary Castle.
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6.3.1.3 Inner Centre Two -
Figure 6.3.3 shows that the maximua crustal dilation, 21%, 
occurs in the area of the Garbdhail valley, close to the focus 
of Centre Two activity. An Outer Group of cone sheets forms an 
arc of dilation, maximum 10%, close to the western coast of the 
peninsula. In general, the Inner Centre Two dilation is much 
smaller than either the Centre One or Outer Centre Two cone
sheet traverses.
6.3.1.4 Centre Three -
This poorly developed set of cone sheets exhibits a maximum 
crustal extension of 10% (Fig.6.3.3).
6 . 3 . 2  E i s i U l  l i iM l i a  i l a M  lU M  flf S s a l s i l s U  S a iv s i
Althonih the aethod by which ctwstil diletlon tijures h»ve 
been o.lculeted he. bee« described earlier (Chepter 3), It Is 
laportant to stress that the coae sheets have la aaay places 
beea draw« dla*raaatlcally oa the field slips aad therefcre the 
fljares galaed froa thea aast be laterpreted with scae caatloa.
The calculated dilation figures based on the field slips of the
G e o lo g ica l Survey have been plotted and contoured (Fig.6.3.4)
aad the aost proalnent features shown are a serlea of ridges 
which aay Incorporate a serlea of alnor hlgha and lows. A par 
tlcalarly good exaaple of such a ridge belonging to the Outer 
Set of Centre Two cone sheets Is seen to be truncated by the 
ring Intrusions of Centre Three. The ridges. Including their
2 3 4
Fig6.3.3 Percentage crustal dilation per unit length caused by the 
em placem ent of the Inner Centre Two and Centre Three Cone 
Sheets contoured at intervals of 5%, based on data collected 
for this study
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otcllUtlng ilgh« .nd low.. Indict, that even within th. most 
intensively developed .tea of a cone sheet conplex (Chapter 5) 
the cone sheets are not nnifornly distribnted. In addition to 
the great difference in aaionnt of dilation, each centre can be 
picked ont by a change in orientation of the contonr trend, for 
ezaaple, as shown by the Outer Centre Two and Centre Three cone 
sheet tots. The western extremity of the Outer Centro Two cone 
sheets on the south coast section and the southerly extent of 
the Inner Centre Two cone sheet, are Indistinguishable at sep­
arate set. on the dilation nap. This may indicate that the 
Outer Set of Centre Two and the Outer Group of Inner Sot of Cen­
tre Two form a series of intrusion, that were continuously 
emplaced, that is, cone shoot emplacement may not have halted 
during the emplacement of the Hyper.then. Gabbro. The chemistry 
of the marginal facies of the Hyporsthone Gabbro is similar to 
that of many of the Onter Centro Two cone sheets (Wells, 1954) 
and therefor, support, th. idea that con. sheet, wore emplaced 
before, during and after emplacement of th. Hyporsthen. Gabbro.
Crustal dilation varies both within and between centres: 
Centre On. ha. two highs, on. of 50* and th. other of 100* at 
Ockle Point (cf. Fig.6.3.1), th. latter decreasing to 1... th.n 
1* at Rnbh. a' Choit. In general, th. level of dilation for th. 
Centre One are. varies between 10* and 20*, however, area, of 
zero dilation do occr. Centre On. show. th. lowest * dilation 
value, of all the con. sheet sets. A di.contlnnon. ..rl.s of 
high. (90*-«0*> and low. (20*) occur within th. Outer Centre Two 
section along th. north coast and th... continue around B.lnn sn 
Leithaid where th. contonr. form a prominent arc. A similar 
maximum dilation occur, along th. south co.st section, which
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falls to 30% at Sron Bheag. The main outcrop of Inner Centre 
Two cone sheets have a maximum dilation of 10% which is centred 
on the more southerly located sheets. A small* maximum 5% dila­
tion ridge, marks the partially developed set of Centre Three
cone sheets.
6.4 COMPARISON OF CRUSTAL DILATION FIGURES
In spite of the differences in dilation values* when com­
pared with the field based studies* the study based on the 6" 
field slips gives a good overall picture of crustal dilation 
throughout the peninsula. The map based study tends to over 
emphasize the Centre One distribution of dilation (Fig.6.3.4)* 
when compared with the figures obtained from the coastal sec­
tions* for example* the maximum extension derived from the 
coastal section data is 40% (Fig.6.3.1) compared to the 100% 
(Ockle) derived from the map based study (Fig.6.3.4). This
large difference can be accounted for by the presence of thick* 
low-dipping sheets in this area* with their top surfaces being
exposed for long distances. Consequently* when mapped these
sheets cover a large area of the map.
The Oot.r Centre Two north coeet d.t. tend, to be overe«- 
phesired in the -np h.eed etndy (Fig.«.3.4), givln, . -eximn- 
60* dlletlon compered to the 40* obt.ined from the det.iled tre- 
yeree, . 50* exeggeretlon. Convereely. the yntUtlone
identified by the detniled treyerse mepe (Flie.6.3.1-3) occnr te 
dl.orete p.r.llel b.nd. ecro.e the north co.et end tend to 
emphneixe loc.li.ed high dll.tlone, thn. eomewhet ohecrring the 
.ore gener.l pettern depicted by the mep b.sed etndy
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(Fig.6.3.4).
Both «aps (Fig.6.3.1-3 and Fig.6.3.4) give the saae general 
distribution of high dilations, althongh they differ in the 
valnes of the dilations. One point which is emphasiied by the 
map based study (Fig.6.3.4) is the discontinuity of the dilation 
around the aain arc of Outer Centre Two cone sheets. Also, the 
50% high crustal dilation which occurs to the east of Faskadale 
is depicted on both maps and contrasts greatly with the 5% crus­
tal dilation on the west of Faskadale Bay.
6.4.1
Together with the distribution of crustal strain a number 
of characteristics (listed below) can be used to identify indi­
vidual cone sheet setsi—
1. Nonul dlstrlbntion of crnjtal dilation about a central
*'2!'*Gradnal change in mean orientation abont a central point,
3. Time relationshipa, i.e. croaa-cntting relatione pa.
Therefore, based mainly on strain distributions, two cone 
sheet sets can be identified along the sonth coast of Ardnamur- 
chan, the first occurring from Sron Bheag to Mingary Castle, the 
second occurring to the east of Mingary Caatle. To the east of 
Mingary Castle a change in orientation of the dilation contours 
(Fig.6.3.4), also marked by aero crustal dilation, bas been 
interpreted aa a product of the Centre One cone sheet set. On 
the north coast section, the Outer Centre Two cone sheets in the 
western extremities of the traverse have been truncated by the 
later ring intrusions of the central complex, principally the 
Hypersthene Gabbro. Consequently, the crustal dilation figures
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begin et high values (20-30%). The area from Rubha Carrach to 
Rubha Dnbh an Aighe consists of a region of highs (40%), whose 
values decrease towards the east, possibly marking the termina­
tion of a series of sheets towards Faskadale.
6.5 STRAIN CAUSED BY THE EMPLACEMENT OF CONE SHEETS
6.5.1 Introduction
Ramsey (1967, p51) describes strain as:-
A distortion, deformation or change in the position 
of particles relative to each other " is termed a
'»strain.'»
In terms of cone sheet emplacement a single resultant 
.train 1. d.fln.d .. tli.t re.nltin» in . d.for«.tion c.ns.d by 
tie e-pUc«-ent of . .et of con. .h.et., th.t i. .nytiin, r.ng- 
ini fron . .ingle cone .he.t to . Urge ncnbor of cone .beet, of 
p.r.llel ori.nt.tion within . nnit length, the net re.nlt i. *n 
erten.ion in . .ingle direction. Figure «.5.1 denon.tr.te. the 
ch.ng. in .h.p. of the finite .tr.in .llip.e when nor. then on. 
.et of cone .heet. occnr in one .ection. By c.lcnUting the 
.tr.in ellip.e for e.ch nnit length of e.ch con. .h.et ..t, the 
distribution of strains is obtained.
6.5.2 Methods
Method 3, in which the strain caused by the emplacement
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each sheet can be measured, was chosen for the computation of 
the finite ellipse (Chapter 3). Data collected from each unit 
length has facilitated the computation of strain along the hori­
zontal surface. Few vertical strain profiles have been 
calculated because of the lack of suitable cliff sections. 
However, two well documented cliff sections have been studied at 
Rubha Carrach and Sron Bheag. both of these contain sheets 
belonging to the Outer Set of Centre Two and illustrate strains 
in a number of directions in vertical section.
6.5.3 Horizontal strain
Horizontal strain is the strain caused by the emplacement 
of cone sheets as seen at the present erosion level.
6.5.3.1 Centre One -
Figure 6.5.2 illustrates the component strain ellipses. 
The most prominent strain direction which occurs all across the 
section is In the direction of 040*. In sections 1 to 4, 
strsins in the 020* end 060* directions elso ocenr »ith e strein 
in the 080® direction being present in the east.
6.5.3.2 Outer Centre Two -
North Const. Fi,nre «.5.3 shows the distrihntion of 
strnins for both north end south consttl sections. However, on 
the north const section there is n wide rnnge in strnin orientn- 
tions. From Rnbhn nn Duin Bnin, where the strnin is in n
2 4 2
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north-south direction, to Sgeir Ghibeach a number of strain 
directions can be identified, these being 020®, 040 , 060 and 
160®, although each strain direction does not necessarily occur 
in every unit length. To the east of Sgeir Ghibeach each unit 
length shows less variation in the strain orientations which are 
020®, 040® and 140®, which perhaps demonstrates a gradual change 
in orientation of two strains from 000® in the west of the sec­
tion to 020® in the east and from 020® in the west of the 
section to 040® in the east and two additional strain directions 
orientated at 140® and 160®. The presence of the strain orien­
tated at 040® to the west and east (Centre One, above) of 
Faskadale, emphasizes the possibility of overlap of the two cone 
sheet sets (Centre One and Outer Centre Two).
South Coast. The western extremities of the Sron Bheag 
traverse show a strain direction of 000® (Fig.6.5.3), unlike the 
strains farther to the east which are 060®. It is possible that 
some Inner Centre Two cone sheets are present in the western 
part of the traverse. Along the west to east traverse a gradual 
change in strain orientation occurs from 160® (Sron Bheag) to 
120® (Mingary Pier). Midway along the Glas Eilean to Mingary 
Pier traverse a 160® orientation strain occurs and it is possi­
ble that the change in strain orientation to the east of this 
location marks another set of cone sheets.
6.5.3.3 Inner Centra TVg -
Th. o « M l l  strmiB profile It r.th.r low for the Inner Cen­
tre T-o trever.e. tnd .how. . nn-fer of ttr.in direction.
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(Fig.6.5.4). The Beinn Bhuidhe sections show strains in the 
060* and 080* directions which gradually changes orientation to 
000* and 020* at Upper Garbdhail. Each of the two cone sheet 
groups recognised (Inner Group and Outer Group, see (Hiapter 5) 
has a distinguishable strain, emphasized by the geographical 
distribution. The Inner Group show two strain directions as 
indicated above, whilst the Outer Group has a strain orientated 
at 110* at the Lighthouse and at 010* at An Acalrseid.
6.5.3.4 Centre Three -
The strain for the cone sheet set is low and changes from 
020* to 010* over the two unit lengths (Fig.6.5.4).
6.5.4 Vertical Strain
Figure 6.5.5 shows the cliff section at Sron Bheag. The 
Inferior Oolite host rocks are cross cut by a number of cone 
sheets and, based on cross cutting relationships, at least six 
phases of emplacement can be recognised. Based on their angle 
and direction of dip, they can be subdivided: two dip to the 
north and one to the south. The sheets dipping south are more 
shallowly inclined (35*) than the majority that dip to the north 
(30*-50*). Although the maximum extension is in the 350 direc­
tion (maximum 6% extension), three strain directions can be 
identified, 340*, 010* and 030*. The horizontal strain at this 
location (Fig.6.5.3) shows only one strain direction, implying 
that no differentiation between the three groups seen in cross 
section can be made from the plan view. This provides further
2 4 6
horizontal strain ellipse calculated 
from a plan view of the cone sheets 
emplaced within a unit length
Fig.6.5.4 Distribution of horizontal strain caused by the emplacement of cone sheets of 
the Inner Centre Two and Centre Three traverses
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evidence for the models described in Chapter 9, that is, 
although cone sheet sets may show very similar annular outcrop 
patterns, their focii are located at different levels within the 
crust and their axes may dip at different angles.
5.6 TWn-nTMENSIONAL MOVEMENTS ALONG CONE SHEET FRAciUkES 
Richey alj. (1930) described the movement along cone sheet 
fractures as reversed, resulting in uplift of the central block. 
This has been accepted by most subsequent authors e.g. Le Has 
(1979) and Bahat (1979,1980). However, Richey ¿t ali. (1930) 
does not quote specific examples of this phenomenon but Reúnen 
(1937) does quote a number of examples in Mull and Ardnamurchan 
of cone sheet fractures which exhibit reversed movements. In 
contrast, Robson and Barr (1964) concluded, from a theoretical 
study, that cone sheets are normal shear fractures and that 
therefore the central block would descend.
Í.6.1 Rt.h k I.» of two dtaoinloiul
Throughout th. complex the sense of opening slong *4 cone 
sheets, that Is approximately 10* of the total number of cone 
sheets studied, can be ascertained. In most of the measured 
examples shear moyements. both normal and reversed, predominate. 
However, in six examples the displacement of the wall rocks is 
orthogonal to the igneous contacts indicating tensional frac- 
tures (Plate 6.2 and Fig.6.6.1).
Of the cone sheets which have opened by shear, 24 (29%)
show normal displacement (Plate 6.3) and 54 (64%) show reversed
2 4 9
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extension^ tension
marker horizon
Fig.6.6.1Nomenclature used in this study for the
description of cone sheet opening directions
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Pl»te 6.1 A quastx Teim (A) displ«oed noraal to tha aargins of a 
sheat indioating that tha cena akaat opanad by axtan- 
sion (tanaion). Inaar Cantra TVo. Baian na Sailg.
M
i
Piata 6.2 Tha diaplaoad layaring in tka Hyparathana Gabbro on 
aitbar aida of a oona abaot indloataa noraal tbaar 
diaplaeaaant of tha country rock* tha doanthrown block 
ia on- tha laft of tha photograph. Innar Cantra Tuo, 
Oarbdhail.
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Plate 5.1 A quartz vein (A) displaced normal to the margins of a 
sheet indicating that the cone sheet opened by exten­
sion (tension). Inner Centre Two, Beinn na Seilg.
%
/ \
Plate 6.2 The displaced layering in the H3rpersthene Gabbro on 
either side of a cone sheet indicates normal shear 
displacement of the country rock, the downthrown block 
is on the left of the photograph. Inner Centre Two, 
Garbdha il.
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di$pl*ce«ent (Plate 6.4). As the majority of these examples 
occur in the Outer Centre Two cone sheet set a comparison can be 
made between the north and south coast traverses, to determine 
if any spatial differences occur. Figure 6.6.2 shows the spa­
tial distribution of reversed and noraial opening directions for 
the Outer Centre Two cone sheets. Cone sheets on the north 
coast sections show that 8% more sheets on the north coast tra­
verse open by normal shear compared with those on the south 
traverse. Both the north and south coast sections have a 
reversed to normal shear opening directions ratio of 3:1, there­
fore indicating no difference in the spatial distribution of 
opening mechanisms despite the difference in number of examples, 
that is examples are more numerous on the north coast. Normal 
opening directions may be accommodated by the subsidence follow­
ing doming. Alternatively it is possible that the normal 
opening directions are the result of a superimposed tensional 
regime associated with the regional emplacement of the dyke 
swarm and therefore accommodating the decending block. However, 
the regional dyke swarm has a greater effect on the north coast 
of the peninsula (Speight, 1972) and therefore some of the nor­
mal movements along the cone sheet fractures must arise from the 
descending of the central block, which differs from the Anderson 
theory of cone sheet formation. Both theories probably operated 
to cause the normal opening directions seen.
To produce the three types of cone sheet fracture opening 
different stress systems are required, which could be as
follows
1. External tensional system, ^
2. A tensional system produced by a pressure reduction in
the magma chamber. _ .
3. A shear system produced by increased pressure o
magma chamber roof.
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Pl«t« 6.3 A «on« sA««t imt»m4«d i*to LIm  ditplao«» •batic sili* iadlcatini acTcrtcd aoTcacnt: tbc nptkrown 
block occnra ©n thc Icft nf thc photofrapk. Oatcr 
Ccntrc Tbo, west of Mingarp Pier.
M
Piate tf.4 A s m U  come akeet civl«»«4placet an earlier intraded batic sili* Ditplaeeiient
of tke sili indioatee a rewerted noTCMnt. Onter Cen­
tro TVo. west of Ningary Pier.
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Plate 6.3 A cone sheet intruded into Lias limestones displaces a 
basic sill indicating reversed movement; the upthrown 
block occurs on the left of the photograph. Outer 
Centre Two, west of Mingary Pier.
sup»*
/a
■f.
Plate 6.4 A small cone sheet emplaced into Lias limestones dis 
places an earlier intruded basic sill. Displacement 
of the sill indicates a reversed movement. Outer Cen­
tre Two, west of Mingary Pier.
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fPlate (.3 A cone sheet intruded into Lias linestones displaoea a 
basic sill indicating rcTcrsed ■ovenent; the npthrovn 
block occurs on the left of the photograph. Outer 
Centre Two, west of Ningarj Pier.
'•a
fi
Plate 6.4 A snail cone sheot enplacod into Lias linestones dis­
places an earlier intrudod basic sill. Displacenent 
of the sill indicates a rewersed noweaent. Outer Cen­
tre Two, west of Ningary Pier.
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Phillips' (1975) hypothesis accounts for hydraulic tension 
fractures occurring at the upper extremities of hydraulic shear 
fractures. At the cessation of expansion of magma, due to 
retrograde boiling, the deviatoric stresses decrease and there­
fore magma pressure on the cone sheet fractures increases and 
the fractures pass into simple hydraulic tension fractures or 
sills. This is a possible explanation for the attitude of some' 
of the Centre One sheets in Swordle Bay (Plate 7.20) which are 
parallel to low-angle bedding.
Robson and Barr (1964) and Kresten (1980) have proposed 
that shear fractures, with steep inward dips, develop in the 
country rock following down faulting of a central block during 
cauldron subsidence; Kresten (1980) further envisages the 
development of a second set of fractures congugate to the first 
set, which are tension joints and possess horizontal to gentle
outward dips.
Most previous authors invoke an "upward push" to form the 
fracture system in the roof of the magma chamber, subsequently 
exploited by magma to form cone sheets. This "upward push" may 
result from increased pressure on the magma chamber roof caused 
by upward movement of the magma or retrograde boiling (Chapter 
10). However, retrograde boiling is unlikely to occur in a 
basic magma chamber. As described above, three-quarters of the 
Ardnamurchan cone sheets apparently form in a stress regime 
which causes reversed shear fractures with central uplift.
2 57
6.7 THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLACEMENTS
The mechanisms of cone sheet emplacement has been argued 
since Anderson (in Bailey ilj. 1924) first postnlated that 
cone sheets occnpied tensional fractures. Robson and Barr 
(1964) thought that cone sheets occnpied shear fractures. 
Similarly, Phillips’ (1975) mechanism for cone sheet emplacement 
involved the formation of hydraulic shear fractures. However, 
neither Robson and Barr (1964) nor Phillips (1975) give field 
evidence to support their theories.
In order to resolve the argument it is necessary to provide 
well documented field evidence, preferably in the form of 
three-dimensional displacements for the type of movements asso­
ciated with the emplacement of cone sheets. However, the 
present day fracture, as represented by a cone sheet, incorpo­
rates two elements of the opening mechanism, that is one element 
relating to the fracture development and the other caused by the 
emplacement of the magma along the fracture. It is possible 
that the two elements may overprint the effects of each other. 
Piercing point analysis ((Hiapter 3), however, gives the amount 
and direction of movement along the fracture, that is the net 
result of the opening mechanisms.
6.7.1 Piercina Points
Examples of cone sheets that can be used for piercing point 
analysis are few in number, due to the prerequisites required 
for such an analysis ((Hiapter 3). Seventeen examples have been 
found. A number of the piercing point analyses are illustrated
2 5 8
in Figs.6.7.3-10 which also show the different types of marker 
horizons used. A number of characteristics associated with the 
opening of cone sheet fractures have become prominent during 
analysis and these include the amount and direction of opening, 
relationships between thickness of sheet and amount of displace­
ment. The majority of piercing point examples occur in Jurassic 
host rook, with 4 in Noine rocks, 1 in basic host rock and 1 in 
granophyre host rocks. All the sheets used in the piercing 
point analysis belong to the Outer Set of Centre Two, this is 
due to the prominence of bedding in the Jurassic combined with 
the large number of intersecting cone sheets in the Outer Centre 
Two sections.
As described in the Memoir the mode of emplacement of cone 
sheets involves fractures opening in a reversed direction, and 
only the roof moves during the formation of cone sheets. 
However, it can be shown for the cone sheets analysed in 
three-dimensions that both normal and reversed movements 
occurred during the formation of cone sheets. Two of the cone 
sheets analysed by the piercing point technique show normal dis­
placement and therefore when compared to those which show 
reversed displacement, they indicate different stress systems. 
Five examples of piercing point analysis indicate reversed shear 
displacement. The seven examples which show tension as the dom­
inant process of opening also indicate some shear movement.
This is discussed in chapter 10.
When the piercing point data is analysed it becomes obvious 
that there is not a simple division between a shear controlled 
opening and a tension controlled opening, yet as a result of the
2 5 9
analyses a dominant processes can be assigned. Piercing point 
analysis shows that seven of the analysed sheets opened in ten­
sion, seven under shear and three examples in which both tension 
and shear seem to operate. The amount of displacement resulting 
from shear movements ranges from 2.5m (1.9m thick sheet) to 
8.25m (2m thick sheet). Shear movements are commonly associated 
with thicker sheets. The thinner sheets tend to open by ten­
sion, displacements range from 5cm (20cm thick sheet) to 90cm 
(50cm thick sheet). In order to compare the amount of movement 
of each sheet in relation to the thickness of the sheet a dis­
placement index (H) has been calculated:-
amonnt of movement
H
thickness of sheet
Table 6.1 shows the results calculated for the displacement 
index. Sheets opening under tension have H values of 0.1 to 
1.8, whereas sheets opening under shear have H values of 1.3 to 
4.1. It is interesting to note the amonnt of overlap of the H 
values for the two processes, that is between 1 and 2. There 
are two possible reasons for this, the first is that all sheets 
involve both tension and shear processes in the opening of their 
fractures and therefore the H values form one continuous scale 
or, secondly, that the two processes are independent of each 
other and that the overlap of the H values is of no significance 
(Fig.6.7.1). A plot of H against sheet thickness (Fig.6.7.2) 
tends to support the former suggestion, whereas a plot of the 
amonnt of movement against thickness of sheet (Fig.6.7.1) shows 
that the shear and tension examples form two separate trends.
2 6 0
Table 6.1 Table of piercing point results showing the thickness, 
amount of movement, type of movement and H value for 
each sheet 
where T tension
R reversed shear 
N normal shear
Thickness Movement H T/R/N
0.20m 0.05m 0.25 T
2.00m 8.25m 4.13 R
1.90m 2.50m 1.32 R
0.08m 0.07m 0.98 T
1.50m 2.30m 1.53 T
0.06m 0.06m 0.00 T
0.50m 0.90m 1.80 T
1.00m 3 .20m 3.20 N
1.00m 2.83m 2.83 R
1.00m 3.00m 3.00 T
0.85m 2.31m 2.72 N
0.90m 1.25m 1.47 T
1.00m 0.37m 0.37 N
0.12m 0.34m 2.80 R
0.12m 0.21m 1.75 R
0.05m 0.10m 2.00 R
2 6 1


However, on the basis that tension is reqnired to open the frac­
ture it is most probable that the two processes are closely
linked.
Figure 6.8.2 shows the position and direction of the vec­
tors as determined by the piercing point analyses. Despite 
their variation in amount of dip (16*-77*) most of the vectors 
are almost parallel to the strike of the sheets. The pitch 
direction of the vectors describe an anticlockwise movement over 
the whole area of the complex, possibly indicative of a torque 
force. Further evidence of the existence of this force is seen 
in Plate 4.8 which shows a profile of a sheet at the Lighthouse 
section, in which the apophyses indicate a shear force, plus the 
presence of on echelon sets at the same location (Fig.7.3.1). 
Two notable exceptions to this are those piercing point solu­
tions located at Sron Bheag, which trend perpendicular to the
strike of the sheets.
Figure 6.7.3 demonstrates two examples of cone sheets which 
opened by reverse shear, one from the north coast section and 
the other from the south coast section. Both piercing point 
analyses show that net slip lies close to the plane of the cone 
sheet, although not precisely in the plane. This may possibly 
indicate that a tensional force was involved during opening (see 
later) or it may possibly be the result of an error in either 
field measurements or analysis of the data. The precision of 
the piercing point technique is difficult to assess in general 
as more than one analysis would be necessary for each cone sheet 
measured, and this would therefore require the presence of three 
or four intersecting planes which pre-dated cone sheet emplace
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}nent.
The throe types of opening nechanism are illnstrated in 
Fig.6.7.3, reversed shear. Fig.6,7.4 norswl shear and Fig.6.7.5 
tension. Figs 6.7.5 and 6 and Plates 6.5 and 6.6 show piercing 
point solntions for two thin cone sheets emplaced in Moine host 
rock. Both sheets are steeply inclined (72* and 75*) and opened 
by extension. The net slip for both sheets lies close to the 
pole of the cone sheet plane indicating tension. Figure 6.7.7 
shows two piercing point solntions for moderately inclined 
sheets (45* to 50* dip) which opened by extension. The sheet 
located to the west of Faskadale shows the net slip located 
between the plane of the cone sheet and the pole to the cone 
sheet. The main process involved is tension, although again the 
net slip does not lie very close to the pole to the plane of the 
cone sheet. Fig.6.7.8 shows two piercing points solutions of
cone sheets located at Sgeir Ghibeach, B involves shear, whereas 
A involves both shear and tension. Figure 6.7.9 shows a pierc­
ing point solution for a sheet which involves reversed shear.
Figure 6.7.10 shows the piercing point solutions to the 
small geniculate cone sheet illustrated in Plate 6.6. On 
Fig.6.7.10 the pivot point of the hinge of the termination of 
the sheet can be seen, along with the two piercing point ana 
lyses for the two parts of the cone sheet. The first part of 
the sheet (A) opened by extension, whereas the parts of the 
sheet more distant from the hinge (B) open by shear, showing how 
both processes occur in close proximity within the same cone
sheet.
2 6 6
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Piercing Point solution for the cone sheet of Plate 6. 
indicating that the sheet opened by tension
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indicating that the sheet opened  by tension
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Fig.6.7.6 Piercing Point solution for the cone sheet of Plate 6. indicating that the sheet opened by tension
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Fig.6.7.9 Piercing Point solution fo ra  cone sheet which occurs  
at (4 7 1 8 7 1 0 4 )
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ABC Planes Pre-datIng 
Cone Sheet
Cone sheet intruded into Moineoountry rocks, three 
planes,CABO cone sheet have
been used to determine the opening direction of the 
genuflecting sheet, which terminates towards 
the right of the photograph
Plane of Cone Sheet 
56 W /356
drawing of the cone sheet
Fig. a7.10 Rercing Point s ^ o n  for a cone sheet which is intruded into Moine host rocks which shows two types of opening mechanisms
Planes B and C indicate tensile opening of the sheet E of the genuflection to the W of the genuflection planes A and B indicate a shear mechanism
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6.8 OONCLÜSIOKS
In contrast to the conclusions of the authors of the Menoir 
(1930) and all subsequent authors» the piercing point analyses 
have highlighted a number of factors involved in the tirpes of 
opening of cone sheet fractures. That is, there are two 
extremes, shear and tension, with a series of examples which 
fall between these. The existence of a norsul shear stress sys­
tem indicates the possible influence of the emplacement of dyke 
swarms «Hiapter 2) creating a regional system of tension at the 
time of cone sheet emplacement. The alternative explanation is 
that offered by Robson and Barr (1964) which proposes that all 
cone sheet fractures are normal shear fractures. This is refut­
ed, because the majority of piercing point analyses indicate 
that reversed shear movements predominated.
Tension is an essential process involved in the mechanism 
of emplacement of cone sheets as without it no magma could be 
emplaced within the fracture. Therefore, the opening of all 
cone sheet fractures involves some tension (Fig.6.8.1). As it 
has been shown above, some cone sheets open only under tension 
(Fig.6.7.5 and 6). As the net slip vector approaches pure 
shear, theoretically, an infinite number of net slip trajecto­
ries are possible (Fig.6.8.1), all of which involve an element
of shear.
Cone sheets that opened by shear tend to be thicker than 
those which opened by tension. This is most probably caused by 
the movement of magma along the fracture resulting in shear dis­
placement, there being little evidence of any shear occurring
2 7 4
net slip trajectory
Fig.6.8.1 Diagramatic representation of the variation of net slip trajectories 
which vary with the amount of shear involved
A pure extension (tension) where the net slip is perpendicular to 
the cone sheet margin
6  shear opening direction where the net slip becomes parallel to 
the cone sheet margin
C an infinite number of net slip trajectories that represent an 
Increasing amount of shear as the net slip trajectory approaches
parallelism to the cone sheet margin
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•long fracture* prior to aagaa eaplacenent^
The confusion over the distinction between the two 
processes is asrhed by the owerlsp of the H values, between the 
values of 1 and 2. It is between these values that shear is in 
evidence and that the aoveaent along the sheet becoaes greater 
than the thickness of the sheet.
Í i
The location asp (Fig.6.8.2) of the piercing point net slip 
vectors shows the proainence of a torque force, with an anti­
clockwise eleaent. The source of the torque could either 
originate as a local effect, that is, froa the aagaa chaaber, or 
a regional effect associated with the eaplaceaent of the dyke 
swaras. The existence of a nuaber of both dextral and sinistral 
en echelon cone sheet sets (Oiapter 7) seeas to support the 
suggestion that such a force exists.
The piercing point analyses for the saall geniculate cone 
sheet (Fig.6.7.10) deaonstrates that the aaount of aoveaent 
along an individual cone sheet can vary i.e. an individual cone 
sheet aay open by different processes along it's length. 
Possibly this exaaple deaonstrates Phillips' theory, where by 
the aechanisa of opening changes in the aore distal regions. Or 
perhaps this exaaple shows how at the leading edge of a cone 
sheet, wedging, or extension splitting is the aost proainent 
process with shear occurring after this initial extension has 
taken place. There is no ubiquitous process for the opening of 
cone sheet fractures as deaonstrated by the Ardnaaurchan cone 
sheets. Regional and local conditions play iaportant roles in 
both the type and aaount of opening. The aost probable cause of
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the freoture opening is the nplift of the central block above 
the Mgaa chaaber enabling the extension of the fractures by the 
eaplaceaent of magma. Either continued supply of magma along 
the fracture and/or increased pressure on the magma chamber roof 
will result in reversed shear cone sheet fractures. A second 
component of shear may be caused by a torque force resulting in 
shear fracture movements. The third* and perhaps the least 
important cause* is the regional tensional system resulting in 
normal opening cone sheets.
I
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7.1 TWrRODUCTION
A termination it the begining and end of an intrusion, both 
▼ertically and laterally. Cone sheet terminations are rarely 
observed in Ardnamnrohan and several reasons may account for 
this. Firstly, some of the sheets may have reached the surface 
and acted as feeders for vents from which lavas were erupted. 
Some of the Galapagos volcanoes have concentric rows of vents 
that have fed lava flows (Simkin, 1972) and it is conceivable 
that these concentrically arranged vents are the surface man­
ifestation of cone sheets. In Ardnamurchan, the vents exposed 
at Ardtoe, Glas Eilean and near Ochle Point may thus be the sur­
face expression of cone sheets as they have a similar arcuate 
form and parallel adjacent cone sheets. Secondly, it is possi­
ble that many sheets terminated at a higher level that the 
present erosion surface, without reaching the earths surface. 
In addition, on higher ground where terminations may be expected 
the amount of vertical exposure is limited, therefore decreasing 
the possibility of locating terminations. Also, it is possible 
that upwards the angle of dip of cone sheets may decrease until, 
near the surface of the earth, they become low-angle sills. 
Such sills representing this type of termination occur along the 
Centre One traverse, one particularly good example is seen at 
(546710). Cone sheets are best exposed along the coastal sec­
tions and even hero the maximum vertical exposure is 76m at Sron 
Bheag. Thirdly, although the coastal sections provide an excel­
lent cross-section, the maximum length of foreshore is 300m, 
which restricts the distance one can laterally trace a cone 
sheet and therefore locate lateral terminations. Finally, the 
focus of the sheets, thought to be located at a point 5.8km
280
beneath the present land surface, is not exposed. Richey (1932, 
p73) suggested that the Cuillin gabbro may have continued 
upwards to higher levels to form cone sheets: cone sheets may 
aerge into large intrusions at depth. However, this dimension 
is not exposed within the Ardnamurchan complex.
7.2 THE FORM OP TERMINATIONS
The Ardnamurchan cone sheets show a variety of termination 
forms which have been classified as follows
A. Terminations with no fracture emanating from the cone sheet 
tip. i. Wedge-shaped termination,
ii. Rectangular termination,
iii. Rounded termination,
iv. Irregularly shaped and branched termination,
V. Hooked (homed) termination.
B. Terminations with fractures emanating from the cone sheet
tip.
i. Single fracture, 
ii. Multiple fractures.
C. En echelon lenses.
7.2.1 Terainations wjih && hi
Figure 7.2.1A shows a tapering termination of a member of 
.. .n .ci.lon ..t of .he.t.. Pl«t. 7.1 ilU.tr.t.. th. tap.rin, 
of . narrow ah..t that thin, from Ic« to aero oy.r a 4i.t.nc. of 
lie. Co— only thia typ. of t.rnlnation 1. *.d,.-.h.p.d (Pl.t.
7.1) with on. of th. -r,in. planar and th. oth.r .nrw.d (Pl.t.
7.2) . Th.a. w.dio-.hap.d t.rnlnatlona ar. alnllar In for« 
th. .a,., wad,. d...rlh.d hy Br.dl.y (19Í5) and Int.rpr.t.d a. a 
aha.t fraetnr. propaiatlng hy apllttlnf along a hadding pia
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Forms of cone sheet terminations with no fracture 
emanating from the Tip
A CXiter Centre Two en echelon series of cone sheets 
exposed at Rubha Mhile showing a variety of forms 
of termination from a, simple tapering to 
b. rounded termination
a  CXiter Centre Two cone sheet exposed W. of Mingary 
Pier which has a blunt termination arxJ is rectangular 
*n cross section
C Inner Centre Two cone sheet on the slopes of Berm
’ Bhuidhe .which has an ireg u lar margm and has
multiple terminations
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Plate 7.1 Three sheets of an en echelon set, each having the form 
of a tapering temination. Inner Centre Two, Light“ 
house section, Hypersthene Gabbro host rock.
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Plate 7.2 A pair of en echelon sheets, the fora of which is like 
Bradley's (1965) theoretical aagaa wedge, with one 
surface planar and the other curved. Inner Centro Two, 
Lighthouse section, Hypersthone Gabbro host rock.
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Plate 7.1 Three sheets of an en echelon set, each having the form 
of a tapering ternination» Innar Centre Two, Light­
house section, Hypersthene Gabbro host rook.
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Piate 7.2 A pair of en echelon shoots, thè fora of ^ ich is _like 
Bra41ey*s (1965) theoretloal aagsa wedge, with one 
surface planar and thè other ourred, Innar Centre Two, 
Lighthonse seotion, Hypersthene Gabbro host rock.
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Plate 7.1 Three sheets of an en echelon set, each having the form 
of a tapering termination. Inner Centre Two, Light­
house section, Hyporsthene Gabbro host rock.
I'itl
Plate 7.2 A pair of en echelon sheets, the form of which is like 
Bradley's (1965) theoretical magma wedge, with one 
surface planar and the other curved. Inner Centre Two, 
Lighthouse section, Hypersthene Gabbro host rock.
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Figure 7.2.IB illuetratee a rare type of termination, it is 
blnnt ended (cone sheet intruded into Moine psammites). This 
type of termination is formed by the cone sheet utilizing a 
prominent joint plane.
Plate 7.3 illustrates a rounded termination which is simi­
lar to the blunt ended "fingered" periphery of the Shonhin Sag 
Sill (Pollard At Ali 1975). Pollard (1973) postulates that the 
majority of terminations of all minor intrusions are curved, 
this being the simplest shape for the magma to form. In a 
wedge-shaped termination (Plate 7.3). curves of smaller radius 
can be successively advanced in to the space occurring ahead of 
the magma front, in this case, this may be accommodated by 
moulding of the partly solidified magma into the fracture space. 
The rounded form of the termination is emphasized by flow band­
ing parallel to the margins.
Figure 7.2.1C shows the termination of a cone sheet by a 
number of small apophyses; the apophyses and the main termina­
tion have irregularly shaped margins (Plate 7.4).
A common typo of termination is whore the tip is o 
rientated at up to 90* to the trend of the main body of the 
sheet (Plates 7.4 and 7.5). this is particularly common in adja­
cent lenses of an on echelon series (Chapter 7.3).
The majority of the terminations described above occur in 
the horizontal (lateral) plane, but with type Ai (wedge shaped) 
occurring also in the vertical plane (Plate 7.7).
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Plate 7.3 A rounded sheet termination marked by flow banding par^  
allel to the margins. Outer Centre Two, Rbubb a 
Mbile, Triassic conglomerate host rock.
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Plate 7.4 Irregularly shaped termination, consisting of a network 
of voinlets. Inner Centre Two, Lighthouse section. 
Hypersthene Gabbro host rock.
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Plate 7.3 A rounded sheet terminationallel to the margins. Outer Centre Two, Rhnbh a
Nhile, Triassic conglomerate host rock.
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Plate T ,5 k rounded tenination whioh is combined with a 90 
change in the orientation of the cone sheet» Outer 
Centre Two, north coast, granophyre host rock.
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Plate 7.6 The termination of the sheet changes orientation by 45 
from the main sheet, and follows a prominent Joint set 
and trends towards an adjacent cone sheet. Inner Cen­
tre Two, Lighthouse section, Hypersthene Gabbro host
rock.
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Plate 7.5 A rounded temination which is combined with a 90 
change in the orientation of the cone sheet. Outer 
Centre Two, north coast, granophyre host rock.
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Plate 7.6 The termination of the sheet changes orientation by 45* 
from the main sheet, and follows a prominent Joint sot 
and trends towards an adjacent cone sheet. Inner Cen- 
tre Two, Lighthouse section. Hyperstheno Gabbro host 
rook.
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7.2.2 Termination« with fractures >_t theii tlBj.
Sheets which terminate in fractures (Fig.7.2.2) unfilled by 
magma are not common. Two exaaq>les (Fig.7.2.2A and B) show a 
single fracture emanating from the tip of a cone sheet* the 
unfilled part of the termination in A is 5m and in B 7m in 
length; both sheets are 50cm thick. Figure 7.2.2 (C and D) show 
irregularly spaced terminations that have a series of branched 
fractures emanating from the tip of the cone sheet. In D 
(Fig.7.2.2) a number of small cracks occur in the area immediate 
ley adjacent to the terminating fractures. Plate 7.8 shows a 
series of arcuate fractures radiating from the wedge-shaped, 
cone sheet tip.
7.2.3 M  echelon lenses
The classification given above includes only the last few 
cm or metres of Individual terminations. However, on a larger 
scale it may be interpreted that the termination of a cone sheet 
may be in the form of an en echelon series of igneous lenses
(Plate 7.9).
Offset or en echelon sets were described from the Cuillins 
of Skye by Barker (1904) as "the shifting of an inclined basic 
sheet". By "shifting" it may be interpreted that Barker 
envisaged the offsetting of the sheets as a method of propaga­
tion or a method of transgression. This is one of the few











examples of offset cone sheets described in the literature. 
However, many sills and dykes have been described as forming en 
echelon sots; Barker (1904, p303) illustrates offset dykes in 
Broadford Bay, Skye; Hills (1901). Griggs (1939) and Tweto 
(1951) give similar examples. Escher iljc. (1976) show en 
echelon dykes in Greenland which also show directional asymmetry 
of apophyses ((Hiapter 4). Currie and Fergnsson (1970) believed 
that dykes propagate along a series of on echelon fractures and 
Pollard At, al. (1975) concluded that the fingered periphery of 
the Shonkin Sag Sill may be characteristic of the method by 
which sills propagate.
En echelon sets have been identified in all four cone sheet 
sets of Ardnamnrchan. The best developed occur at the Point of 
Ardnamnrchan (Lighthouse section) (Fig.7.3.1) where 9 en echelon 
sets are developed in an area measuring 100m x 30m. The number 
of sheetlets belonging to one en echelon set varies between 
three and six. There are a few sheets in this area which do not 
form part of an en echelon set. The presence of an on echelon 
set may indicate either that the exposed section marks the vert­
ical extent of a cone sheet, or that a different stress regime 
existed at the point where the en echelon set occurs.
A total of 30 examples of on echelon sets have been identi­
fied in Ardnamurchan, a number of which are illustrated in 
Figs.7.3.2 - 4. Most of the en echelon sets occur within the 
Centre One and Inner Centre Two cone sheets. If it is assumed 
that en echelon sets mark both vertical and lateral termination 
of a cone sheet, then it is possible that the Centre One and 
Inner Centre Two cone sheet sets mark the location of traverses
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at * relatively higli structural level vitliin a cone sheet set. 
Thus* the presence of a large nuaiher of en echelon sets aarks 
the distal parts of a cone sheet ooaplez.
Individual sheetlets or lenses of an en echelon set aain- 
tain a constant thickness over aost of their length before 
tapering. The lenses range in size froa 26ca long x lea thick 
(Plate 7.2) to aore than 70a long z la thick (Fig.7.3.1). 
Towards the periphery of an on echelon set the lenses decrease 
in size, both in length and thickness (Fig.7.3.1). They are 
usually filled with fine-grained basic/interaediate rock; the 
majority of sheets depicted in Fig.7.3.1 consist of feldspar 
porphyritic, fine-grained basic rock. No acid en echelon sets 
have been found, which aay be a function of the paucity of acid 
sheets. Acid aagaa cannot easily rise to high levels in the 
earths crust because of its very high viscosity end it is of 
interest to note that the aajority of acid cone sheets fora 
parts of coaposite intrusions; to rise to high levels in the 
crust, acid aagaa needs basic aagaa to precede it and wara up 
the fracture. As en echelon sets only fora a saall percentage 
of the total nuaber of sheets observed, coupled with the paucity 
of acid sheets in general, the probability of an acid en echelon 
set being developed is low and its subsequent exposure even 
lower.
The actual terainations of the lenses show the saae variety 
of foras as described in (Hiapter 7.2. However, the lenses thea- 
selves aay assuae the following shapes:- sharply terainating 
elongate ellipse (Fig.7.3.1), teardrop, prolate ellipse with 
rounded terainations (Fig.7.2.1) and rectangular terainations
2 9 6
(Fig.7.3.3).
It was noted that the Mrgins of some en echelon sheets are 
not planar, bnt are aronate or onspate in horizontal 
oross-seotion as seen in two en echelon Centre One sheets froa 
Swordle Bay (Plates 7.10 and 7.11). In sosie exposures the en 
echelon sheets are seen to coalesce (Figs.7.3.3C and 7.3.4) 
(Plate 7.12 and Plate 7.13). Plates 7.14 and 7.15 show two 
views of an en echelon set which are joined in three-diaensions. 
Exposures developed parallel to the strike of the sheet show 
that the junction between the coalesced sheetlets foras a groove 
(Fig.7.4.7), and in one exaaple the length of the groove is 3a 
long. However, the connections between sheetlets are rarely 
exposed to this extent. Plates 7.16 and 7.17 show the delicate 
connections between two adjacent sheetlets at their tapering 
terainations.
Where offset sheets have been eroded at an oblique angle to 
their trend, the connections can be seen aore clearly. Figure
7.3.5 is a block diagraa of the en echelon set shown in Plates 
7.18, 7.19 and 7.20, eaphasizing the three-diaensional connec­
tions of the sheetlets. Plate 7.9 shows a single sheet which 
terainates as a series of en echelon lenses.
Deforswtion of the host rocks can be seen around soae of 
the en echelon cone sheets that are eaplaced in the Lias sic 
liaestones in Swordle Bay (Plates 7.18 and 7.19). Centre One 
sheets are concordant with bedding when they occur in sediaents, 
that is where splitting of the bedding planes foras the aost 
proainent process of eaplaceaent (Plato 7.18). Plate 7.18 shows
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Plate 7.12 Two en echelon lenses (A and B) are seen to join in 
three-dimensions and where this junction is visahle, 
in the plane perpendicular to the photograph, a small 
groove is formed. Centre One, east of Garbh Rubha, 
Jurassic (Lias) limestone host rock.
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Plate 7.13 Two adjacent en echelon lenses separated by a wedge of 
Jurassic (Lias) limestones. Where the two lenses 
coalesce there is formed a small groove. Centre One, 
Swordle Bay.
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Plate 7.12 TVo en eohelos lenses (A end B) are seen to join in 
three-dinensions and where this junction is visable, 
in the plane perpendicular to the photograph* a snail 
groove is fomed. Centre One, east of Garbh Rubha, 
Jurassic (Lias) linestone host rock.
Plate 7.13 Two adjacent en echelon lenses separated by a wedge of 
Jurassic (Lias) linoetonea. fhara the two lenses 
coalesce there is foned a snail groove. Centre One, 
Swordle Bay.
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Plate 7.16 A plan view of a pair of en echelon terminations. In 
cross section (Plate 7.17) it can be seen that the two 
sheets are connected. Inner Centre Two, Lighthonse 
section, Hypersthene Gabbro host rock.
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Plate 7.17 The cross section of two sheetlets (Plate 7.16) which 
are joined in the third dimension, thus demonstrating 
the interconnections of the en echelon sets. Inner 
Centre Two, Lighthonse section, Hypersthene Gabbro 
host rock.
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Plate 7.16 A plan Tiew of a pair of en echelon teninations. In 
oroas section (Plate 7.17) it can he seen that the two 
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are Joined in tho third diaension* thns deaonstratinf 
the interconnections of the en echelon sets. Inner 
Centre Two, Lighthonse section, Hypersthene Gabbro 
host rook.
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Plate 7.16 A plan view of a pair of en echelon terminations. In 
cross section (Plate 7.17) it can be seen that the two 
sheets are connected. Inner Centre Two, Lighthouse 
section, Hypersthene Gabbro host rock.
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Plate 7.17 The cross section of two sheetlets (Plate 7.16) which 
are joined in the third dimension, thus demonstrating 
the interconnections of the en echelon sets. Inner 
Centre Two, Lighthouse section, Hypersthene Gabbro 
host rock.
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Plate 7.18 Two wedge-shaped en echelon sheetletsin which one sur­
face of each sheetlet is planar and concordant with 
bedding whereas the other surface is inclined. Centre 
One, Swordle Bay, Jurassic (Lias) limestone host rock.
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Plate 7.19 Bedding planes between two en echelon sheets have 
become distorted and assume the form of the termina 
tion of the lower sheet. Centre One, Swordle Bay, 
Jurassic (Lias) limestone host rock.
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that the limestone beds between adjacent lenses assumes the 
attitude of the termination. As evidence of intrusion deforma­
tion is only preserved in sedimentary rocks* it is possible that 
deformation in igneous host rocks was either brittle or at the 
time of emplacement of some of the cone sheets the igneous host 
had not completed it's crystallization and deformation was duc­
tile. It is interesting to note that Le Bas (1979) mentions the 
development of a pronounced cleavage in the country rock caused 
by the emplacement of carbonatite cone sheets.
7.4 EN ECHELON SETS AS A METHOD OF PROPAGATION
F.ti echelon sets have been identified for all manner of 
minor intrusions and their existence may be indicative of a 
number of processes, either a ubiquitous process for the propa­
gation of all sheet-like intrusions or they may be connected 
with conditions at the termination of the intrusion or they may 
be indicative of different stress orientations at different lev­
els in the crust, or indicate the origin of a zone of hydraulic 
fracture. Two schools of thought exist as to the relationship 
between en echelon terminations and the direction of propagation 
of a shoot both in two- and three-dimensions.
The first school of thought believes that minor intrusions 
"break up" into en echelon sets towards their terminations. The 
second school of thought believe that minor intrusions begin as 
separate en echelon sets which merge together to form a continu­
ous sheet.
Anderson (1951) explained the presence of en echelon sets
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by assTuning that different orientations of stress occur at dif­
ferent levels witbin the crust. Fig.7.4.1 illustrates 
Anderson’s model, with the direction of tension changing from a 
NNW - SSE direction at the base, to a north - south direction at 
the top of the block. In this example, because dykes occupy the 
direction normal to the least principal stress they will there­
fore split into lobes which are discontinuous in a horizontal 
plane. This model only considers propagation in one direction, 
that is vertically upwards (Fig.7.4.1). Gilliland (1963) des­
cribed a specimen of shale containing en echelon, quartz—filled 
tension fractures which merge at depth, as indicated by the con­
tinuous vein on the opposite side of the specimen. He follows 
Anderson's (1951) interpretation to account for the presence of 
the lenses: the vertical change in orientation of the vein 
being in response to an alteration in the direction of tension 
and a change in stress relief ; a decrease in total strain being 
recorded on the upper surface.
Beach (1975) describes two types of en echelon vein arrays 
which may equally well be applied to the en echelon arrangement 
of cone sheets. The two types are a) those formed in active 
ductile shear zones and b) those which form by the primary 
nucleation of fractures (hydraulic fracture) not connected with 
active shear zones. This latter type shows almost equal dila­
tion along the length of the zone. Figure 7.3.1 depicts the en 
echelon cone sheets located along the Lighthouse traverse and 
demonstrates an almost equal dilation along the length of each 
en echelon set, where one sheetlet tapers out an adjacent one 
maintains the thickness. However, where connections between 
adjacent lenses are exposed the thickness of the zone may vary.
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Fig.7.4.1 D iagram  to illustrate the form ation of en echelon sets at 
the term ination of a sheet like intrusion 
(a fte r Anderson, 1951]
tension fracture
extension splitting
Fig.7.4.2 D iagram  which explains the form ation showing of en
echelon lenses as steam  filled extension spaces at 
the front of a sheet (a fte r B radley. 1965]
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Bradley (1965) explains the formation of en echelon lenses 
at the advancing front of a sheet as steam-filled extension
spaces at an angle of 45* to the margin of the sheet body
(Fig.7.4.2), thns accounting for the upturn commonly soon at the 
termination of a sheet (Plate 7.7). Figure 7.4.3 shows a set of 
en echelon lenses occurring at an angle to the main trend of the 
en echelon set, and is very similar to those described by Brad­
ley.
Currie and Fergusson (1970) proposed a model of sheet
propagation which requires the existence of en echelon fractures
(Fig.7.4.4). One of the fractures is filled with a low viscosi­
ty, high velocity, volatile-rich material that has boiled off 
the magma and which preceeds the advance of the water-saturated 
magma. Currie and Fergusson (1970) maintain that the water is
primary magmatic. However, water derived from a meteoric
hydrothermal convective system (Taylor and Forrester, 1971) is 
thought to be the most important source of water in the Ard- 
namurchan Igneous Complex at the time of activity (Chapter 6).
As such, the volatile phase is confined to the leading edge of
the fracture and may therefore be redissolved into the magma, 
resulting in a magma of higher water pressure. In consequence, 
the magma can either cause or exploit the adjacent en echelon 
fracture (Fig.7.4.4). This pattern of advancement continues 
until enough water has been lost to the host rock walls to 
reduce the pressure of the magma and therefore it's activity. 
This theory indicates that propagation is along a series of 
fractures, again in two—dimensions, and also accounts for the 
presence of small apophyses composed largely of the rapidly 
chilled volatile phase at the point where the sheet
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Fig.7.4.4 Four stages In the development of a set of en echelon fractures which 
then become a transgressive continuous sheet like Intrusion, with 
apophyses continuing at the point of transgression (after Currie and 
Fergusson, 1970). This method indicates propagation in 2D along 
the strike.
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transgresses. An alternative hypothesis may be that the sheet- 
lets were filled by magma and a connecting weakness was 
exploited by the magma in both sheetlets; lateral coalesence 
then formed the final stage (Fig.7.4.4).
Pollard et al. (1975), unlike the above authors, invoke a 
three-dimensional model to describe the propagation of sheets. 
They describe the margins of the Shonkin Sag Sill (porphyritic, 
fine-grained shonkinite) as a fingered periphery, that is, a 
large number of minor intrusions which when mapped are seen to 
be connected to each other in a direction perpendicular to their 
strike and eventually connected to the main body and, therefore, 
forming an integral part of the main body of the sill. They 
concluded that the fingers were a mechanism by which the sill 
was propagated. A number of characteristic features and termi­
nology of the fingered periphery have been described by these 
authors. The fingers are ellipsoidal in cross-section and when 
seen to coalesce their ellipsoidal form is preserved as part of 
a cuspate margin (Fig.7.4.5). Trending perpendicular to the 
cuspate margin are grooves (Fig.7.4.5) which marks the line 
along which the fingers have coalesced. Figure 7.4.6 illus­
trates the termination which may develop in response to a change 
in orientation of the least principal stress (cr,). Based on the 
ideas of Pollard ¡JL. (1975). the offset sheetlets commonly 
observed in Ardnamurchan indicate that o, is parallel to the 
strike of the cone sheets.
Two opinions therefore exist as to the significance of en 
echelon sets as terminations. Firstly, that the sheet has a 
rectilinear form and terminates in the form of lenses or second-
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ly, that each sheet constitutes a series of parallel tubes that 
have coalesced laterally and remain as separate lenses at the 
leading edge of the sheet body.
Pollard (1973) proposed three mechanisms of sheet propaga~ 
tion which are characterised by the arrangement of fractures 
around the termination of a sheet body (Fig,7.4.7). The first 
mechanism is propagation by extension splitting along a fracture 
which is either caused by the magma or has been exploited by the 
magma. The second mechanism has surfaces of potential shear 
failure orientated at 30 to the Oj stress trajectories at the 
sheet termination, the magma advancing by intruding along the 
fractures and incorporating the blocks by stoping. The third 
mechanism consists of potential ductile faults oriented at 45* 
to the <Tj^ trajectories of the termination of the sheet, propaga­
tion occurring when the host rock ruptures after ductile 
necking, following the blunting of the elliptical form of the 
original termination.
7.5 CONCLUSIONS
The geometry of the cone sheets of Ardnamurchan are con­
trolled in part by previous structures, and in part by the 
intrusion mechanism. Exploitation of joint structures result in 
rectangular terminations (Fig.7.2.1.B). Shear stresses acting 
along the cone sheet fracture create a space to accommodate the 
wedge of magma, the fracture continuing ahead of the magma. If 
pressure of the magma decreases and therefore advancement of the 
fracture is halted, the rounded toe of the magma may be 
preserved (Plate 7.3). Of the terminations that have fractures
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emanating from their tips only one of Pollards (1973) three 
mechanisms (mechanism 1) of sheet propagation can be recognised 
in Ardnamnrchan. The cone sheets that show single fractures 
emanating from their tips and those which are emplaced along 
bedding and foliation planes (Plate 7.18) belong to Pollards 
mechanism 1. However, mechanisms 2 and 3 of Pollard are not 
represented by the Ardnamnrchan sheets because the terminations 
which have multiple fractures at their tips are not conjugate 
and are often irregular in form, thus differing from the termi­
nations of Pollards model. The most prominent mechanism for 
propagation as indicated by the form of the terminations of the 
Ardnamnrchan sheets is extension splitting by brittle fractur­
ing.
There is agreement in the literature that en echelon sets 
mark the termination of intrusions. However, there is disagree­
ment as to whether en echelon sots represent the termination of 
an intrusion, that is a continuous sheet "breaks up" to form a 
series of separate lenses or that en echelon sets represent a 
series of tubes which have coalesced laterally to form a contin­
uous sheet. A second item under discussion concerns the 
mechanism and direction of propagation of intrusions, whether in 
two- or three-dimensions.
Evidence to support the theory of different stresses at 
different levels is well demonstrated in Ardnamurchan. Figure 
7.3.1 shows the cone sheets exposed at the Lighthouse section 
(Inner Centre Two) where there are at least nine separate exam­
ples of cone sheets which can be seen to pass from an apparently 
continuous sheet into a series of en echelon lenses, which
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diminish in size towards their termination. At Swordle Bay 
(Centre One) and An Acairseid (Inner Centre Two) there are a 
group of cone sheets which show en echelon terminations. 
Isolated cases of cone sheets terminating in en echelon sets are 
observed at Rubh' a' Mhile (506628) and also at separate locali­
ties along the Glas Eilean to Mingary Pier section. A further 
piece of evidence to support the theory of different stresses at 
different levels within the crust is that some of the en echelon 
lenses show no connections with each other at the present level 
of erosion, each lens being a small, individual sheet (Fig.7.3.2 
and Plate 7.9).
The theory of laterally coalescing tubes of magma to form a 
continuous sheet (Pollard e^ al. 1975) suggests that when pro­
pagation is arrested the fingers (or tubes) of magma form en 
echelon lenses that show some interconnection perpendicular to 
the strike of the sheet. Three-dimensional connections of adja­
cent en echelon lenses resulting in grooves are seen in the 
Ardnamurchan cone sheet complex at the Lighthouse section (Inner 
Centre Two) and Swordle Bay (Centre One).
Field evidence from Ardnamurchan lends support to all three 
theories, that of coalescing magma tubes, that of dissipation of 
a sheet into en echelon lenses, or an arrested developing frac­
ture. An alternative explanation may be formed by amalgamating 
the first two theories. The first explanation for the occur­
rence of en echelon cone sheets at particular levels within the 
crust may be that the maximum vertical extent of an intrusion is 
reached when pressure from the source decreases, assuming that 
cone sheets exposed at one location belong to the same set, this
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indicates that pressure at source is similar in the case of each 
cone sheet set. The second explanation is shown in Plates 4.10 
and 7.5 in which one of the cone sheets of the Lighthouse sec­
tion has paired apophyses* which indicate the existence of shear 
stresses at the time of emplacement. The majority of en echelon 
sets indicate a dextral shear component* the evidence of this is 
gained from the geometry of the en echelon sets. On the scale 
of the whole peninsula* the en echelon sets and the piercing 
point results (Chapter 6) indicate an anticlockwise shear move­
ment* illustrating the existence of a torque force (Chapter 6). 
This may be caused by the development of spiral cracks (frac­
tures) (Tolansky and Howes 1920) in the host rock.
Pollard el al. (1982) state that en echelon cracks grow by 
dilation and further* that directionally asymmetrical apophyses 
may be produced by internal pressures. Again this hypothesis 
can also be supported by the Ardnamurchan data in that Plate
4.11 shows matching of the wall rock and tensional displacement 
of an earlier porphyritic cone sheet* yet shows directionally 
asymmetrical apophyses.
The existence of grooves* steps and interconnections of 
adjacent lenses may alternatively be explained as an effect of 
superimposed stress systems* rather than the fingered periphery 
of Pollard et al. (1975). However, the latter hypothesis is 
thought to be more correct.
A prominent feature of the propagation theories described 
in the previous section is that few take into account the 
effects of propagation in three-dimensions. The work of Ander-
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son (1951) considers propagation in two-dimensions only, in that 
he indicated that the en echelon set trends normal to the propa­
gation directions (Fig.7.4.1). Whereas Cnrrie and Fergnsson 
(1970) propose that the propagation direction is along the en 
echelon sets, i.e. the sheet propagates from one echelon lens 
into the adjacent one. The hypothesis of Pollard et al. (1975) 
involves propagation in both directions, thus the sheet propa­
gates both parallel and perpendicular to the en echelon set, 
that is, in three-dimensions.
In Ardnamurchan, evidence to support flow and propagation 
of cone sheets along the strike, as in the hypothesis of Currie 
and Fergusson (1970), is seen in the diminishing size of the 
sheetlets forming an en echelon set (Fig.7.3.1) towards their 
ultimate termination, thus indicating a decrease in pressure 
towards the extremities of the fractures now filled with basic 
rock. Flow direction of magma within each cone sheet cannot be 
ascertained for any of the Ardnamurchan cone sheets, as the only 
flow structure recorded is banding (Chapter 4.2). The 
banding,represented by amygdales and phenocrysts, records either 
temporary cessation of flow or accretion and with no flow align­
ment being in evidence only provides negative evidence for all 
proposed hypotheses. With no flow evidence to indicate the 
direction of propagation, the stepped profile of a transgressive 
sheet (Plate 7.20) may be equally well explained by either Cur­
rie and Fergusson's (1970) hypothesis or that of Pollard et. ¿Ij. 
(1975). However, evidence in support of the existence of later­
al pressures in both directions is seen where both terminations 
of a sheetlet show ramifying veins (Fig.7.3.1), thus indicating 
that propagation continued in both lateral directions. Currie
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and Fergnsson's (1970) theory does not allow for separate en 
echelon lenses. In consequence of the connections seen between 
the following three phenomena, en echelon lenses (Plate 7.14), 
grooves and ramifying veins (Plate 7.4), the three-dimensional 
propagation mechanism of Pollard e^ al. (1975) seems to be the 
most probable. Also, the hypothesis of Pollard cJi »1» allows 
for a variation in the position of <r, relative to the sheet body 
and therefore provides an explanation for both sinistral and
Propagation of cone sheets involves several different pro- 
cesse. It has been demonstrated above that a cone sheet passes 
laterally from a continuous sheet into a series of en echelon 
lenses of diminishing size (length and thickness). The lenses 
show three-dimensional connections between adjacent sheetlets. 
The form of individual sheet margins sometimes show directional­
ly asymmetrical apophyses, yet show tensional displacement of 
country rock structures.
The most simple explanation for the propagation of cone 
sheets is that elliptical flaws in the host rock develop by 
hydraulic fracture, which are then invaded by magma, which 
enlarges the fractures both along their length and laterally, 
thus, connecting adjacent sheetlets which ultimately form a sin 
gle sheet. A shearing mechanism is obviously a prominent 
component in the propagation mechanism of cone sheets as has 
been demonstrates in an earlier chapter ((Thapter 6),

8.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to investigate the influence of host rocks and
their associated structures on the form of cone sheets it is
necessary to consider the following
rock t3Tpo, 
rock strength,
regional structure e.g.doming,
local structures (bedding, jointing, foliation),
distance from centre of igneous activity,
water content of host rock,
duration of intrusion,
ezplosivity index,
intrusion dynamics.
The influence that host rocks may have on the form of cone 
sheets may be considered as inhomogeneities on three scales, the 
largest scale, that of the whole peninsula, a medium scale, that 
of lithological groups and the smallest scale, within the litho­
logical groups. Factors which are related to the act of 
intrusion are discussed later.
INHOMOGENEITIES
8.2 THE ARDNAMURCniAN PENINSULA
The peninsula is composed of a variety of rock types 
(Chapter 2) and to assess the homogeneity of the host rock dis­
tribution a Chi* test has been used. Figure 8.2.1 is a 
simplified geological map of the peninsula with all the cone 
sheets removed. For simplification, the following rock groups 
have been recognised:— Moine (metamorphic), Jurassic/Triassic 
(sedimentary); lavas and vent agglomerates (refered to hereafter 
as volcanics); basic intrusions; and acid intrusions. The clas­
sification is based on the assumption that the rock t3rpes
3 2 1

belonging to each group react characteristically in relation to 
cone sheet fracture formation. To establish whether the distri­
bution of the lithological groups controls the distribution of 
the cone sheets a 2cm grid has been superimposed on a simplified 
1:50000 geological map (Fig.8.2.1). Where an easting and north­
ing grid line intersect, the rock type has been recorded, 
resulting in a point pattern of regular distribution 
(Fig.8.2.2). A separate Chi* analysis has been made of each 
lithological group (Table 8.1), the results of which have 
enabled a comparison of the distribution types of each litholog­
ical group. A Chi* analysis enables a comparison of the 
observed frequency, that is the actual number of occurrences, of 
each lithological group to an expected frequency:-
the total number of points of a particular rook typo 
total number of points
The lower the Chi* value the more regular or uniform the 
distribution. The results of the analysis (Table 8.1) indicate 
that each lithology has a clustered distribution, the clustering 
of the Moine rocks is the most well developed. This result con­
firms the intuitive interpretation of Fig.8.2.1, that is, the 
distribution of the host rocks of the Ardnamurchan peninsula is 
heterogeneous.
8.3 LITHOLOGICAL GROUPS
If it is assumed that the form of a cone sheet is not 
influenced by the country rock which it intrudes then, disre­
garding the heterogeneity of the peninsula, the cone sheet
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should be at a constant distance from the centre and the annu- 
larity of the cone sheet should remain the same. TVo indices 
have been used to assess the relationship between lithological 
groups and number of cone sheets contained within them:-
a) L.F.I.
b) L.M.I.
Lithological Fracture Index 
for each lithological group the number of 
filled cone sheet fractures (n) per unit length 
Lithology Cone Sheet Magma Index
number of cone sheet fractures per unit 
length of the same lithology (n)
amount of material emplaced within the 
cone sheet fractures per unit length (T)
The unit lengths used in the calculations are as defined in 
Chapter 3, each unit length being 100m. Unit lengths which 
contain more than one rock typo have been assigned to the 
dominant lithological group. The amount of material emplaced 
within the cone sheet fractures is calculated from the 
thicknesses of the cone sheets i.e. a two~dimensional 
measurement.
8.3.1 L.F.I.
Figure 8.3.1 shows the distribution of filled cone sheet 
fractures per unit length for each lithological group. The 
number of fractures has been classified into classes with inter­
vals of 5 sheets. The sections in the Moine host rock vary from
less than 5 sheets to a maximum of 15 shoots per unit length.
However, the less than 5 class appears to form a secondary dis­
tribution. Similarly, the Jurassic unit lengths have a 
variation in the number of sheets they contain. There being 
little variation in the number of unit lengths which contain 5 
to 25 sheets, but at the other end of the distribution, 36 to 40 
class, a few unit lengths have a large number of sheets. Where 
the host rocks are volcanic, a large number of unit lengths (21)
326
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have less than 5 sheets, with the remaining three nnit lengths 
having between 5 and 20 sheets. In the basic host rooks the 
number of filled cone sheet fractures per unit length varies 
from 0 to 25, being almost, normally distributed about the 15 
sheet class. Acid intrusive host rocks differ from all other 
host rocks in that no unit length has less than 5 sheets, with 
the distribution ranging from 6 to 20 sheets.
Figure 8.3.1 shows that each lithological group has a dif­
ferent L.F.I., ranging from the volcanics with a large number of 
unit lengths having few fractures to the acid intrusive host 
rocks which have a larger number of sheets per unit length.
8.3.2 L.M.I.
There is a positive relationship between the number of cone 
sheets (n) per unit length and the amount of material (T) 
emplaced within each lithological group, that is, as the nxunber 
of sheets increases so the cumulative amount of material along 
the traverses increases. For where the Moine forms the host 
rock. Fig.8.3.2 shows a plot of the number of sheets per unit 
length against the amount of material emplaced within the unit 
lengths.
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For the Noine rocks the regression r * 0.74 has a 99.5% confi­
dence limit (Table 8.2), although one example lies significantly 
off the regression. Data taken from from the Jurassic/Triassic 
sections (Fig.8.3.3) shows a well defined trend, with a regres­
sion r = 0.797 for the 99.95% confidence limit.
(Hiaracteristically, there are few sheets in the unit lengths 
which occur in the volcanic host rocks, consequently the plot of 
the number of sheets against cumulative total thickness cluster 
around the origin (Fig.8.3.4), however, a 99.5% confidence limit 
can be applied to the regression (r » 0.57). Figure 8.3.5 shows 
the regression (r = 0.59) for both the basic intrusive host rock 
unit lengths at 99.5% confidence limit and for the acid intru­
sive host rocks (r » 0.61) at 97.5% confidence; the lower
confidence limit emphasizes the misfit of one of the samples, 
unit length a (Fig.8.3.5) differs greatly from the remaining 
acid unit lengths and is the cause of the negative intercept of 
the regression line, if this sample is ignored a second regres­
sion line may be calculated (Fig.8.3.6). In Fig.8.3.6athe 
total thickness of material emplaced in 10 cone sheet 
fractures per unit length for each lithological group is shown. 
The Moine host rocks contain the thickest cone sheets, whereas 
the volcanics and basic intrusive host rocks have much thinner 
cone sheets than the other lithological groups. Table 8.2 gives 
the regressions for the distributions of each lithological group 
emphasizing the differences between the groups. Based on these 
characteristics, n and T, it can be shown that the variation in 
number and cumulative thickness of the cone sheets are dependant 
on the host rook type. There is a sequential relationship from 
basic intrusive host rocks which contain only a few, thin 
sheets, through volcanic, Jurassic/Triassic, acid intrusive to
Table 8.2 THE STATISTICS OF REGRESSION FOR THE L.F.I. FOR EACH
LITHOLOGICAL GROUP
L.F.I av T
Lithological group
Moine 19 0.7388 1.04 ± 1.18 1.55
Jurassic/Triassic 34 0.7971 1.04 ± 0.54 1.27
volcanics 27 0.5715 1.74 ± 1.34 1.05
basic intrusions 21 0.5900 1.41 ±0.93 2.19
acid intrusions 13 0.5100 0.84 ± 0.29 1.28
▼here n * the nuaiber of unit lengths occurring in each 
lithological group
r *= the regression coefficient of the L.F.I. distribution 
for each lithological group
av T * the average thickness in metres of filled cone sheet 
for each lithological group
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Moine host rocks which contain the largest ntunber of thicker 
sheets. Figure 8.3.5 highlights the regression line for the 
acid host rocks, which differs from the remaining host rocks in 
that it does not pass through the origin.
From both the original acid intrusive host rock regression 
and the distribution of the number of sheets per 
unit length (Fig.8.3.1) it seems that a small number (less than 
of thin sheets are difficult to acoosimodate. Conversely, 
when a large number (greater than 5) of sheets are emplaced they 
tend to be thick. This can perhaps be best illustrated by the 
analogy of inflating a balloon. That is the initial inflation 
takes a large amount of energy to overcome the resistance of the 
walls, further expansion of the balloon takes much less energy.
Table 8.3 shows the L.M.I. for each unit length in each 
lithological group. The index tends to 0 as n tends to 0 and to 
as T tends to 0. The L.M.I. enables a comparison of the 
number of fractures in each lithological group. Figures 8.3.7-9 
show the L.N.I.'s for the Noine, Jurassic/Triassic and acid 
intrusive host rocks, all of which show that the spread of 
results are quite low, with low n and increasing T indicating 
thick sheets. However, the L.N.I. for the unit lengths occur­
ring in volcanic and basic host rocks (Fig.8.3.10—11) are 
strongly contrasted with the L.N.I for the other host rocks and 
although the L.N.I. values show a wide range they tend to be 
high, indicative of thin sheets.
Figure 8.3.12 shows the mean and standard deviation (<Tj^) of 
the L.N.I for each lithological group and therefore measures the
3 3 7
Table 8.3 Litbological Magna Fracture Index (L.M.I.), n and T for
each unit length in each
MOINE J1
Ref n T I Ref
40 17 22.73 0.75 1
41 11 17.73 0.62 2
42 11 52.42 0.21 4
43 15 20.14 0.74 5
44 23 30.38 0.76 7
45 14 19.47 0.72 8
46 15 19.37 0.77 9
47 3 2.0 1.50 10
50 10 22.95 0.44 11
51 5 11.33 0.44 12
52 9 15.97 0.56 14
53 11 29.29 0.38 15
89 2 3.20 0.63 16
98 2 2.50 0.80 17
100 1 2.06 0.49 18
101 1 1.00 1.00 19
102 2 0.58 3.44 32
103 3 6.90 0.43 33
106 2 0.40 5.00 34
35
URASSIC/TRIASSIC
LAVAS/AGCfLOMERATES (VOLCANICS)36
37
38
39
47
48
49
57
58
59 
61 
62
Ref n T I
3 19 11.11 1.71
27 8 6.95 1.15
28 5 2.65 1.89
29 3 4.90 0.61
30 4 0.87 4.59
31 4 2.48 1.61
66 10 15.90 0.62
67 2 1.90 1.05
68 2 1.20 3.92
69 1 0.50 2.00
70 2 2.00 1.00
72 3 8.30 0.36
74 1 0.30 3.30
75 4 1.32 3.03
76 1 0.50 2.00
78 5 21.55 0.23
79 1 0.70 1.42
80 3 8.30 0.36
81 1 0.20 5.00
82 3 1.05 2.86
83 4 2.20 0.58
84 4 2.60 1.54
85 5 8.60 0.58
86 1 1.10 0.91
n T I
23 14.0 1.64
36 55.63 0.64
19 16.43 1.16
19 17.86 1.06
36 41.55 0.87
17 9.58 1.77
40 42.40 0.94
15 12.36 1.21
23 41.25 0.55
19 22.30 0.83
25 24.30 1.02
23 23.02 0.99
8 7.50 1.06
11 12.56 0.88
6 9.75 0.61
16 30.24 0.53
5 4.25 1.18
13 7.95 1.64
11 21.10 0.52
10 5.73 1.75
7 7.74 0.90
16 8.15 1.96
4 6.40 0.62
14 6.76 2.07
3 3.0 1.50
8 21.14 0.38
4 1.64 2.44
4 10.26 0.39
5 12.31 0.41
2 2.60 0.77
12 31.58 0.38
4 6.18 0.65
IC INTRUSIONS
21 24.25 0.87
6 9.18 0.65
2 16.10 0.13
7 10.80 0.65
10 16.95 0.59
13 5.88 2.20
6 9.45 0.36
11 3.62 3.03
15 11.05 1.36
11 8.35 1.32
11 3.42 3.22
13 19.00 0.68
3 3 8
Table 8.3 (contd)
Ref n T I Ref n T I
117 8 3.64 2.19
ACID IhrTRUSIONS 118 3 1.00 3.00
20 8 7.50 1.07 119 7 2.67 2.62
21 13 16.21 0.80 120 23 15.83 1.45
22 20 28.17 0.70 121 23 21.55 1.07
23 13 28.17 0.46 122 7 8.70 0.80
24 6 8.60 0.69 123 12 10.59 1.13
25 13 10.40 1.25
26 8 7.79 1.02
54 12 11.70 1.03
55 10 14.80 0.68
56 8 9.85 0.81
63 13 48.35 0.27
64 12 15.95 0.75
65 8 5.92 1.35
WHERE Ref Reference number
n nnaiber of sheets per unit length
T total thickness of all sheets within
each unit length
I Litbological Magma Fracture Index (L.M
3 3 9
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dispersion. It is significant that the mean L.M.I. of the 
Noine and Jnrassic/Triassic rocks give similar low values. The 
acid, basic and volcanic host rock groups have high mean values 
and therefore differ from the sedimentary and metamorphic host 
rock groups.
Thus, on the basis of the L.N.I. the host rocks may be 
subdivided into a simple two fold division of 
sedimentary/metamorphic and igneous rocks, whilst the plot of n 
against T enables a distinction to be made between the litholo­
gies, illustrating that the host rock lithology influences the 
mode of cone sheet emplacement.
8.4 DISTANCE BETWEEN CONE SHEET FRACTURES
As a measure of the frequency and distribution of fracture 
the distance between filled cone sheet fractures have been meas­
ured for each cone sheet set.
8.4.1 Centre One
In the west to east traverse across this cone sheet set the 
distance between cone sheet fractures tends to increase to the 
east with the maximum distance between cone sheet fractures 
occurring at the eastern extremity of the traverse (Rubha a' 
Choit)(Fig.8.4.1). East of Faskadale, the distances between 
fractures are low, with none exceeding 20m. This set shows the 
largest range of distance between fractures, that is from Om to 
360m. The eastern extremity of the traverse probably marks the
3 4 6
Fig.8.4.1 A diagram to show the distance between filled cone sheet 
fractures along a west to east traverse across the Centre 
One Cone Sheet Set
West to East traverse across the cone sheet set
3 4 7
natural end of a cone sheet set.
8.4.2 Outer Centre Two
Coast. Cone sheet fractures along this section* nost 
of which occur in Jurassic (Lias) sediments* are quite regularly 
spaced at approximately 5m intervals. The range is from 0.5m to 
21m. The largest distances between cone sheet fractures occur 
at Glendrian and Rubha Carrach* which coincides with the outcrop 
of volcanic (agglomerates) host rock (Fig.8.4.2).
South Coast. In contrast to the north coast* the distances 
between cone sheet fractures along the south coast averages 
9.75m and varies between 50cm and 119m. Overall* the pattern of 
distribution is saucer shaped (Fig.8.4.3) with the greatest dis~ 
tances between fractures occurring at Sron Bheag and to the east 
of Mingary Pier. At both these locations Jurassic/Triassic 
rocks are exposed. The central area of the saucer* where dis­
tance between cone sheet fractures is much less than the outer 
regions* consists of Moine host rocks (Fig.8.4.3).
8.4.3 Inner Centre Two
All sections occur in basic host rocks. On Beinn Bhnidhe 
(Fig.8.4.4) the distance between fractures increases down slope. 
Towards the southern locations i.e. towards Beinn na Seilg* the 
distance between fractures also increases. This may indicate 
that the Beinn Bhuidhe and Beinn na Seilg unit lengths either 
mark the outer limits of the set or that the cone sheet set is
3 4 8
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not equally developed at all locations.
8.4.4 Centre Three
Although the Centre Three cone sheets are not so profnsely 
developed as the Outer Centre TVo south coast section the dis­
tance between fractures shows a similar, saucer-shaped pattern 
(Fig.8.4.4). The central sheets are more closely spaced than 
those at the extremities of the section. Both sections occur in 
basic host rocks.
8.4.5 Snimn« ry
In general, the inner and outer most regions of a cone 
sheet set show large distances between fractures, whilst the 
region in the middle of the cone sheet set show much smaller 
distances between fractures, that is the sheets are more intense 
towards the centre of the cone sheet complex.
8.5 EXPLOITATION OF INHOMOGENEITIES BY CONE SHEETS
Exploitation of inhomogeneities by the cone sheets can be 
demonstrated within each host rock group. The main inhomo­
geneities exploited are bedding, foliation and joints.
8.5.1 Beddine and Foliation
Exploitation of both bedding and foliation planes is best
352
illustrated along the section from Rnbha a' Choit to Ockle 
Point* Well foliated Moine psaauaites dipping at 70* to the SW 
form the host rock in the eastern part of the section, whilst 
Lias limestones form the country rock at Ockle Point. A series 
of thin basic sheets occur in the Moine host rock and parallel 
the dip of the 70* foliation (Fig.8.5.1). Plate 8.1 also illus­
trates the relationship between the foliation in the Moine 
(which dips at 70 S) and the dip of a cone sheet. At Ockle 
Point, just above the Moine/Jurassic unconformity, a 20m thick 
composite sheet lies parallel to bedding, which dips at 20* S
8.2). The two cone sheets depicted in the photographs 
are located approximately 500m apart along the section, both are 
Centre One sheets, yet one dips at 70* and is parallel to the 
foliation in the Moines, whilst the other dips at 20* and is 
P®^sllel to the bedding in the Lias.
Pollard (1973) conducted a series of experiments to inves­
tigate the exploitation of layered host rocks by simulating 
intrusions into layered gelatine (Fig.8.5.2). He conducted two 
experiments to determine the effect of a well lubricated discon­
tinuity in the path of an intrusion. Grease was intruded into 
gelatine at 90* to the plane of the discontinuity (Fig.8.5.2). 
The discontinuity is well lubricated and therefore transmits no 
shear stresses. The interface forms a small gap, as a result of 
normal stresses caused by the intrusion of grease. When the 
grease reaches the discontinuity it spreads in both directions. 
The second experiment involves the intrusion angle being <90*. 
In this case, when the intrusion approaches the discontinuity, 
the effect is that the discontinuity to the left of the point 
where the intrusion intersects opens whereas the discontinuity
3 5 3
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to the right of the intersection closes. Thns the intrusion 
propagates along the discontinuity to the left (Fig.8.5.2).
Structures similar to those produced by Pollard (1973) 
(Fig.8.5.2 A and B) are seen at Ochle, where both steeply dip­
ping and shallowly dipping country rock structures are exploited 
by hydraulic fracturing. The rocks may have contained ground 
waters which contributed to the foroiation of hydraulic frac­
tures.
8.5.2 Joints
Keunen (1937) noted that certain cone sheets are parallel 
to conjugate joint sets (Plate 8.3) which he thought might 
represent unfilled cone sheet fractures. Undoubtedly, cone 
sheets do occupy large scale joints, especially where developed 
in Liassic rocks, although examples of joint exploitaion on a 
large scale are not common. Keunen's comments will be discussed 
later (Chapter 8). At present, therefore it will be assumed 
that the joints are pre-cone sheet fractures which have been 
exploited by magma. A more common exploitation of joint frac­
tures is illustrated in Plates 8.4 and 8.5, where side steps in 
the cone sheet are facilitated by joints in the Jurassic host. 
Joints in the Tertiary major intrusions have been similarly 
exploited, as demonstrated by the sheet belonging to the Inner 
Set of Centre Two, Lighthouse section (Plate 8.6), where the 
sheet margin has the form of an open zig-zag.
á 3 5 8
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Plato 8.5 Joint-oontrolled aargina of an Outer Centre Two cone 
sheet containing a large nnabor of anorthosite xenol- 
iths. Jurassic limestones fora the country rooks at 
Sron Bheag.
! 1
Plate 8.6 Joint controlled margins of an Outer Centre Two cone 
sheet resulting in a tight zigzag fora, Rubha Oroulin.

8 . 5 . 3  S n iw m a r v
On all three scales, that of the peninsula, the lithologi­
cal groups and of the host rock structures, an amount of 
heterogeneity is displayed, from the heterogeneous distribution 
of the rook types throughout the peninsula, to the yariable 
exploitation of the pre-existing host rock structures.
8.6 REGIONAL STRUCTURES
Doming
The country rocks dip radially away from the focus of Cen­
tre Two and similar doming is seen in other central complexes of 
the B.T.I.P., although in Null the structures adjacent to the 
central intrusive complex are more complex. Table 8.2 summar­
ises the interpretations of various authors on the relationship 
between doming and the development of cone sheets. These 
interpretations fall into two main categorys, the first category 
has two parts these being a) that cone sheets are a consequence 
of doming and b) that doming is a consequence of cone sheets and 
the second category is that there is no genetic relationship 
between the two phenomena.
Evidence for the existance of a dome around Centre Two is 
best shown by the radial dips observed throughout the Mesozoic 
rocks of the peninsula. Two traverses which show the best evi­
dence for this are the one at Sron Bheag and the one between 
Rubha Carrach and Faskadale. Fig.8.6.1 is a contoured stereo­
graphic projection of the dip of all bedding planes collected in 
the field, and shows a small cluster close to the centre of the
3 61
Table 8.4 Historical review of the relationship between cone 
sheets and doming.
AUTHOR
Anderson
YEAR
1924
Richey et al. 1930
Wells 1954
Walker 1975
Le Has
Le Has
Bahat
1971
1977
1980
CONCLUSIONS
Doming cansed by a localised 
magma pressure; doming - 
predates oona sheet formation 
an<l is not essential to their 
formation.
Cone sheets in general, in 
partienlar, west coast of 
Scotland.
Doming may be due to an 
inarease in pressure in the 
magma ~ reservior which subse­
quently-found relief in the 
emplaoement of the Outer 
Centre Two cone sheets, 
Ardnamurchan.
Doming preeeeds cone sheet 
emplacement and- is caused by 
a loealised magma pressure. 
Ardnamurchan.
Cone sheets only form when an 
acid diapir approaches the 
surface; doming is caused by 
the diapir and therefore is 
intimately linked with cone 
sheet formation: B.T.I.P. and 
present day Iceland.
Flat topped domes are formed 
resulting from cone sheet 
emplacement
Doming proceeds cone sheet 
formation and is unrelated, 
Kenya (Fig.8.6.3).
Doming is intimately 
connected with cone sheet 
formation; cone sheets can 
develop either before or 
after doming occurs.
Cone sheets in general, 
in particular Kenya and 
B.T.I.P..
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plot* and therefore supports the doming hypothesis. However, in 
detail the dip of the sediments varies (Fig.8.d.2) in amount and 
direction. At a greater distance from the central complex the 
sediments show an even greater disparity (Fig.8.d.2), for exam­
ple, the sediments on the shore at Swordle Bay dip at shallow 
angles to the north, although the direction is not constant and 
does not seem to have a close association with the foci of igne­
ous activity. Often the sediments are faulted, as noted by 
Richey e^ al. (1930), with the dip of the sediments changing in 
the areas adjacent to the faults.
In the more easterly parts of the peninsula, the Moine 
rocks, which form the host rocks to the Centre One sheets, show 
quite complex deformation and do not afford any evidence to 
enable the effect of doming to be assessed. However, as des­
cribed above, the sediments in this area do not indicate that 
doming has affected this area.
To the west of Sron Bheag the Hypersthene Gabbro truncates 
the folded sediments and timing of the dcmiing can be further 
defined by the observation that the sheets cutting the sediments 
close to the junction with the Hypersthene Gabbro dip at similar 
angles to the Outer Centre Two cone sheets located near Kil- 
choan, that is 2 km away from the H3rpersthene Gabbro. Doming 
therefore took place after the emplacement of the Centre One 
cone sheet set and before the Outer Set of Centre Two cone 
sheets were developed.
Richey ¿t al. (1930) considered that the doming occurred 
as a separate event prior to the emplacement of the Outer Set of
M 36 4
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Centre Two Cone Sheets, because they state (1930. pll2) "...on 
the hillslopes west of rilchoan Bay. the cone sheets cutting the 
domed Mesozoic are inclined towards Centre Two at no less an 
angle than others farther to the east outside the limits of the 
dome...". If the doming occurred post cone sheet emplacement, 
the cone sheets would presumably dip at very shallow angles 
within the area of doming. They conclude that an increase in 
magma pressure causing doming could be relieved by cone sheet 
formation. However, present day studies on the Kilauea volcano 
(Fiske and Hinoshita. 1969) show that Inflation of the volcano 
summit occur periodically and can be measured, but deflation 
occurs as magma migrates laterally from the summit region into 
the rift zone, indicating that doming may occur and be totally 
unrelated to cone sheet emplacement. Phillips' (1974) model 
involved retrograde boiling of the magma resulting in fracturing 
of the roof of the magma chamber enabling cone sheet intrusion 
to take place. He considered doming a consequence of the slow 
upwelling of magma.
Bailey « (1924) attributed the doming associated with
the Mull central intrusive complex to a localised magma pressure 
caused by the emplacement of the Derrynaculen and Glas Bhelnn 
Granophyres which occurred prior to emplacement of cone sheets. 
The marginal folds around the Mull central intrusive complex are 
now thought to be due to the rise of a magma cylinder. Le Bas
(1977) from his studies on the Nyasanja Complex subdivides the 
doming into a) that caused by the emplacement of the ijolite 
plug, which he terms general uplift and b) that caused by the 
emplacement of the carbonatite cone sheets (Fig.8.5.3 from Le 
Bas fig.14.23). He also noted that subsequent movements along
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concentric conical fractures are recorded as slickensides on the 
cone sheets.
Walker (1975) attributes doming in the B.T.I.P. to an 
uprising acid diapir resulting in the forceful shouldering aside 
of the country rock* and notes that ''...each cone sheet swarm 
occurs where local updoming* now attributed to the early uprise 
of a granitic diapir, occurs." As evidence of this he refers to 
the fact that most cone sheet complexes are confined to the area 
of doming. However, this does not hold true for Ardnamurchan, 
as three out of four cone sheet sets occur outside the area of 
doming. Bahat (1980) follows Walker's hypothesis which invoked 
the presence of a rising acid diapir above a basic column. He 
summarises two mechanisms for the evolution of an intrusive cen­
tre. In both theories doming always develops, which therefore 
differs from the Centre One, Inner Centre Two and Centre Three 
cone sheets of Ardnamurchan. Mechanism I shows the development 
of cone sheets post doming, similar to the Outer Centre Two cone 
sheet set. Whereas via mechanism II, cone sheets develop prior 
to doming. No field evidence is given by Bahat, or can be found 
in the literature to support mechanism II.
The doming in Ardnamurchan is confined to the area sur­
rounding Centre Two (Fig.8.5.2) whilst no evidence for doming 
can be found associated with the Centre One, Inner Centre Two or 
Centre Three cone sheet sets. This supports the observations of 
Richey ¿t al. (1930) and Wells (1954) that doming is associated 
only with Centre Two activity. If a re-surgent uprise of magma 
was responsible for each cone sheet set, with associated doming, 
then several phases of movement would be expected on the cone
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sheet margins. In the present study, only two examples of 
slickensides associated with cone sheets have been found and 
therefore it is assumed that very little doming has occurred 
after the main phase which occurred before the emplacement of 
the Outer Set of Centre Two cone sheets. All the ezasiples of 
cone sheets sets of the B.I.T.P. are associated with central 
intrusive complexes, thus the relationships between ring dykes, 
cone sheets and doming are difficult to separate. However, I 
believe that the sequence described by Le Bas (1967), that is, 
doming proceeds cone sheet formation and is unrelated to the 
formation of cone sheets, may be applied to the Ardnamurchan 
complex, and that the doming may be the result of the rise of a 
cylinder of magma.
8.7 JOINTING
>1 ^
Keunen (1937) believed that the conjugate joint sets which 
occur in the Liassic rocks west of Mingary Pier represent 
unfilled cone sheet sets (Plate 8.3). In order to verify or 
deny this hypothesis the present author collected a large number 
of joint plane dip and strike measurements from the country 
rocks of the peninsula. The joints occur in large numbers and 
have a multitude of different orientations even on a small 
scale. This implies that stress systems of different orienta­
tions were operative. Consequently no clear simple stress 
pattern could be discerned for the whole area. However, this 
observation is compatable with the theory that cone sheets were 
emplaced in small groups, with each group having it's own stress 
pattern. Also, if localised swellings of the volcanic surface 
occurred, similar to the upwellings recorded on Kileaua
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Table 8.5 A flow diagram to illustrate the relationship 
between form of cone sheets and the heteroge­
neities of the host rocks.
Arc the rock typos of the 
area homogeneous?
YES
The form of the cone 
sheets are 
controlled by the 
intrusions
NO
What are the 
inhomogeneities?
SEDIMEOTARY/ 
METAMORPHIC ROCKS 
Moine» Jurassic/ 
Triassic
IGNEOUS ROCKS 
Agglomerates and 
lavas» basic and 
acid intrusions
Are these groups 
heterogeneous?
YES
The form of the sheets 
are influenced by the 
inhomogeneities.
What are the inhomoge­
neities?
NO
The observed structures 
are controlled by some 
other unknown process.
BEDDING
e.g. Ockle Point 
Centre One.
FOLIATION 
e.g. Rubha a‘ 
Centre One
JOINTING
Choit» e.g. west of Mingary 
Pier» Outer Centre 
Two.
e.g. Lighthouse» 
Inner Centre Two.
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Relationship between pressure and distance irom 
source of pressure, resulting in two extremes of
cone sheet forma ) regular thin sheets cross cutting previous structures,
6 Q Kilchoanb) few, relatively thick sheets exploiting previous structures; 
e.g. Rhuba’Choit
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
A modelling programme has been undertaken to investigate 
the development, distribution and intensity of fractures within 
a cone sheet complex using photoelastic, numerical and mechani­
cal models.
Photoelastic models were used to investigate the 
interactive stress systems of adjacent bodies, that is the 
influence of juxtaposed central intrusive complexes. Numerical 
models have been used to model an idealised cone sheet set, 
using figures gained from the field studies of this project, and 
also to investigate as to why a cone sheet set may deviate from 
the idealised form. Dip and strike are the most important pro­
perties in these models. A mechanical model which is 
principally involved with the formation of en echelon fractures
has also been studied.
9.2 PWOTOELASTIC MODELS
9.2.1 Introduction
Sir David Brewster in 1816 was the first person to notice 
that when glass is stressed it exhibits birefringence, depicting 
the temporary stress distribntion within the medinm. 
Photoelasticity is the stndy of two-dimensional stress patterns 
in transparent snb.tances and as snch may be nsed as an indirect 
study of stress conditions in a scale model of a particular phe­
nomenon. Althongh photoelasticity is a widely used technique in
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engineering (Farqnarsson and Hennes, 1940) little work has been 
done in the field of geology; only two studies on intrusions 
have been undertaken. The first was by Durrance (1968) who 
investigated the Ardnamurehan cone sheets and major ring intru­
sions. The second by Pollard (1973) who devised a series of 
photoelastic experiments to investigate the influence of adja­
cent sheets on the form of each sheet and the effects of 
superimposed stresses and the relationships between layered host 
rocks and the intruding sheets.
9 .2 .2  P revio us In v e s t ig ations
Durrance (1968) is the only author to apply photoelastic 
methods to the investigation of cone sheet intrusions. He 
undertook his study on the Ardnamurchan central intrusive com­
plex in order to apply the analysis to both cone sheets and 
major ring intrusions. His photoelastic study incorporated the 
stress distribution of two two-dimensional models, one in axial 
compression and the second in compression at the two poles of 
the model, thus enabling a three-dimensional configuration of 
the maximum shear stress trajectory planes to be produced. 
Durrance (1968) applied the derived three-dimensional model to 
the cone sheet complex of Ardnamurchan. He examined the cone 
sheet pattern as depicted on the 1" Geological Survey map and 
interpreted the whole distribution as consisting of one cone
sheet set, not four as proposed by Richey (1930) (Fig.9.2.1).
Durrance united all the cone sheets of the peninsula into one 
cone sheet set with an inclined axis, such that cone sheets in 
the east (Centre One) of the peninsula dipping at 20® represent 
one limb, and those in the west (Inner Centre Two) dipping at
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70*» representing the other limb (Fig.9.2.2). He also believed 
that the axis of this set was the centre of a single system of 
spiral fractures resulting in the development of all cone sheet 
fractures of the complex.
On a smaller scale, Pollard (1973) looked at propagation of 
individual minor intrusions (Fig.8.5.2). His first experiments 
investigated propagation of contemporaneous intrusions using 
photoelastic methods, the first pair of intrusions are parallel 
to each other and the second pair are parallel but offset per­
pendicular to their length, i.e. en echelon (Chapter 7). His 
second set of experiments involved a series of single intrusions 
which were emplaced into layered host rocks represented by gela­
tines having different poissons ratio's.
9.2.3 Modelling materials
The modelling substrate for photoelastic experiments needs 
to be transparent, deform elastically at relatively low stresses 
and produce temporary birefringence patterns when stressed. Two 
suitable substances are photoflex resin and gelatine. Gelatine 
has been used as a model substrate because it is cheap and 
re-usable, in addition to it's transparent properties. Gelatine 
has advantages over the hard modelling substances (e.g.
photoflex resins) in that it does not require machining, which 
often imparts inherent stresses into the model, yet can be easi­
ly cut to shape. Therefore, gelatine is a useful model
substrate to use in preliminary experiments and large models
(e.g. Phillips and Mellinger, 1948). As gelatine is of low
strength it can be fractured quite easily, also fractures can be
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initiated and their subsequent propagation studied.
The composition of the gelatine is critical in that if it 
is too weak it does not hold it's shape and fractures with the 
slightest of pressures. Several experiments were conducted to 
determine the optimum proportions of gelatine and water. The 
recipe used by Heywood (1952) was found to be the optimum compo­
sition and consists of:- 15wt% gelatine, 25wt% glycerine and 
60wt% water. The gelatine can be reused up to six times before 
growth of mould affects the properties of the substrate. An 
11.5cm square slab (2cm thick) of gelatine is the maximum size 
that can be accommodated on the photoelastic bench.
Some different geometrical shapes of hard photoelastic 
models were studied in order to investigate the distribution of 
stresses within these models.
Also required for these experiments are a white light 
source, an overhead projector, a polariscope and a camera situ­
ated vertically above the photoelatic bench.
9.2.4 Models
A series of experiments were devised in order to 
investigate many of the factors thought to influence the 
emplacement of and form of cone sheets. The experiments 
designed fall into 6 categories:—
1.Simulation of intrusions (cf Pollards experiments) by 
injection of a liquid into the gelatine,
2.Simulation of inflation of a magma chamber (plan view),
3. Different shaped magma indentors of different relative
strengths,4. A number of closely spaced magma chambers and tneir
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influence on each others stress pattern,
5.En echelon fractures, their form and propagation.
Unfortunately, due to the lack of time much of the work is 
incomplete because the length of time involved in setting up the 
apparatus and finding a suitable medium to use took longer than 
had been anticipated.
9.2.5 Results
Given below is a brief resume of the experiments highlight­
ing the faults and possible improvements for future modelling.
»
1. An intrusion was simulated by injecting liquid gelatine 
into a slab of gelatine. The difference in strengths between 
the liquid and solid were too great, consequently insufficient 
pressure to allow intrusion could be maintained. An improvement 
to this experiment would involve the use of a wide bore syringe, 
"thicker” intruding material and a "weaker" gelatine slab.
2. Inflation of a magma chamber in plan view was simulated 
by setting a balloon in the gelatine slab, such that the balloon 
was sandwiched between "two" layers of gelatine, with a bung in 
the neck of the balloon to prevent the gelatine filling the bal­
loon. Inflation of the balloon resulted in an inflation of the 
slab in the form of a dome. However, the gelatine began to 
fracture around the neck of the balloon. A thicker slab of 
gelatine is required.
3. In investigating the influence of different shaped 
magma chambers on the stress patterns in the country rock, a
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semi-circular and a triangular (pointed) magma chamber were 
modelled. A semi-circular model results in stress patterns 
which would result in similar structures to those derived by 
Phillips (1974). The triangular shaped indentor, formed similar 
patterns with a narrower distance between **shoulder** areas* 
however, the experiment was curtailed due to the indentor frac­
turing the gelatine slab. A more extensive series of 
experiments could bo conducted using various shapes and 
strengths of indentor.
4. In order to investigate the influence of adjacent cen­
tral intrusive complexes a series of small circular holes were 
cut into a slab of gelatine, then stressed. Since the main 
external stress thought to affect the B.T.I.P. is the tension 
associated with the regional dyke swarms, the compressive force 
that can be applied to a gelatine slab seems inappropriate. An 
alternative would be to have a photoflex model made to represent 
the B.T.I.P. and therefore tensions could be applied and enable 
a more thorough investigation of the problem.
5. A set of en echelon fractures were initiated in a slab 
of gelatine then stressed, in order to study the direction of 
propagation, following the experiments of Pollard (1973). This 
experiment could be extended to study specifically the en eche­
lon cone sheets found at the Lighthouse section, to determine 
the extent to which internal pressure (Pollard et aK., 1982) and 
shearing (Chapter 7) have influenced the structures seen.
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9.3 MECHANICAL MODELLING
9.3.1 Introdnction
The aim of this type of model is to investigate the condi­
tions of initiation and propagation of cone sheet fractures. 
Bahat (1981) studied the development of cone sheet fractures in 
glass using a non-solid indentor, with the result that a single, 
spirally developing, conical fracture develops. Field (1964) 
also studied fracture patterns in glass and his experiments 
simulated the development of a whole cone sheet complex. Field 
found that the rapid impact of a solid (metal) ball on glass 
results in a central region devoid of fractures with an outer 
region of intense circular fractures, the intensity of the frac­
tures decreases towards the outer limits of the experimental 
area. Both of these studies have analogies in the Ardnamurchan 
cone sheet complex. Bahats single fractures are most similar to 
the poorly developed Outer Group of Inner Centre Two cone 
sheets, which developed after the emplacement of the Hypersthene 
Gabbro major ring intrusion. Field's intensively developed cone 
sheet set is most similar to the Outer Centre Two cone sheet set 
which is the most complete set of the whole complex. The 
present study, however, aims to illustrate the development of 
fractures under different conditions.
9.3.2 F . T n a r i m e n t  and Discussion
An «perinent w s  c.rrl.d out on a kiihly „t.r-s.tnr.ted 
sand saaiple on the sea shore. The sudden application of force.
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by dropping a weight upon the sand, produces a series of en 
echelon fractures. Further application of pressure, by repeated 
dropping of the weight, results in the fractures **merging" to 
fom a single arcuate fracture. Two stages of the experiment 
are shown in Fig.9.3.1. This type of fracturing only occurs 
where the model substrate is supersaturated: when the sand is 
dry and compacted the fractures do not develop. Beach (1980), 
in a numerical analysis of hydraulic fractures, discussed sever­
al structures that can be formed, one of which are en echelon
fractures. Hydraulic fracturing is a process of fracturing in 
which tensile and shear fractures are produced through the 
action of a fluid under pressure. In a cone sheet analogy 
meteoric water contained within the host rock (Taylor and Fores­
ter, 1971) assisted the fracturing of the host rock as a result 
of a rise in pressure due to the advancing magma. The present 
experiment lends support to the hypothesis of hydraulic fractur­
ing.
Field evidence in support of the hypothesis that hydraulic 
fractures develop firstly as a series of on echelon fractures 
which are subsequently joined to form a single sheet can be 
found in the cone sheets of Ardnamurchan. En echelon lenses of 
basic rock are seen to laterally coalesce to form a single 
sheet. On a smaller scale individual lenses which on one sur­
face are seen as separate units can be seen on other surfaces to 
connect, perhaps frozen in the process of propagation.
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en echelon  
arcuate fractures
n
profile of indentor a fte r  initial impact
after rep eated  im pact
frac tu res  enlarge  
and coalesce
Fig.9.3.1 Mechanical m odel showing the developm ent 
of circular fractures
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9.4 NUMERICAL MODELLING
9.4.1 Modelling of cone sheet parameters
Theoretical modelling of physical characteristics of cone 
sheets has only been carried ont once previously, to the 
knowledge of the present author, by Kresten (1980) who examined 
dip directions of cone sheets of the Alno complex, Norway, and 
concluded that the complex could be subdivided into two conju­
gate sets of sheets.
I have designed simple theoretical models for the strike 
and dip of cone sheets, as these are the most important charac­
teristics of a cone sheet set.
9.4.2 Strike
A number of assumptions are made in order to investigate 
the strike of cone sheets, these being:-
1. the axis is vertical,
2. cone sheets are perfectly circular in plan view,
3. cone sheets of a set are equally developed 
around a centre of activity.
9.4.2.1 Model 1 -
In plan view the circular outline of a cone sheet set (A) 
may be subdivided into segments of 10 (Fig.9,4.1), cone sheets 
within each segment will have similar strikes and therefore a 
mean value will characterise each segment. Figure 9.4.1 shows 
the distribution of expected mean strike around the cone sheet
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set in each segment.
9.4.2.2 Testing Model 1 -
Model 1 (a radial grid in 20* intervals) was placed upon a 
1:50000 topographic map of Ardnamnrchan as the base map. Centres 
One and Two were handled separately (Centre Three is not used 
due to the limited amount of available data)^ The centre of the 
grid is located upon each centre of activity. The strike of the 
cone sheets collected in the field is recorded for each of the 
20* segments. A comparison of the model derived strike distri~ 
bution to that derived from the actual distribution is then 
carried out.
When the model is applied to the Centre One data, cone 
sheets only occur in five of the segments (Table 9.1). In one 
segment the model mean and the field data are the same, in the 
remaining segments the field data strikes in a more NE—SW direc 
tion than that derived from the model.
A more complete picture is obtained from the Centre Two 
data, where cone sheets occurring in 16 of the segments (Table
9.2). Approximately half of the model mean strike values equal 
the modal strike of the field data. In the remaining segments 
the spread of the strike frequency of the field data is often 
over several classes, so that 3 to 4 classes on either side of 
the model mean strike contain a large proportion of the sheets.
In both the examples used. Centre One and Centre Two, the 
simple model does not fit the field data and therefore indicates
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that either both Centre One and Centre Two cone sheets do not 
fora a circle or that within the two sets there are snb-sets.
By moving the centre of the radial grid by 0.5ka> either to 
the east or the west« results in a corresponding shift in the 
expected (model) mean strike value for each location. For exam­
ple« if the centre of the grid is placed 0.5km to the east of 
the location of Centre Two activity (Aodainn)« cone sheets 
outcropping on the north coast traverse now occupy segments with 
a more northerly strike than in the first model. However« cone 
sheets outcropping on the south coast traverse occupy the same 
segments as in the first model. A change in the position of the 
centre of the radial grid to the north or south of the location 
of Centre Two activity results in no change in the location of 
the segments. Thus« a uumber of closely spaced centres of cone 
sheets« whose general position is that of the "centre of activi­
ty"« would result in a spread of strike values in each segment.
Model One has shown that a single set of cone sheets cannot 
account for the variation of strike values seen in the Centre 
Two data. Neither can model One explain the segment by segment 
variation seen in the Centre Two data.
9.4.2.3 Model 2 -
This model may be constructed by superimposing the plan of 
a second cone sheet set (B) upon the first cone sheet set (A« 
Model 1) with their centres being slightlt offset from each 
other (Fig.9.4.3). Measurement of the strike of sheets within 
the area defined by Set A will result in a distribution of mean
y.
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strike that differs from Set A alone (Model 1). The strike dis­
tribution can be subdivided into three seotors:-
1. where mean strike is less than in Model 1,
2. where mean strike is greater than in Model 1,
3. where mean strike is equal to Model 1.
(Fig.9.4.4)
The location and extent of these sectors depends on the amount 
and direction of the offsetting of the superimposed centre of 
Set B. Figure 9.4.4 shows a series of diagrams in which two 
cone sheet plans have been superimposed on each other, each 
diagram illustrating a different relative position of the two 
cone sheet plans. The result of these snperiaipositions is the 
relative location of the <, > or « sectors. By applying this 
model to the field data it is possible to determine if more than 
one cone sheet set is present.
9.4.2.4 Testing Model 2 -
When Model 2 is applied to the Centre Two data a number of 
sectors are formed. The series of diagrams representing Model 2 
show four equally developed sectors subdividing the plan view of 
the cone sheet set. However, the sectors resulting from the 
Centre Two data do not correspond to that of the model, in that 
six sectors are formed (Fig.9.4.5). A similar pattern can be 
obtained by superimposing diagrams 2 and 5 of Fig.9.4.4 upon 
each other. It is therefore possible that three or more cone 
sheets sets with closely spaced centres of activity may bo 
represented by the cone sheets of Centre Two.
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1 all orientations are measured clockwise from dip 
=  set A and set B data are the same
^  set B data is less than set A
'y  set B data is greater than set A
Fig.9.4.4
Model 2 in which two cone sheet sets (A and B) 
are superimposed, their centres being slightly 
offset from each other. Diagrams 1 to 5 illustrate 
the variation in orientation distribution resulting from the 
progressive shift in position of set B. All orientation, 
variations are measured with respact to Set A.
Set A
Set B
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sector a number of similar segments 
=  field and model data are the same 
/  field data is less than the expected model value 
\  field data is greater than the expected model value
all orientations are m easured clockwise from dip 
Fig.9.4.5 Application of Model 2 to all the Centre Two data
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9.4.3 Difi
The asstunptions for a model of dip oharaoteristies are:-
1. that the plan view is circular,
2. that the cone sheet axis is vertical,
3. that the sheets dip at a constant angle towards a central 
focus.
9.4.3.1 Model 3 -
In vertical section the model has a vertical axis, an api­
cal angle of 90* with the limbs of the cone dipping at 45* 
(Fig.9.4.6). If the cone sheet axis were inclined relative to 
the horizontal the following angles of the dip of the limbs
would result:
Dip of cone sheet axis
90*
85*
80*
70*
Dip of limbs 
I II
45’ 45'
38‘
53*
24*
Accompanying this variation in dip is a change in the plan 
view of the sheets (Fig.9.4.6). The more shallowly the cone 
sheet axis dips, the more eccentric the elliptical plan view 
becomes. Also, the larger the ellipse is, the larger the geo­
graphical area over which the cone sheets occur.
9.4.3.2 Testing Model 3 -
Dip distributions of each cone sheet set show a wide 
variation in dip angle (Fig.5.4.10). Each set, except that of 
Centre Three, has sheets which dip at angles from 0 to 90 .
- A®However, Centre One cone sheets most commonly dip between 10
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and 50*, Outer Centre Two cone sheets dip, comraonly, between 30* 
and 70*, Inner Centre Two cone sheets dip between 60 and 80 
and Centre Three sheets dip between 50* and 60*. To account for 
the variation, using Model 3, each cone sheet set would require 
several inclined cone sheet axes dipping at 85*, 80*, 75*,
70*and 65*. In this respect Model 3 is applicable to the one 
sheets of Ardnamurchan. Unfortunately, the associated ellipti­
cal plan view which would result from the emplacement of these 
inclined cone sheet axes do not fit the field data.
Model 3 shows that an inclined cone sheet axis or axes can
account for the variation seen in the cone sheet sets. However,
Model 3 implys elliptical plan views for all cone sheet sets. 
Eccentric ellipses are not seen in Ardnamurchan.
9.4.3.3 Model 4 -
Model 4 is formed by decreasing the apical angle of the 
cone sheet model and retaining a vertical cone sheet axis 
(Fig.9.4.7), consequently, the resultant cone sheets dip at 
steeper angles:-
A circular plan view is still retained and dip angles may 
vary if the foci of cone sheet sets of varying apical angles
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ioriginate at the same point. As the apical angle decreases so 
does the diameter of the circle in plan view.
9.4.3.4 Testing Model 4 -
Centre One sheets dip more shallowly than any of the other 
cone sheet sets and involves other factors, such as the utiliza­
tion of host rock structures and therefore differs from a simple 
cone sheet model. However, Centre One cone sheets have a modal 
value of 45* which equates to a 90® apical angle.
The Outer Centre Two cone sheet data is more extensive than 
any other and shows a wide range in dip angles and more impor­
tantly there is a difference in angle of dip on the north and 
south coast traverses.
The Outer Group of Inner Centre Two cone sheets dip at a 
relatively constant angle of 55® to 50®, which implies a verti­
cal cone sheet axis with an apical angle of between 70® and 50®. 
However, the more steeply dipping sheets of the Inner Group of 
Inner Centre Two would require cone sheet sets with a vertical 
axis and an apical angle of 40® to 20®. As the apical angle 
decreases the diameter of the cone sheet set in plan view also 
decreases, resulting in a more restricted distribtuion of cone 
sheets.
By combining elements of Models 3 and 4 a solution can be 
ascertained. Using a cone with an apical angle of 50® and inc­
lining the axis at 80® the limbs of the cone dip at 70® and 50® 
respectively. If the axis is inclined at 70® then the limbs of
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the cone dip at 82^ and 38* respectively. In plan view the 
outcrop would form an ellipse. The cone sheet dips produced by 
this aiodel are similar to the dip of the cone sheets which are 
exposed in the Inner Group of Inner Centre Two traverses and 
some of the cone sheets which occur on the north coast traverse. 
These two groups of cone sheets were grouped together as a 
result of cluster analysis (Chapter 5).
Centre Three sheets probably originate from a cone with an 
apical angle of 70* and a vertical axis.
9.4.4 Summary
The present distribution of cone sheets of Ardnamurchan may 
be explained in terms of superimposed and inclined cones of var­
ying apical angles.
Centre One sheets with their sporadic distribution (Chapter 
5) seem to support the theory that a number of cones of intru­
sion were the cause of the present distribution and perhaps 
supports Bahat's fracture model produced by a slow indentor. 
Alternatively, it may be that the present distribution 
represents a high structural level within the volcanic ediface 
and the sporadic occurrence results from the fact that few cone 
sheets actually reached this level.
The Outer Centre Two cone sheets seem to fit both the 
strike and dip numerical models such that a number of closely 
spaced vertical and sub—vertical cones with apical angles rang­
ing from 90* to 60* would produce the observed distribution
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patterns. The strike nodels showed that slight offsetting of 
the circnlar plan view can account for the distribution seen in
the field»
The Outer Group of Inner Centre Two cone sheet set» along 
with the Centre Three cone sheet set» are perhaps ezaaq>les of 
the most simple type. Both sets show a consistent angle of dip 
and indicate that they were probably formed by cones with verti­
cal axes and apical angles of ~70*.
The Inner Group of Inner Centre Two cone sheet set is the 
set most dissimilar from all the others in that it approximates 
to a cone inclined at 70*» to the south west» to the present 
land surface» with an apical angle of 60*» and an elliptical
outcrop.
1
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10.1 INTRODUCTION
As s culmination of this study a number of topics have been 
highlighted and will be discussed, these are the characteristics 
of an idealised cone sheet set; the redefinition of the cone 
sheet sets of Ardnamurchan; the extent to which country rock 
structures have influenced the cone sheet sets; the significance 
of cone sheet complexes within the B.T.I.P.; the amount of inf­
lation of the volcanic land surface and lastly and perhaps most 
important of all the development of cone sheet fractures.
10.2 THE FORM AND STRUCTURE OF AN IDEALISED CONE SHEET SET
Field observations made during this study have enabled the 
present author to propose the structure of an idealised cone 
sheet set. Furthermore, the structure can be divided into three 
vertical zones, the cone sheets within each zone displaying uni­
que characteristics. Throughout the following description a 
cone sheet set is assumed to have a vertical axis. Zone One 
consists of the most distal parts of the cone sheets, which may 
reach the surface. Zone Two consists of the middle area, half­
way between the magma chamber and the uppermost extremities. 
Finally, Zone Three is the area closest to the magma chamber
roof (Fig.10.2.1).
10.2.1 Zone One
This lone cont«ins the distal parts of cone sheets, which 
nay have reached the snrface. The most prominent characteristic
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Fig. 10.2.1 An idealised vertical profile of a cone sheet set
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of the cone sheets in this zone is the coomon occurrence of ter­
mination structures. Two types of cone sheet may occur in this 
zone, cone sheets which have fairly steep dips and do not util­
ize country rook structures and cone sheets which are often 
shallowly dipping and may, to a large extent, utilize country 
rock structures. Zone One is principally divided on the dip of 
these two types of cone sheet.
10.2.1.1 Zone la -
This zone represents the more steeply dipping cone sheets 
in the distal parts of a cone sheet set and is an upward exten­
sion of Zone 2, with the main difference being that the 
intensity of cone sheets is less in Zone la than in Zone 2. 
This is due to the fact that Zone la is located higher within 
the volcanic ediface, and farther from the magma chamber. 
Angles of dip are slightly steeper (50*-60*) than those of Zone 
Two (45*-50*). A high percentage of cone sheets exhibit termi­
nation structures. Due to the lower intensity of intrusion in 
this zone it follows that strain profiles are also reduced. In 
addition, the area over which cone sheets are emplaced dimin­
ishes. As a consequence of distance from the focus of activity 
(5-8km) the thickness of the cone sheets (approximately 75cm) is 
less than that for Zone Two. These cone sheet fractures open 
both by shear and tension. The Outer Group of Inner Centre Two 
is an example of cone sheets which form in this zone.
I
10.2.1.2 Zone Ik ”
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The cone sheets of this zone differ from those of Zone Is 
in that they utilize country rock structures, have less steep 
dips, are thicker, up to 20m, and occur over a large geographi­
cal area. The dip angles, 20*-40*, are lower than those of cone 
sheets in Zones Two and la. In a horizontal cross section these 
sheets occur between 4—6km and 6—10km from the epifocus. In 
contrast to those of Zone Two, the distance between cone sheets 
may be widely spaced. Cone sheet termination structures are 
abundant in this zone. Lower pressures in the more distal parts 
of a cone sheet complex result in less dynamic mechanisms of 
sheet propagation e.g. extension splitting. Cone sheets in 
this zone open by hydraulic tensile fracturing. Centre One cone 
sheets are an excellent example of Zone lb cone sheets.
10.2.2 Zone Two
This zone is the most commonly exposed and recognised zone 
of a cone sheet complex. It is characterised by an intense 
array of cone sheets, the thickness distribution is positively 
skewed about Im to 1.5m. Thick sheets (10-30m) are rare. The 
angle of dip is normally distributed about a moan value of 
45*~50*; the mode has a similar value. Similarly, a normal dis­
tribution of strain in a plan view of the complex can be 
expected. The central area which is devoid of cone sheets var­
ies from 2 to 4km in diameter, with the lateral parts of the 
complex occurring up to 7km radius from the epifocus. Both 
shear and tensile opening mechanisms occur in this zone. Few 
cone sheets in this zone show termination structures. An exam­
ple of this zone is the Outer Set of Centre Two.
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10.2.3 Zone Three
It is predicted that this zone occurs above the shoulder 
areas (Phillips, 1974; Fig.1.1.2) of the iiagaa chaaber. Because 
the zone is proziaal to the area of indentation the principal 
stress systea is tensile, with tension being the aain opening 
aechanism of the cone sheets. Although no ezaaple of this zone 
has been recognised in Ardnaanrchan, its characteristics aay be 
inferred froa other data. The geoaetrical constraints indicate 
that a radius of 1 to 2ka would be the aariana and the zone 
probably contains thick, anltiple sheets. It is possible that 
these sheets would reseable Pollard's et. al. (1973) fingered
periphery of a sheet, albeit on a larger scale.
10.2.4 Sniinnarv and Conclusions
Based on the field evidence gained froa the Ardnaanrchan 
cone sheets the structure of a cone sheet set can be identified. 
Two zones can be identified, and a third ioiplied, in a vertical 
transect through an idealised cone sheet set (Table 10.1).
I
The applicability of this throe fold zonation is, at 
present, soaewhat limited duo to the lack of detailed field stn— 
dies available for other cone sheet sets. Froa map studies of 
the Mull and Skye cone sheet sets, it seoas that both fall into 
the Zone Two category with the Loch Scridain Sills in SW Mull 
aost likely representing Zone lb; further field studies will bo 
neccessary before any formal conclusions can be made. However, 
from the work of Siggurdson (1968) on the Snaefellsnes cone 
sheets in Iceland, a Zone Two can bo identified from the large
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T.ble 10.1 IBSALISEP OONg SHgET S H  - Three zone cUe.ifle.e).'.
ZONE
CHARACTERISTICS One TVo Three
Dip 50®-60• 20®-40* 45®-50® 70®-90®
Thiokness of 
cone sheets 0,75m up to 20m 1-1.5m lOm?
Minimum rad­
ius of cone 
sheets from 
epifocus
3km 4-5km 2-4km 0-lkm?
Maximum rad­
ius of cone 
sheets from 
epifocus
4km 6-lOkm 7km l-2km?
Large number 
of terminat­
ion struct­
ures present
YES YES NO NO
Examples Outer Gronp Centre One Outer Centre This zone is 
of Inner Two not exposed
Centre Two in Ardnamn-
rchan
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number of sheets within the traverse, the skewed thickness dis­
tribution, the thickness mode being Im and the dip distribution 
having a modal value of 50*. To ascertain whether the three 
zone classification is applicable to other cone sheet sets 
requires detailed field work.
10.3 CONE SHEET SETS; the same or different structural levels?
Based on Anderson's (1936) trumpet-shaped cone sheet, 
Richey et. al_t(1930) concluded that the more steeply dipping 
Inner Centre Two cone sheets (average dip 60*) compared to the 
Outer Set of Centre Two (average dip 49*) represent a cross sec­
tion close to the focus of a cone sheet set. The present author 
disagrees with this conclusion (Chapters 5 and 9) but, however, 
does believe that the cone sheet sets of Ardnamurchan depict
different structural levels.
From the statistical analysis of the cone sheet data it has 
become evident that each cone sheet set has a distinguishing set 
of characteristics and it is, therefore, possible that these 
characteristics may be attributed to different structural levels
of a cone sheet set.
A transect through an idealised cone sheet set, following 
Phillips' (1974) cone sheet model, finds two types of cone sheet 
in the upper extremities of a cone sheet complex. The cone 
sheets of the first type, occurring in Zone la, have dips of 
55*-70* and probably opened by a shear mechanism. The second 
type is a shallowly dipping, 20*-30*, sheet which most probably 
developed by hydraulic tensile fracturing (Fig.10.2.1). The
1
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various theories about the methods of propagation of intrusions 
(Chapter 7) agree that terminations of cone sheets* and minor 
intrusions in general, are often represented by en echelon sets. 
Therefore, the large number of en echelon sets in the Outer 
Group of the Inner Set of Centre Two cone sheets, combined with 
the high angle of dip (50*-70*), indicates that the first type 
of cone sheet in the upper extremities of the complex can be 
recognised.
>
En echelon sets are also a prominent feature of the Centre 
One cone sheets, which again point towards a location high in 
the profile of a cone sheet complex. In addition, there are a 
number of other features shown by the Centre One cone sheets 
which indicates that this set is located high within a cone 
sheet complex. In general, the intensity of the cone sheets 
over a large area is low, compared to that of the Outer Set of 
Centre Two. The large distance between Centre One cone sheet 
fractures may be because not all cone sheets reach the highest 
levels due to insufficient magma pressure, therefore, a lower 
intensity of numbers would be expected in the distal parts of 
the complex. Another feature of high level activity is the 
development of agglomerates. Along the Centre One traverse a 
number of cond sheet type intrusions are formed of intrusive 
agglomerates. In Phillips' (1974) cone sheet hypothesis when 
the magma pressure is reduced hydraulic fracturing occurs, 
resulting in the formation of sills. The low-dipping cone 
sheets found along a large part of the Centre One Traverse prob­
ably belong to this second type of cone sheet which occurs in 
the distal parts of a cone sheet complex. Also, utilization of 
country roch structures is coaimon in the Centre One cone sheets.
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irrespective of the dip of the structure. In combination, these 
factors point toward the conclusion that the Centre One cone 
sheets, at the present level of exposure, represent a high 
structural level within a cone sheet complex (Fig.10.2.1).
The next level of the vertical transect through an ideal­
ised cone sheet set is Zone 2 (Fig.10.2.1). This area, midway 
between the focus and the upper levels of the cross section, 
probably contains the largest number of cone sheets. As this 
area is close to the focus of activity, there are no restric­
tions with regard to loss of pressure or magma availability. 
Similarly, this zone is most probably the best location in which 
to view shear diplacements of structures in the country rocks 
caused by the emplacement of cone sheets, since it is above the 
zone of tension developed across the magma chamber roof and, 
therefore, following Phillips, shear fractures should be in evi­
dence. Both the north and south coast Outer Centre Two cone 
sheets show a large number of cone sheets of similar thickness 
which may be thought to represent this central zone. The major­
ity of both two— and three-dimensional displacement exasiples 
have been gained from the Outer Centre Two cone sheets. 
Therefore, not only at the present level of erosion but also 
within a vertical sense, the Outer Centre Two cone sheet set 
demonstrates the most intensively developed region of a cone 
sheet set.
The Inner Group of the Inner Centre Two cone sheets are 
thin, of a constant thickness (approximately Im) and occur with­
in a restricted area and have few termination structures. These 
features fit Zone 2 in all but one characteristic, that is dio.
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These sheets dip at approximately 70*. To account for this 
data, the axis of the cone sheet set is required to be inclined 
towards the south with the result that the sheets of the south 
and western parts of the set are more steeply dipping than the 
sheets to the north and east, which in turn dip more shallowly 
than the idealised cone sheet set (Chapter 10.2). This group of 
cone sheets therefore occur at a similar structural level as the 
Outer Set of Centre Two cone sheets.
In conclusion, the cone sheet sets of Ardnamurchan illus­
trate three different cross sections through an idealised cone 
sheet complex. The lowest level exposed is that of Zone 2. for 
example, the Outer Set of Centre Two. At higher levels two dif­
ferent types are exposed, firstly where no fanning of the cone 
sheet ''trumpet'* occurs is represented, for example, by the Outer 
Group of Inner Centre Two and. secondly, where there is some 
fanning of the cone sheet "trumpet", is represented by the Cen­
tre One cone sheets.
10.4 THE ARDNAMURCHAN CONE SHEET SETS REDEFINED
10.4.1 Previous Investigations
Richey e^ al.(1930) recognised four cone sheet sets in 
Ardnamurchan; these being Centre One. Outer Centre Two. Inner 
Centre Two and Centre Three, which belong to three centres of 
activity (Fig.9.2.1). Conversely. Durrance (1967) attributed 
all cone sheet sets to a single centre which displays an 
inclined axis (Fig.9.2.2). Based on the statistical analysis
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and field relationships of the cone sheets, Dnrrance's idea has 
been rejected whereas the theory of Richey ¿t al. (1930) has 
been modified, particularly with regard to the Centre Two cone 
sheets.
Durrance*s (1967) proposal is refuted on the basis of field 
evidence, cross cutting relationships, annular outcrop, conju­
gate fractures, strike and dip and utilization of country rock 
structures. The subsequent analysis of the data indicates that 
the central intrusive complex has within it a number of indivi­
dual cone sheet sets that belong to separate fracture systems. 
Further evidence to refute Durrance's classification is gained 
from the geochemical evidence of Gribble (1974) and Holland and 
Brown (1973).
Durrance (1967) bases much of his theory on the attitude of 
the cone sheets belonging to the Inner Centre Two set 
(70*av.dip) (Fig.10.4.1) and those of Centre One 
(20®-40®av.dip). Ho unites the two sets together as being 
representative of the cross section of the single event fracture 
system and proposed that these two cone sheet sets represent the 
eastern and western limbs, respectively, of an inclined cone 
axis, disregarding their separation by several intrusive events. 
Evidence will be given later which separates the cone sheets in 
these two areas in terms of time, space and structural level. 
Also, Durrance failed to consider that the low dipping sheets of 
the Centre One cone sheet set, particularly those occurring at 
Ockle Point, are controlled largely by the bedding in the Juras­
sic (Lias) host rock. The control by pre-existing structures in 
the country rocks of the attitude of cone sheets in the Ockle
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Point area is pronounced, with both the shallowly dipping Juras­
sic bedding and the steeply dipping foliation in the Noine rochs 
being utilized by the sheets. This nay be explained in either 
or both of the following two ways, 1) this location warks the 
distal part of the Centre One cone sheet complex, being in a 
region of low magmatic and lithostatic pressure, or 2) these 
sheets occupy hydraulic tension fractures (after Phillips, 
1974). Durrance's single simple cone model is able to accommo­
date the 20* dip, 30m thick sheets parallel to bedding in the 
area of Ockle Point but does not account for the steeply dipping 
(70*), thin (0.50m) cone sheets which parallel the Moine folia­
tion in this area.
The geochemical analyses by Holland and Brown (1973) of 
cone sheets sampled from selected traverses results in several 
groupings. The location of these grouped regional analyses on a 
factor analysis diagram (Fig.4.4.1) tends to support the subdi­
vision of cone sheet sets as given by Richey ejt al_i. (1930). 
Cribble's (1974) geochemical analyses of the dolerites of Ard- 
namurchan shows a slight iron—enrichment trend for each of the 
three centres of activity and the plot of normative data on an 
Olivine-Nepheline-Quartz diagram for each of the centres indi­
cates overlap. Thus, both the geochemical evidence of Holland 
and Brown (1973) and Cribble (1974) shows that the chemistry and 
iron-enrichment trends for the intrusions of all three centres 
are very similar. Based on this evidence it seems that the ini­
tiation of activity associated with each centre and it's cone 
sheets was caused by different magma bodies and that each magma 
body had a similar composition and was therefore derived from 
the same source.
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Both field and geochemical evidence point to separate cen­
tres of activity with associated cone sheets. It will be shown 
later that the steeply dipping cone sheets of the Inner Centre 
Two can be accounted for by an inclined cone sheet axis which 
dips to the south.
10.4.2 The concent of three centres
Evidence to support the existence of three successive cen­
tres of activity is obtained both from field studies and the 
subsequent analysis of the collected cone sheet data. The types 
of data which substantiate the concept of three centres are; 
cross cutting relationships; geographical distribution of the 
annular outcrops; conjugate fractures; stereonet plots of strike 
and dip; dilation maps, along with the geochemical evidence dis­
cussed above.
The cross cutting relationships between cone sheets and 
other igneous intrusions is admirably demonstrated by Richey ejt 
al. (1930) who proposed four phases of cone sheet emplacement 
(Table 2.2).
From the geological map (Plate 2.1) the annular outcrop of 
the cone sheet sets can best be identified for both the Inner 
and Outer Cone Sheet Sets of Centre Two, both of which have the 
same epifocus. The Centre One cone sheets form an indistinct 
arc and because the Centre Three cone sheets are so poorly 
developed no arc is formed. However, in general the annular 
pattern of cone sheet sets can be recognised.
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Figure 5.5.3 shows the strike and dip data for all four 
cone sheet sets displayed on stereographic plots. Well
developed arcs are shown by three of the sets with Centre Three 
showing a small cluster.
Similarly, the dilation maps (Figs 6.3.1-4) constructed 
from both field and Geological Survey map data delineate a 
number of cone sheet sets, marked by intensity of dilation and 
orientation.
Collectively all the items stated above identify the pres­
ence of throe centres of activity.
10.5 MORE THAN FOUR (X)NE SHEET SETS?
During the analysis of the field data it became apparent 
that the cone sheets of Centre Two do not form two distinct 
sots, the Outer and Inner Sots as defined by Richey el aj^ 
(1930) rather they form three sets (Table 10.2).
Data for the Outer Centre Two cone sheets as defined by 
Richey el al^ . (1930) show a series of discrepancies which 
depart from that of an idealised cone sheet set (Chapter 10.3). 
That is. the average number of cone sheets per unit length on 
the north coast is double that on the south coast, also, unlike 
the south coast traverse that on the north coast contains a 
large percentage of feldspar porphyritic basic cone sheets. The 
dip distribution for the north coast cone sheets varies along 
the traverse and has. in general, higher average dip values than 
those on the south coast traverse. Despite the individual vari-
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•tions of dip of cone sheets in each traverse when plotted on a 
stereonet each traverse results in an arc (Fig.5.5.2). When all 
the Onter Centre Two data are plotted onto one diagram 
(Fig.5.5.3) an overall annular profile results. The strike of 
the cone sheets contained within the north coast traverse show a 
range of modal classes» whilst the sheets of the main south 
coast traverse (61as Eilean—Mingary Pier) have a single modal 
class. The variation in strike is emphasized by the (Hii 
results which tend to highlight the more westerly striking 
sheets located near Faskadale» as distinct from the more north­
erly trending sheets located near Rnbha Carrach. Again these 
differ from the south coast traverse which shows a change in 
orientation» the cone sheets possessing a more northerly strike 
towards the east of the traverse. Despite the larger number of 
sheets on the north coast traverse» the sheets are thinner» 
being l-2m» compared with those from the south coast traverse 
which are 2m-3m. A plot of thickness against strike for the 
north coast cone sheets gives two peaks» at 300*-260* and 
280*-320*» for the western and eastern parts of the section» 
respectively» which probably indicates two subsets of cone 
sheets. For the Sron Bheag traverse» a plot of thickness 
against strike gives two peaks at 060® and 100*» whereas the 
Glas Eilean to Mingary Pier traverse has a single peak. The two 
peaks at Sron Bheag may indicate the presence of another cone 
sheet set.
The increased number of cone sheets» together with the 
existence of feldspar porphyritic basic cone sheets» occurring 
on the north coast indicates the presence of a subsidiary cone 
sheet set. This is further emphasized when the cumulative
thickness of cone sheets Is plotted egainst strike. The snbsl- 
ilary cone sheet set consists of feldspar porphyrltlc cone 
sheets and snggests links with the Inner Oronp of Inner Centre
Two cone sheets. This theory is farther snbstantlated by clus- 
ter analysis (Chapter 5).
In Chapter 5, the Inner Centre Two data was subdivided into 
an Outer Group (An Acalrseid, Lighthouse and Sgurr nam Heann) 
and an Inner Group (Upper and Lower slopes of Beinn Bhuldhe. 
Garbdhail valley. Upper Garbdhall valley and Beinn na Sellg) on 
the basis of differences of dip, geographical location and 
Intensity of intrusion with the additional characteristic of 
termination stmctnres present in the Outer Group.
The data given above indicates that the Centre TVo cone 
sheets can be grouped into three sets (Table 10.2).
Table 10.2 The location of the three cone sheet sets of Centre Two
SET A
Sron Bheagp Glas Eilean to Mingary Castle (south 
coast) and Rubha an Duin Bhain to Faskadale 
(north coast),
SET B
West of Sron Bheag, An Acairseid, Lighthouse, Sgurr 
nam Meann, Rubha an Duin Bhain,SET C
Beinn Bhuidhe, Garbdhail, Beinn na Sellg and on the 
north coast from Rubha Carrach to Sgelr Ghibeach.
Therefore, five cone sheet sets can be identified in the 
cone sheet complex of Ardnamnrchan:~
1. Centre One cone sheet set
2. Centre Two cone sheet set A
3. Centre Two cone sheet set B
4. Centre Two cone sheet set C
5. Centre Three cone sheet set.
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10.6 WHY A M  CONE SHEETS A FEATURE OF TTO B.T.I.P.?
The B.T.I.P. contains the most intensively developed cone 
sheet complexes in the world* with the Ardnamurchan complex pos­
sessing the most complete cone sheet complex. The best examples 
of intensively developed cone sheet complexes which have so far 
been described outside of the B.T.I.P are from Snaefellsnes* 
Western Iceland, Rrohsfjordnr. Northern Iceland and Kenya. The 
first two examples are formed of basic material like the vast 
majority of cone sheets of the B.T.I.P. with the Kenyan complex 
being composed of carbonatite. It should be noted that Iceland, 
although active at present, forms part of the Thnlean Province 
and is therefor allied to the B.T.I.P.. It would seem, there­
fore, that large numbers of thin, basic cone sheets are a 
characteristic feature of the Thnlean Province. A number of 
factors may in combination bo responsible for this, such as! 1) 
form of the magma chamber; 2) repeated rapid rise of the magma 
chamber; 3) regional (tectonic) structure and thickness of the 
crust; 4) the physical state of the country rocks, such as, the 
structural state or the level of water saturation which may 
influence the type of fracturing within the host rocks.
1) The first of these factors is the form and size of the 
magma chamber which exerts two controls on the geometry of cone 
sheets, that is the diameter and shape of the cone sheets in a 
horizontal plane.
Cone sheet fractures are thought to develop in the shoulder 
areas of a magma chamber (Phillips, 1974). Consequently, the 
horizontal dimensions of the magma chamber would therefore con-
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trol the internal diameter of the cone sheets. Field 
observations indicate that the nnmber and intensity of cone 
sheets intruded after the emplacement of a major ring intrusion 
is less than those emplaced before the development of the first 
major ring intrusion. After a major ring intrusion has been 
intruded the magma reservoir is depleted» assuming no additional 
influx of magma into the reservoir. Therefore, a resurgence of 
activity within the smaller volumed magma chamber, possibly by 
retrograde boiling, results in cone sheet fractures of a smaller 
internal diameter than those which formed before the major ring 
intrusion. An example of this typo of cone sheet is the Outer 
Group of the Inner Set of Centre Two (Fig.1.1.1) which outcrops 
within the limits of the Hyperstheno Gabbro.
Based on a gravity survey of the B.T.I.P., Bott and Tusón 
(1973) concluded that the central intrusive complexes are under­
lain by cylinders of basic/ultrabasic rock. Their findings for 
Ardnamurchan indicate a cylinder of 6km radius extending to a 
depth of 2.1km for a density contrast of 0.35gmcm or to 4.5km 
for a density contrast of 0.21gmcm. Similarly, a finite element 
analysis of the structure beneath Kilanea volcano (Dietrich and 
Decker, 1973) concluded that the volcano was probably underlain 
by a magma chamber having a cylindrical form. Because this cyl­
indrical form of magma chamber appears to be rare, it may be 
concluded that Hawaii may contain cone sheet complexes similar 
to those of the B.T.I.P..
It is possible that the form of the magma chamber controls 
the horizontal profile of the cone sheets. For example, Plate 
IV of Richey et al^ (1961) shows the pattern of the Late Basic
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}Cone Sheets of Mnll as having the profile of a dnmpy pear, as 
has the Loch Ba Felsite Ring Dyke. Although the majority of 
cone sheets have a circular profile, it is possible that a hori­
zontally elongated magma chamber would exert controls on the 
horizontal profile of the sheets. Alternatively, it may be the 
interaction of regional forces modified by individual complexes 
which may result in an elongated magma profile, or the migration 
of the centre of intrusion may influence the form of the hori­
zontal profile of cone sheets.
It does appear from geophysical evidence that the large 
cylindrical basic/ultrabasic magma chamber that underlay each of 
the B.T.I.P. central intrusive complexes is, on a world wide
scale, very rare.
2) Bahats (1981) model for cone sheet fracture formation
involved a re-surgent indentor acting on numerous times on the 
magma chamber roof and as each fracture is formed it is filled 
with magma. A possible mechanism for this type of emplacement 
is a continually rising magma chamber, such that a cone sheet 
complex indicates evidence that the magma chamber was rising. 
This model could explain the numerous cone sheets of the Thulean 
Province which tend to be thin, less than 1.5m thick. 
Photoelastic (Durrance,1967; Pollard, 1973) and theoretical stu­
dies (Field, 1964) imply that potential fractures for cone sheet 
development are large in number. This is further supported by 
field evidence which indicates that adjacent cone sheets develop 
simultaneously (Chapter 5). Similarly, the observation that 
adjacent groups of cone sheets, up to 10 approximately, are com­
posed of a similar rock type, lends credit to the suggestion
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that small groups of cone sheets develop simultaneously.
A consequence of the rise of the magma chamber is that dif­
ferent structural levels of a cone sheet set could outcrop at 
the same level. This can be seen in Ardnamurchan. where Centre 
One cone sheets represent a cross section through a high level
of a cone sheet set and those of the Outer Centre Two represent 
a lower-level (Chapter 10.2).
3) The regional structure and thicknesss of the crust in 
conjunction with the prevailing tectonic forces may have deter­
mined the location of the central intrusive complexes. It was 
shown in Chapter 2 that most of the central intrusive complexes 
of the B.T.I.P. lie along a line. It has been suggested from 
the presence of Mesozoic sedimentary basins in NW Scotland (Hal- 
1am» 1972) that there has been thinning of the crust and that 
this may have been a factor in the location of the sites of Ter­
tiary igneous activity.
On a smaller scale the type and structure of the host rocks 
exerts controls on the cone sheets. In Ardnamurchan» the coun­
try rocks into which the cone sheet complexes have been emplaced 
are a low-grade» regionally metamorphosed Precambrian (Moinian) 
psammite with pelitic layers» with a prominent foliation and 
secondary crenulation cleavage in the pelitic layers» thin 
sequences of Triassic and Jurassic sediments» Tertiary basalt 
lavas and various members of the central intrusive complex. The 
main Skye cone sheet complex is emplaced predominantly in the 
Cuillin Gabbro complex» whereas the Mull cone sheets are found 
within a combination of sediments» metasediments and igneous
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host rocks.
Extemsl controls on the B.T.I.P. cone sheet complexes 
include the tensile forces related to the emplacement of dyke 
swarms which were forming throughout the evolution of the cen­
tral intrusive complexes (Speight ¿t ¿Ij,, 1982). One possible 
effect of this tensile force could have resulted in normal dis­
placements of structures in the country rooks at the margins of 
cone sheets ((Hiapter 6); this is particularly well developed in 
the cone sheets of the north coast traverse.
4) The country rocks into which the Ardnamurchan cone 
sheets are emplaced have had a varied and sometimes intense 
structural history. In particular, the Moine rocks which con­
tain stretched feldspar grains, a prominant foliation and 
secondary crenulation cleavage and numerous joints. Jurassic 
host rocks are less deformed but show inclined bedding, due in 
part to doming, and several sets of joints. The Tertiary igne­
ous host rocks are well jointed, with the intensity varying with 
the rock type. Thus, before the emplacement of the cone sheets 
the host rocks contained numerous, well-developed planar struc­
tures which, in places, locally controlled the form of 
individual cone sheets.
As shown in (Hiapter 8, on a local scale the different host 
rocks control, to a certain extent, the variation in numbers and 
thicknesses of cone sheets. This may be attributed to how sus- 
ceptable each rock type is to fracturing. In high levels of a 
cone sheet complex ((Hiapter 10.2), fractures open by hydraulic 
fracturing produced by the interaction of meteoric water (Taylor
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and Forester, 1971) within the host rocks and the advancing
ma gma
10.6.1 SnauBarv
Mesozoic thinning of the crnst, repeated rapid rise of a 
cylindrical shaped magma chamber into a fractnred host rock pro­
duced the intensively developed cone sheet complexes of the 
B.T.I.P.. However, no single factor in isolation can account 
for the development of the cone sheet sets of Ardnamnrchan, each 
of the factors discussed exerts some influence on the cone sheet 
fractures.
10.7 WHT A T T O N S H T P  BETWEEN CONE SHEETS AND AN INTRUSIVE COMPLEX
The relationship between cone sheets and the evolution of a 
central intrusive complex is not simple. This is emphasized by 
the two models proposed by Bahat (1981) (Fig.1.1.1). Three 
aspects of this problem will be discussed, they are timing of 
events, the geochemical and the structural controls on the 
development of the complex.
Bahat's (1981) models demonstrate two alternative sequences 
of events (Chapter 1), each involving cone sheet formation, dom­
ing and ring dyke formation. In both sequences cone sheets are 
formed before the emplacement of ring dykes and, in general, 
this seems to be the case in the B.T.I.P.. However, for the 
Ardnamurchan central intrusive complex these simple models do 
not adequately explain all of the following facts:-
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1. Tho first set of cone sheets (Centre One) occur in 
agglomerates» Noine and Jurassic host rocks and there 
is no associated doming or ring dyke emplacement.
2. The second cone sheet set (Outer Centre Two) was 
intruded before the emplacement of the first major 
ring intrusion (Hypersthene Gabbro) associated with 
Centre Two.
3. The third set crop out both within and adjacent to the 
Hypersthene Gabbro» indicating that they developed 
after the major ring intrusions of Centro Two had 
begun to form.
4. The fourth set (Inner Centre Two) outcrop within the 
major ring intrusions of Centre Two» i.o. during the 
development of the major ring intrusions.
5. The fifth cone sheet set outcrop within the margins 
of the first major ring intrusion of Centre Three.
These five sots of cone sheets recognised by the present 
author can bo classified on the basis of their location» both in 
time and place» relative to the associated major ring intru­
sions. Sots 1 and 2 were emplaced before the development of the 
first major ring intrusions of the complex whereas Sets 3 and 5 
were emplaced within the first major ring intrusions of the 
associated centre of activity. The fourth sot differs from the 
others in that it occurs within the later ring intrusions of the 
centre and is located close to the centre of activity (Centre 
Two).
Sots 1 and 2 fit Bahat's (1981) theory in that they 
developed before the major ring intrusions were emplaced. Sots 
3 and 5» which were emplaced after the development of the major 
ring intrusions» indicates that a resurgence of pressure was 
necessary for cone sheet emplacement following a decrease in 
pressure associated with the emplacement of a major ring intru­
sion. Sets 3 and 5 have a narrower diameter (max 3km and 1.5km 
respectively) than earlier cone sheet sets o.g. Set 2 (max 
7km). This difference may be related to a rise in the magma 
chamber in the crust or a shift in position of the centre of
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activity. Set 4 is similar to sets 3 and 5 in terms of it's 
total volume and yet differs in that it occurs after the 
emplacement of a number of major ring intrusions. This may 
either he caused by the uprise of new magma resulting in a cone 
sheet set having a vertical axis and located at a higher struc­
tural level as suggested by Richey ¿t, al. (1930), or possibly 
that another magma chamber developed which produced a cone sheet 
set, the axis of which was inclined. If the latter suggestion 
is accepted, then Set 4 is similar to Sets 1 and 2 in that it 
formed before the development of associated major ring intru­
sions.
Geochemically, the major ring intrusions of Centres Two and 
Three show an evolution from basic to more acid with time (Grib— 
hie e^ al. 1976). The cone sheets are predominantly basic to 
intermediate in composition and each centre exhibits a similar 
iron—enrichment trend (Gribble et al. 1976). Each cone sheet 
set, therefore, indicates a new supply of magma, supporting the 
field evidence that cone sheet sets are emplaced in the early 
stages in the evolution of each centre. Also, that a new influx 
of magma resulted in the Set 4 cone sheets at a late stage in 
the evolution of Centre Two.
Theories of development of cone sheet complexes, indeed 
central intrusive complexes, involve an initial upward increase 
in pressure. In most theories (cf.Kaitro, 1982), cone sheets 
are thought to result from the upward increase in pressure, fol­
lowed by a decrease in pressure due to a) the migration of magma 
into the cone sheet fractures b) the cessation of retrograde 
boiling (Phillips, 1974), or c) the migration of magma into
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another part of the complex. Following an episode of major ring 
intrusion emplacement the magma reservoir would be depleted« 
assuming there was no replenishment of magma. A resurgence of 
pressure in the magma chamber would result in a less extensive 
(numerically, geographically and volumetrically) cone sheet set, 
e.g. Sets 3 and 5.
In the Ardnamurchan complex, cone sheet Sets 1 and 2 form 
the most abundant and areally extensive group of cone sheets. 
Although, to a large extent, this intensity may be attributed to 
the structural level presently exposed, it may also be because 
these sets were emplaced very early in the evolution of the cen­
tral intrusive complex. Perhaps these two sets of cone sheets 
are typical examples of cone sheet formation in that they 
represent the first stage in the evolution of a central intru­
sive complex. This is supported by the geochemical evidence of 
Gribble (1968). Resurgence of activity, in which sets 3 and 5 
were formed, following the formation of the first major ring 
intrusion, is always minor in relation to the first phase of 
cone sheet formation (e.g. Sets 1 and 2).
10.8 VOLUME OF MAGMA
In order to calculate the volume of magma emplaced as cone 
sheets a number of factors have to be considered, these being!-
1. The structure and intensity of cone sheets with depth.
2. The thickness of the cone sheet complex removed by erosion.
3. The amount of magma erupted at the surface by cone sheets.
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10*8.1 Present level to the focns
A nninber of assumptions have to be made before the volume 
of magma can be calculated, such as:-
1. The measured traverses are a representative cross section 
of the cone sheet set.
2. That the limits of the measured traverses are similar 
to the limits of the original cone sheet set.
3. The thickness of cone sheets is constant with depth.
4. Cone sheets dip at a constant angle.
5. An average angle of dip may be used for the whole set.
6. The intensity of cone sheets is maintained with depth.
There are two stages in the calculation of the volume of 
magma. The first stage consists of two parts. The first part 
is to calculate the volume of the cone (cone 1) as defined by 
the outer limits of the set and the second part is to calculate 
the volume of an inner cone (cone 2) defined by an absence of 
cone sheets.
volume of cone 1 — volume of cone 2 - volume of cone sheets plus
the host rock
The second stage is to calculate the proportion of country 
rock to cone sheet material.
Table 10.3 shows the volume of magma emplaced for each cone 
sheet set and highlights the variation between each set. Two 
separate calculations, one for each of the two traverses, have 
been performed for the Outer Set of Centre Two cone sheets in 
order to investigate the differences previously described 
between the two traverses. The north coast traverse (I) gives a 
higher volume (51.75km*) than that calculated for the south 
coast traverse (II ^ 43.8km’). The difference of 8km* may be 
attributed to analytical error, although this is rather a large 
amount. The increased volume on the north coast section lends
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Table IO 13 Voluiae of aia ana eaiplaced as cone sheets
CONE SHEET SET 
Centre One
Outer Centre Two I
based on the north coast traverse
Outer Centre Two II
based on the south coast traverse
Inner Centre Two
O^ter 6rou£;Lighthouse,An Acairseid,
Sgurr nam Meann
Inner Group;Beinn Bhuidhe, Garbhdhail,
Beinn na Seilg
Centre Three
Total volume of magma
Volume A 
15.6km*
Volume B 
7.9 km^
51.8km* 23.2km*
43.8km* 17.9km*
1.664km* 0.18km*
'.824km* 0.34km*
.168km* 0.48km*
66.56km* 29.80km*
>
where Volume A volume of magma emplaced as cone sheets
calculated from the focus to the present 
level of erosion
Volume B = volume of magma emplaced as cone sheets in 
a 1km high block above the present erosion 
level
In the calculations for total volume of magma an average value 
was used for the Outer Centre Two traverse
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support to the existence of another, overlapping cone sheet set, 
that is the Inner Group of Inner Centre TVo. However, the Inner 
Group of Inner Centre Two cannot account for the 8faa* difference 
between the north and south coast calculations and therefore 
indicates that more magma was emplaced in the north than in the 
south.
The Outer Group and Inner Group of Inner Centre Two and the 
Centre Three cone sheets represent only a small percentage (4%) 
of the total volume of cone sheet material intruded within the 
central intrusive complex.
The total volume of cone sheet material emplaced in the 
complex is 6(5.556km* of basic magma, which caused a 22% infla­
tion of the country rock (calculated as a percentage of the 
volume of cone I).
10.8.2 Present level to the upper 1imits
Definition of the upper limits of the cone sheet complex 
presents a number of problems. Firstly, dip of the cone sheets 
may change, as described in section 10.3, some sheets becoming 
almost horizontal in the upper levels. Secondly, only a few 
scattered remnants of the lava pile that once covered Ardnamur- 
chan exist at the present and therefore no indication of the 
upper extent of the cone sheets can be ascertained. As the 
amount of erosion cannot be stated then a minimum value of ero­
sion has been estimated - the maximum amount of inflation caused 
by the emplacement of the cone sheets is 820m, the minimum 
estimated amount of erosion is, therefore,a minimum of 1km.
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Table 10.3 shows the volume of magma emplaced as cone 
sheets in 1km above the present level. The proportions of the 
individnal cone sheet sets remains the same, with the two Outer 
Centre Two calculations containing the majority of the volume. 
The Outer Centre Two calculation based on the north coast sec­
tion is 30% larger than that based on the south coast traverse. 
This larger proportion of cone sheet material amplifys the 
suggestion that a subsidiary set is present along the north
coast traverse.
10.8.3 Afioant fif aaiss. «iSElsS. 4i li« »S£ii£« fei £2ae
■more is no conclusive evidenco in Ardunnutchan that cone 
sheets acted as feeders for lava flows, although there are exam­
ples of vents which have an annular form. If cone sheets 
flatten with height above their origin (Zone IB, Table 10.1), 
then the chance of them intersecting the surface is less than if 
they had a uniform dip (Zone lA, Table 10.1). As both Zone lA 
and IB occur in Ardnamnrchan it is possible that cone sheets may 
have fed flows at the surface. However, the author considers 
that the volume of basaltic magma erupted at the surface from 
cone sheets was insignificant.
10.8.4 Volume of magma emplaced as cone sheets.
The volume of magma emplaced as cone «l*eets, compared to 
the volume emplaced as major ring Intrusions, is approximately 
10*. The figures used for this calculation are derived from the
1" G e o l o g i c a l  Survey Map (Sheet 51 and 52).
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10.9 DO CONE SHEETS REACH THE SURFACE?
In an earlier section the vertical extent of cone sheets
has been discussed. However, whether some cone sheets actnally 
reached the surface has not. In order to conclude that cone
sheets reached the surface and acted as feeders evidence is 
required in the form of exposures where sheets are seen to con-* 
tinue into lava flows or into agglomerates. Alternatively, 
connections between surface activity and cone sheets may be 
gained from the study of recent volcanoes.
The volcanoes of the Galapagos Islands possess well-defined 
circumferential fractures (Simkin, 1972; Delaney et al., 1973; 
Banfield et al. 1956). Simkin (1972) postulates that these 
circumferential fractures are modeim day equivalents to the pro­
ducts of the central intrusive complexes of the B.T.I.P.. 
Situated at various points around the circumferential fractures 
of the Galapagos volcanoes are vents, from which lavas issue. 
Simkin (1973) believes that magma erupted from the circumferen­
tial fractures lead to the formation of a guyot by ponding of 
lava in the central depression. A characteristic feature of 
these circumferential fractures are a parallel series of col­
lapse depressions up to 125m long as seen on the Sierra Negra 
Volcanoe. Delaney et. al. (1973) concluded that these depres­
sions are formed by subsidence which is related to the formation 
of the adjacent fractures.
It is highly likely that the circumferential fractures seen 
in the Galapagos volcanoes represent cone sheet fractures, in 
that they are annular outcropping features filled with magma and
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are centrally inclined to a focus beneath the present level.
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Work by Rittman (1971) on Etna indicated that a series of 
inclined sheets exposed beneath the volcano aiay be cone sheets.
Speaking in terns of the Ardnamnrchan cone sheets, Richey 
(1932) also suggested that others may perhaps reach the sur­
face and act as feeders for parasitic vents...”. Evidence 
gained from the Ardnamurchan cone sheets, relating to their 
upper extensisons is limited. Most terminations of cone sheets 
are in the form of simple wedges and en echelon sets. However, 
the Centre One traverses include linear vents, which are paral­
lel to and are similar in form to cone sheets. A similar 
occurrence is seen to the east of the Glas Eilean vent (Outer 
Centre Two, south coast). All examples of linear vents occur 
close to the more extensive vents which may indicate that the 
linear vents represent parasitic vents closely allied to the 
major vents. With the form of the linear vents and cone sheets 
being similar it follows that cone sheet fractures may have 
reached the surface and fed small surface vents.
10.10 INFLATION OF VOLCANOES z does this indicate 
intrusion of cone sheets?
Detailed studies of present day active volcanoes reveal 
that the surface changes shape in a cyclical pattern. Eilauea 
volcano (Hawaii) has been intensively studied since 1912 when 
evidence for tilting was first obtained (Jaeger and Finch, 
1929). Fiske and Kinoshita (1969) measured migrating centres of 
uplift over the surface, and during the period January 1966 to
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October 1967 they located 10 centres of uplift which were 
grouped into 3 regions of inflation. The periods of slow infla­
tion terminate with episodes of rapid deflation which were 
equated with either rift eruptions on the flanks of the volcano 
or the emplacement of shallow intrusions, such as sills. 
Dietrich and Decker (1975) analysed the observations of move­
ments of the Kilauea volcano, using a finite element model. 
This work tried to relate the surface deformations to the type 
of intrusion envisaged at depth, and they concluded that the 
most likely shape of the intrusions beneath Kilauea is a series 
of cylindrical shapes, which may consist of a plexus of dykes 
and sills, located 1km below the surface. The models investi­
gated by Dietrich and Decker (1975) included sills and dykes of 
various inclinations, horizontal lenses, spheres and vertical 
plugs.
Field observations of present day volcanic activity indi­
cate a migration of magma from its source to chambers located 
approximately 2 to 4km beneath the volcano, before it is ulti­
mately erupted or intruded. The theoretical models proposed by 
Dietrich and Decker (1975) cannot determine or distinguish 
whether the intrusion is a largo, single cylinder or a large 
number of smaller intrusions, such as cone sheets. Together the 
field and theoretical works cannot prove conclusively that cone 
sheets are being emplaced but there is no evidence which says 
that cone sheets are not being emplaced at depth beneath active 
volcanoes.
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10.11 INFLATION W  IHk ARDNAMURCHAN VOLCANIC LAND SURFACE
To calculate minimua values for the inflation of the land 
surface due to emplacement of the cone sheets, a minimum aggre­
gate thickness for the cone sheets was used together with mean 
dip angles for each cone sheet set (Table 10.4).
A comparison of the figures calculated by Richey e^ al. 
(1930) for the total uplift (1250m) with that derived from this 
study (maximum 820m) indicates that the figure calculated by 
Richey ejfe. al^ (1930) is 30% greater than that derived from the 
present study. This is because Richey e^ al. based their fig­
ures for the total uplift of the central intrusive complex 
purely on the Glas Eilean - Mingary Pier traverse, which shows 
the most intensive development of cone sheets in Ardnamurchan. 
Ny calculations based on this traverse gives a value of 524m 
uplift for the Outer Ceutre Two Sot only, whilst Richey's ej. al. 
(1930) figure represents uplift for the whole complex i.e. 
Centres One, Two and Three.
Using an average angle of dip of 42* and a radius of 5.5km, 
the Centre One sheets raised the land surface by 212m 
(Fig.10.11.1). Two calculations for the Outer Set of Centre Two 
cone sheets have been performed. That based on the south coast 
traverse indicates an uplift of 524m of the surface, whereas the 
calculation for the north coast traverse gives a value of 763m. 
The difference of 240m may be explained in two ways. Firstly, 
the Inner Centre Two cone sheet set represents the southern 
exposures of a tilted cone sheet set, with the northern extremi­
ties occurring along the Outer Centre Two north coast traverse.
.■i
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Table 10.4 A table to show the amount of inflation 
emplacement of each cone sheet set
caused by
Cone Sheet Set Min Agg thickness Av dip Inflation
Centre One 235.6m 42 212m
Outer Centre Two
north coast 663.9m 49 763m
south coast 446.9m 49 524m
Inner Centre Two
Inner Group 27.9m 72 85m
Outer Group 9.6m 57 14m
Centre Three 10.5m 50 22m
Table 10.5 Volume of magma emplaced in eacb high and low 
pressure event of tbe evolution of the central 
intrusive complex
High/Low pressure Type of intrusion Volume of magma 
emplaced jm
Map
H cone sheets (Cl) 8.3 X
H cone sheets (0.C2) 8.7 X
L major ring intrusion 45.2 X
H cone sheets (O.G.) 0.2 X
L major ring intrusion 11.7 X
L major ring intrusion 1.9 X
L major ring intrusion 0.9 X
L major ring intrusion 10.9 X
H cone sheets (I.G.) 0.2 X
L major ring intrusion 2.6 X
L major ring intrusion 4.1 X
H cone sheets (C3) 0.4 X
L major ring intrusion 65.3 X
L major ring intrusion 3.6 X
L major ring intrusion 4.3 X
L major ring intrusion 1.2 X
L major ring intrusion 1.6 X
L major ring intrusion 1.1 X
Cl Centre One
O.C2 Outer Centre Two
O.G. Outer Group of Inner Centre Two
I.G. Inner Group of Inner Centre Two
C3 Centre Three
Volumes were calculated from the 1" Geological
>
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Or, secondly, that the north coast represents an area where cone 
sheets belonging to the Outer Set of Centre Two have been more 
intensively intruded than in the area of the south coast. When 
the volume of magma is also taken into account (Chapter 10.10) 
it becomes clear that both of these explanations could bo cor­
rect. I believe that the effects of both these explanations are 
seen.
The Inner Centre Two cone sheets were responsible for an 
increase in the height of the volcanic land surface by 100m, the 
Outer Group caused an inflation of 15m whereas the Inner Group 
produced one of 85m. Finally, the Centre Three cone sheet set 
caused an uplift of 22m (Fig.10.11.1).
Figure 10.11.1 shows the limits of each cone sheet set and 
emphasizes the effects of the cone sheet sets on the amount of 
inflation of the surface. In Fig.10.11.1 an average value of 
the north and south coast traverses was used to estimate the 
total uplift caused by the emplacement of the Outer Centre Two 
cone sheet set. The maximum uplift caused by the emplacement of 
all cone sheet sets is 820m and not 878m (Table 10.4) as the 
maximum limits of each cone sheet set do not overlap. In gener­
al, the area represented by Centre Three would have been 
increased in height by at least 820m, approximating to a ridge 
trending from Glendrian to Neall an Tarmachain. Locations 
farther eastward would have been less Inflated principally as 
the number of Centre One cone sheets decrease to the east. It 
must be stated that the volcanic land surface may never have 
been inflated by 820m, due to possible intermittent cauldron 
subsidence and/or erosion between episodes of cone sheet
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emplacement.
10.12 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONE SHEETS AND MAJOR RING INTRUSIONS
The central intrusive complexes of the B.T.I.P. are wit­
ness to an intimate relationship between emplacement of cone 
sheets and major ring intrusions. Richey ¿t al. (1930) and
Anderson (in Bailey ^  aL^, 1924) concluded that upward pres­
sures within the magma chamber formed cone sheets* with the 
consequent decrease in pressure resulting in the emplacement of 
major ring intrusions. Subsequent work has supported these 
ideas* particularly that cone sheet emplacement is usually one 
of the first events in the evolution of a central intrusive com­
plex.
Figure 10,12.1 shows an idealised sequence of events in the 
evolution of the Ardnamurchan central intrusive complex* in 
terms of pressure changes. The first event is one of high pres­
sure* that is wheu the Centre One and Centre Two Sot A cone 
sheet sets are emplaced* followed by a series of pressure oscil­
lations finishing with a low pressure event marking the 
emplacement of the major ring intrusions of Centre Three. It is 
significant that the first event is a high pressure event and 
the last event a low pressure one. In general* there is a 
decline in the quantity of magma emplaced in each of the succes­
sive events* with the exception of the final event.
event is one of high pressure* resulting from a 
rapidly rising magma chamber. Cone sheets were formed at this 
peak of pressure* that is when magma pressure is greater than
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Fig. 10.12.1 Diagram showing volumes of magma emplaced as cone sheets C+ve) 
and major ring Intrusions (-ve) in Ardnamurchan
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fracture pressure (Fig.10.12.2). Following the emplacement of a
large number of cone sheets, the next event is a low pressure 
one, resulting in subsidence of a central block to form a major 
ring intrusion, that is the Hypersthene Oabbro.
It can be suggested that it is the relative change in pres­
sure, from high to low, which results in the subsidence of a 
central block allowing the ingress of a large volume of magma to 
form a major ring intrusion to be emplaced into the 
''pre-fractured'* area caused by the preceding cone sheet event. 
However, on the margins of some of the major ring intrusions 
(eg. at the margin of the Centre Three Quartz Gabbro) net vein- 
ing occurs which is evidence for a positive pressure, albeit on 
a microscale, which is something of a paradox. Figure 10.12.3 
and Table 10.5 show the volume totals of magma emplaced for each 
high and low pressure event for the whole of the Ardnamurchan 
Central Intrusive Complex. In terms of the volume of magma, the 
first event is very large (a high pressure event), that is the 
emplacement of the Centre One and Centre Two Sot A cone sheet 
sets, which is then followed by an even larger volume of magma 
emplaced during a low pressure event, that is the emplacement of 
the Hypersthene Gabbro major ring intrusion. A series of small 
high pressure events occur throughout the evolution of the whole 
complex, these are the Centre Two Sot B, Set C and the Centre 
Three cone sheet sets. Low pressure events occur between these 
high pressure events, which correspond to the major ring intru­
sions of Centres Two and the start of Centre Three activity. 
Finally, the evolution of the whole complex is terminated by a 
large low pressure event when the major ring intrusions of Cen­
tre Three were formed after the emplacement of the last cone
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Fig. 10.12.2 Diagram of the simpified+ve and -ve pressure sequence of the 
intrusions of the Ardnamurchan central intrusive complex
Fig. 1 0 .1 2 .3  A  s u m m a ry  o f th e  ro c k  f ra c tu re  p re s s u re
throughout the evolution of the A rdnam urchan 
central intrusive co m p lex
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slieet set.
The end event may be due to cooling of the complex with the 
local dynamic equilibrium which existed between the magma pres­
sure and the lithostatic pressure being destroyed resulting in 
massive emplacement of major ring intrusions.
Figure 10.12.3 summarises the relative pressure differences 
marked by each of the intrusive episodes and shows that the rock 
fracture pressure and the tensional fracture pressures decrease 
with time.
10.13 PHYSICAL CHARACTERlSTICS OF EACH CONE SHEET SCT
10.13.1 Centre One
This set of cone sheets outcrops along the north coast 
eastwards from Faskadale to Rubha a'Choit and also along the 
south coast of the peninsula from Mingary Castle eastwards 
(Fig.10.13.1). On the south coast these sheets are distin­
guished from those of the Outer Centre Two Set by their more 
northerly strike and low intensity of intrusion e.g. as found 
along the Allt Choire Mhuilinn (Fig.5.3.6). The inland expo­
sures of Centre One cone sheets are generally poor. With the 
exception of four unit lengths immediately west of Faskadale. 
the Centre One traverse typically shows a low distribution of 
sheets per unit length. Large tracts of the traverse contain no 
or few (5) cone sheets with a small number of punctuated occur­
rences of relatively high distributions (10 - 15 sheets). The
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Centre Two Set 3
Centre Two Set 2
^</^utline of cone sheets 
•  focus of activity
Fig. 10.13.1 G eneralised ou tline  of the 5 sets of cone sheets of Ardnamurchan
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Centre One cone sheets outcrop in an arcuate zone between 3 and 
6km from the epicentre of activity.
Along the north coast traverse mean dip values change from 
50* in the east to 30* in the west. However, this variation is 
not prominent in the dip distribution per unit length. The 
total dip distribution is skewed towards the low angled classes, 
although no sheets occur in the 0*-10* class. On the south 
coast, dip decreases from 60 at Ningary Pier to 20 at 
Rubh’a'Nhile. On the north coast, in the eastern extremities, 
the dip and strike data form a small cluster in the ME quadrant 
of a stereonet projection with the more westerly exposed cone 
sheets spreading the cluster into the ME and SE quadrants. The 
south coast data for Centre One is obscured by the large number 
of Outer Centre Two cone sheets in this area.
The strike of the sheets and of the host rock structures 
(e.g. bedding, foliation, joints) are coincident indicating 
that the cone sheets exploited pre-existing weaknesses in the 
host rock during their development (Chapter 8). For exaatple, 
unit lengths which occur in volcanic agglomerates and lavas show 
a wide range of strike values whereas unit lengths in Noine and 
Jurassic host rocks show a well developed modal class. Chi 
values of the strike of Centre One cone sheets indicate a change 
of average strike from 340* in the east to 310* in the west, 
part of the change in the west may be due to the presence of 
Centre Two cone sheets. This is again emphasized by the ana­
lysis of the distribution of strike to thickness, the western 
section shows a large, widespread, peak from 280* to 360 and a 
smaller one at 060*, whereas the eastern section has one peak at
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340* containing 52% of the data and fonr smaller peaks of thin 
sheets at 020*,160*, 220* and 260*. The south coast Centre One 
sheets (Fig.5.10.3b) are represented by a small peak at 320*.
10.13.2 Centre Two
Centre Two cone sheets have been subdivided into three 
sets. As described in an earlier section (10.5) cone sheet sets 
can be vertically zoned. All Centre Two cone sheets fall into 
Zones lA and 2 (Fig.10.2.1). These two zones have similar 
characteristics but lA possesses large numbers of en echelon 
sets. In consequence, the physical characteristics of dip, 
strike, thickness of all three sets of Centre Two are similar, 
yet different. Division into the three sets is based largely on 
distribution and cross cutting relationships which is further 
substantiated by cluster analysis and intensity of intrusion, 
the natural limits of each set being marked by a decrease in 
intensity.
Set A This set is approximately equivalent to Richey's Outer 
Set of Centre Two cone sheets. The traverses consist of a) the 
south coast from Sron Bheag to Rubh' a' Mhile, eastwards of this 
location the Centre One cone sheets are present and b) the north 
coast section from Rubha an Duin Bhain to Faskadale. Set C is 
also present along part of the north coast traverse. A broad 
arc of sheets is exposed between the north and south coast
traverses.
J
In studying the two traverses separately, a number of 
signficant details have emerged. The north coast section con­
tains a large number of cone sheets per unit length, average
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n=24, which is twice that for the south coast traverse. More 
particularly, iu unit lengths 1 to 16 of the north coast tra­
verse, a larger nuaber of cone sheets occur compared with 
farther east where the traverse from east of Sgeir Ghibeach to 
Faskadale resembles the south coast distribution. In general, 
the number of sheets decrease towards the extremities of the 
traverses, which most probably demonstrates the original limits 
of the set. This is particularly well marked in the eastern 
extremities of both traverses. The difference between the two 
traverses is again emphasized by the distribution of sheets, the 
north coast has a maximum peak of 40 at Rubha Groulin, with a 
subsidiary peak on either side (n=30). Whereas on the south 
coast the maximum peak (n=23) is located halfway between Glas 
Eilean and Mingary Pier with two adjacent peaks of 15 sheets.
The dip of cone sheets on the north coast is shallow in the
west, modal class of 31*-40®, with some higher angled sheets at
Rubha Carrach (61*-70®) and at (404732). The south coast sheets
dip at 41*-50®, with some variation. When the dip and strike
data for the cone sheets of each traverse are plotted on a
stereonet it shows the arcuate form of the cone sheets
(Fig.5.5.6). Due to the large number of readings and variation
in dip, the clusters, although well defined, are widespread.
The strike of cone sheets on the north coast, particularly to
0
the west of Sgeir Ghibeach, show some oscillation between 270 
and 310®,whilst to the east the strike is 290®. It is assumed 
that the cone sheets striking 310® belong to Set C (see below). 
The south coast sheeets have a strike of 080® at Sron Bheag, 
030® from Glas Eilean to Mingary Pier and east of the Pier 
values between 350® and 010® occur but are more inconsistent due
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to tlie presence of Centre One sheets. The Chi* mean values 
refine the strike values yet they still show a difference along 
the traverses. This analysis also shows how the strike of the 
cone sheets within the first two unit lengths from Rubha an Duin 
Bhain trend to the west* with the strike for the next two unit 
lengths trending more northerly. Chi* mean values for the 
strike of the south coast sheets indicate a gradual change in 
orientation from ENE to NNE. Average thicknesses of sheets on 
the north coast varies from 1 to 2 metres* whereas thickness of 
sheets on the south coast varies between 0.5m and 3m. In both 
traverses* sheets in the east are thicker than those in the 
west. Figures 5.10.3-5 illustrate the variation of cumulative 
thickness of cone sheets (expressed as a percentage of the total 
thickness of cone sheets) along the north coast traverse which 
was subdivided into two subsections. The first subsection is 
west of Sgeir Ghibeach and shows two peaks* one of 30% total 
thickness at 300* and 18% total thickness at 260*. The second 
subsection is east of Sgeir Ghibeach where the data is less well 
defined and consists of a large group spreading from 220* to 
360*. The south coast traverse was subdivided into three sec­
tions* the first at Sron Bheag* shows two main peaks at 060* and 
100* with 28% and 27% total thickness respectively. From Glas 
Eilean to Mingary Pier is the second data set and shows a single 
dominant peak at 040*. The third data set* based on cone sheets 
east of Mingary Pier* has a main peak at 020** with subsidiary
peaks at 060** 140** 200* and 320*.
Set B This group was identified principally on the basis of 
geographical location and petrological characteristics. It 
occurs around the marginal parts of the Hypersthene Gabbro 
(Fig.10.13.1) and consists largely of feldspar porphyritic basic
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cone sheets. At the western extreaities of the Sron Bhesg tra­
verse. where it approaches the H3rpersthene Gabbro margin, 
feldspar porphyritic basic cone sheets are also present. It was 
noted (Set A. above) that the Sron Bheag traverse shows a double 
peaked distribution and part of the 060* peak consists of feld­
spar porphyritic basic sheets, which belong to Set B. It is 
possible that the non-porphyritic basic cone sheets of Sron 
Bheag which have a trend 060* also belong to Set B because of
their similar strike to the An Acairseid cone sheets. Figure
10.13.2 shows that the number of porphyritic basic sheets 
increases to the west along the 600m Sron Bheag traverse. On 
the north coast the first two sections contain porphyritic basic 
cone sheets (5 and 9, respectively) with fewer porphyritic 
sheets occurring farther east. These north coast sections fall 
on the lateral extension of the arc which joins the two loca­
tions of An Acairseid and the Lighthouse. The Set B basic cone
sheets occur marginally to and just within the boundary of the
Hypersthene Gabbro.
The average number of sheets for the Sgnrr nam Mean, Light­
house and An Acairseid unit lengths is 10. From west to east 
along the Sron Bheag section the average number of sheets 
decrease from 5 to 1, indicating an approach to the limits of 
cone sheet intrusion. On the north coast at Rubha an Dnin Bhain 
and (404732), 5 and 9 porphyritic basic cone shoots are present 
respectively and equal the most intense areas of intrusion of 
the Set seen at the Lighthouse. An Acairseid and Sgurr nam Mean. 
The modal class dip of all Set B sheets is 51*-60*. with mean 
dips of 54* and 56*. which is significantly different from the 
Inner Group of Inner Centre Two (70*) with which they have pre-
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viously be allied. Strike distributions of the set show peaks 
at 060* at Sron Bheag, 070* at An Acarseid and 190* at the 
Lighthouse and Sgurr nam Mean, 270* at Rubha an Duin Bhain and 
090* at (404732) unit length. Together, these values denon- 
strate the arcuate outcrop of the Set. The Set B cone sheets 
have a mean thickness of less than Im. Further evidence to 
unite the cone sheets of Sron Bheag to the other sheets of Set B 
is gained from the geochemical analyses reported by Holland and 
Brown (1973). In their principal factor matrix, the Sron Bheag 
cone sheets plot very closely to the Inner Centre Two cone 
sheets (Fig.4.4.1).
Set C This Set consists of the Inner Group of Inner Centre 
Two cone sheets and, in addition sheets which occur along the 
north coast traverse. Figure 10.13.2 shows the distribution of 
porphyritic and non-porphyritic basic cone sheets which occur in 
these locations. It should be noted that porphyritic basic 
sheets are very rarely found within Set A along the south coast 
traverse. However, the Inner Group of Centre Two consists of 
approximately 30% porphyritic basic cone sheets. The presence 
of porphyritic basic cone sheets on the north coast indicates 
that a different magma source is tapped. The north coast tra­
verse, as has been described in Set A, contains a larger number 
of cone sheets than it's south coast equivalent with the maximum 
number of sheets occurring towards the west in unit lengths 
1-16. The maximum number of sheets in the Inner Group of the 
Inner Centre Two is 23. Dip distribution on the north coast 
traverse consists of shallowly dipping sheets, with a modal 
class of 31*-40*, whilst the Inner Group consists mainly of 
steeply dipping sheets (71*-80*). If these two groups of cone 
sheets belong to the same set then the two different dip classes
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indicate an inclined cone sheet axis. Two modal strike direc­
tions (270* and 310*) are well prononnced along the north coast 
traverse, similarly the Chi* analysis shows two prominent direc­
tions which are 280* and 310\ The modal strike of the Inner 
Group shows a gradual change from IdO* on the upper slopes of 
Beiuu Bhuidhe to 110* at Garbdhail and Beiuu ua Seilg and the 
Chi analysis shows a similar change. Strike to thickness data 
for the north coast traverse also shows two peaks in the distri­
bution. these being 300* (30% total thickness) and 250* (18% 
total thickness). The existence of two groups on the north 
coast traverse which are of different orientations indicates the 
presence of more than one cone sheet set. The more northerly 
trending set is not as well marked in the more easterly extremi­
ties and therefore it may be concluded that this set is 
restricted to the western parts of the traverse.
Recognition of Set C has been principally identified by the 
occurrence of feldspar porphyritic basic cone sheets in both 
locations, which is further supported by their geochemistry 
(Holland and Brown. 1973). The next piece of evidence is gained 
from the strike data which when plotted on a map do not lie on a 
circular outline. However, the data does suggest an elliptical 
form, largely due to the elongated form of the Inner Centre Two 
data (Fig.10.12.1). Cluster analysis (CHiapter 5) gives further 
support for the existence of Set C in that the analysis grouped 
the data from the two locations into two very similar terminal 
clusters. The dip of the two groups indicates a 70* dipping 
westerly limb of the cone and a 40* dipping easterly limb, thus 
implying an inclined axis, dipping at approximately 70* to the 
SW.
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10.13.3 Centre Three
This poorly developed cone sheet set crops out over a res­
tricted area on the northern slopes of Abhain Chro Beinn.The two 
measnred sections have a mean nnmber of 10 sheets per unit 
length. The dip is towards the north at 52* and 57* for the 
west and east unit lengths respectively. Nodal and Chi* strike 
values are 070* in the west and 090* in the east. Thickness to 
strike analysis shows one single peak at 100 .
10.14 CONE SHEETS:FRACTURE INITIATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Controls on the intiation and development of cone sheet 
fractures include a) the presence of fluids in the host rock 
which controls whether dry or hydraulic fractures are formed, b) 
the duration, volume and acceleration of the magma indentor and
c) the influence of adjacent stress systems.
The superimposed effect of the spreading dyke axis (Speight 
SX al., 1982) located to the north of the peninsula would have 
facilitated the emplacement of normally displaced cone sheet 
margins. However, the dyke swarms are less intense in Ardnamur- 
chan than in the adjacent centres of activity and the number of 
normally displaced sheet margins is greater than would be 
expected, in relation to the number of dykes emplaced.
Controls exerted by the magma indentor have been modelled 
(Chapter 9) with the result that three models of cone sheet 
fractures have been investigated, which can be classified into 
two types. The first type requires a rapid indentor on either a
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glass or saturated sand host* wliich produces a number of circu~ 
lar fractures simultaneously. The second type is by slow 
indentation on a glass host which produces a single fracture* 
repeated indentation produces more fractures of similar orienta­
tion. Both types of model produce a central zone where no 
fracturing is observed. It seems* therefore* in order to pro­
duce a large number of conical fractures simultaneously* the 
host material requires to be indented rapidly. A possible 
mechanical example of this is a rapidly ascending magma chamber. 
The volume of the indentor or geometry of the magma chamber is 
important as has been highlighted by the Set B Centre Two cone 
sheets which occur over a restricted area* following the 
emplacement of the Hypersthene Gabbro.
Indentation of the magma chamber roof creates* firstly* a 
system of tension around the roof of the chamber; photoelastic 
experiments demonstrate how these stress patterns are produced 
at the time of indentation. Secondly* indentation causes 
increased pressure on the fluids contained within the host rock. 
The result of these two processes along with the indentation* is 
the production of fractures in the shoulder areas of the magma 
chamber. Hydraulic fracturing is the process by which fractures 
are produced through the action of a fluid under pressure. 
Fracturing may be caused by one of two ways* which are by 
increasing the effective stress (the difference between the max­
imum and minimum stresses) or by decreasing the deviatoric 
stress (the actual value of the stress) by increased pore fluid
pressure.
According to Phillips (1972) the concept of effective
stress can be applied to a porous medinai which has a tensile 
strength and to the stresses at the edge of a fluid filled frac­
ture. Under conditions of low deviatoric stress,that is less 
than approximately 4x the tensile strength of the rook, a 
hydraulic tensile fracture will form perpendicular to the mini­
mum principal stress when the fluid pressure exceeds the 
combined minimum principal stress and the tensile strength of 
the rock. When a porous rock is subjected to a high and 
increasing deviatoric stress under conditions of relatively low 
fluid pressure, it will eventually fail by displacements along 
shear fractures. The inclination of shear fractures to the max­
imum principal stress will depend partly on the magnitude of the 
pore fluid pressure at the time of the fracture, the greater the 
fluid pressure the more closely the shear plane approaches the 
plane of tensile fracture which is perpendicular to the minimum 
principal stress. If fluid accumulates on the shear fracture 
and forms a sufficently large sheet which transmits pressure 
from below to the leading edge of the fracture, then the shear 
fracture may be extended at constant or decreasing deviatoric 
stress and this could be described as hydraulic shear fracture. 
As the deviatoric stress decreases the hydraulic shear fracture 
curves into a simple hydraulic tensile fracture. In summary, 
hydraulic tensile fractures initiate and propagate under condi­
tions of high fluid pressure and low deviatoric stress and shear 
fractures initiate under conditions of low fluid pressure and 
high deviatoric stress.
10 .14.1 Cone sheet evidence fflr t ^  tyE» 2Í.
Br.dl.y (19<8). E.oh.r£t l U  (197Í) .nd PolUrd (1973)
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all give evidence of hydraulic fracturing as a mode of propaga­
tion of magmatic sheets. Beach (1980) also lists features 
associated with hydraulic fracture, one of which are en echelon 
sets.
Taylor and Forester (1971) have established the presence of 
meteoric water in the host rocks of Ardnamurchan, which facili­
tated the fracturing of the host rock. More than thirty 
examples of en echelon sets have been found within the cone 
sheet sets of the complex. The en echelon sets occur mainly in 
two of the cone sheet sets. Centre One and Centre Two Set B.
Two- and three-dimensional evidence (piercing point ana­
lysis) obtained from country-rock structures adjacent to cone 
sheet margins indicates that opening of all cone sheets 
Involves, perpendicular to their margins, tension to some 
extent, in order to accommodate the magma emplaced. 
Consequently, calculations for the inflation caused by the 
emplacement of cone sheets was based on simple tensional open­
ings. Cone sheets which open by tension are generally thin
((Hiapter 8).
However, some cone sheets demonstrate displacements along 
their fractures which indicate shear movements, both normal and 
reversed. On both the north and south coast Outer Centre Two 
traverses, the ratio of reversed to normal shear is 2:1. 
Another feature indicative of shear are the paired apophyses 
which "face" in opposite directions to each other and which 
occur in the Centre Two Set B cone sheets at An Acairseid and 
the Lighthouse section (Fig.7.1.3). The large number of en
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eclielon lenses occurring nainly in Centre One and Centre Two Set 
B and also occurring in fewer numbers in tbe other cone sheet 
sets also indicate some shearing. This* together with the exis­
tence of a zone of shear in the H3rpersthene Gabbro host rock 
(Fig.7.1.3), and the predominantly dextral shear displacement 
associated with the en echelon sets, suggests that shearing was 
a prominent mechanism. Piercing point analyses have shown that 
both tension and shear operate to accommodate cone sheets and 
the net slip direction of the sheets indicates the presence of 
horizontal forces acting during emplacement of cone sheets, 
which result in a general anticlockwise movement of the central 
block. En echelon sheets, piercing point analyses and "facing 
apophyses" all indicate an anticlockwise movement of the central 
block. This may bo evidence in support of spirally developing 
cone sheets (Tolansky and Howes, 1901; Bahat, 1979). It should 
be noted that these workers worked on single fractures which 
develop spirally. Therefore, the mechanism of emplacement cone 
sheets is not a simple one, as it has to explain the presence of 
cone sheets some of which have been emplaced under tensional 
regimes whereas others were emplaced in a shear regime, produc­
ing both normal and reversed movement.
10.14.2 navelonment of cone sheet frs9 tures.
Previous workers have concluded that cone sheet fractures 
are shear fractures which in general are reversed fractures, 
therefore the emplacement of a cone shoot set would result in 
the uplifting of the central block. Robson and Barr (1968) and 
Phillips (1974) discuss theories of normal shear displacements 
and tensional displacements, respectively, although Phillips
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concludes that normal displacements cannot occur.
Phillips (1974) states that if no shear movements on the 
fractures occurred then in order to emplace magma into fractures 
a large radial compression would develop in the adjacent rocks. 
Alternatively, he suggests an outward radial displacement of the 
host rock.
Robson and Barr's (1968) theory involved a vertical maximum 
principal stress and that the magma body be sufficiently buried 
that a zone of shear existed in it's vicinity. The consequen­
tial failure is in the shape of a cone, whose apex is located 
within the magma chamber, with the central block descending to 
give normal displacements on the cone sheet fractures. These 
fractures originate at the earths surface and propagate down 
towards the magma chamber.
It is possible that both Phillips and Robson and Bar are 
correct, to some extent. Cone sheets involving normal displace­
ment may be formed when the magma roof is inflated, however, in 
the theory of Robson and Bar these normally displaced fractures 
form at the surface and propagate down towards the magma 
chamber, therefore the fracture must be completely developed 
before any magma is emplaced. No field evidence of complete 
fractures existing before cone sheets were emplaced have been
found in Ardnamurchan.
Th. ,p.o. problem 1. . dlfficnlt one, in term, of openin, 
cone .beet fr.ctnre. nnder ten.ion, dne to the oircnUr n.tnre 
of the fr.ctnre the ten.ion c.nnot be .ccommod.ted in th. c.n-
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zone without resulting in central uplift. However, if the 
relationships between thickness of cone sheet and type of dila­
tion are investigated (Chapter 8) it is shown that thin sheets 
(^Im) open by tension. Eaplacement of these sheets would 
involve a build up of an excessive coapression in the country 
rocks, as stated by Phillips. Conversley, the cone sheets which 
open by shear are often thick Olm) and show a large amount of 
displacement, for example, a 2.8a thick sheet is associated with 
a displacement of 8m. Therefore, a possible solution to the 
problem of both tensional and shear displacements occurring 
within the same cone sheet set is that the emplacement of a ser­
ies of thin cone sheets, opening purely by tension, produces 
compression in the host rock which is relieved by the emplace­
ment of thicker sheets with large shear displacements along
their margins.
Rapid indentation of the magma on the magma chamber roof 
firstly sets up the possbile stress trajectories for all the 
cone sheets of the set, increases the pore fluid pressure in the 
country rocks and acts as a buffer, that is it protects the con­
tact area of the magma chamber roof against fracture, resulting 
in fracture in the "shoulder" areas where hydraulic tension 
fractures are formed. A repeated rise of magma results in 
either an increase of pressure, or a sustaining of the pressure, 
which produces the large number of sheets characteristic of Zone 
2 .
If throughout this time the adjacent dyke axis was active, 
which is substantiated by the presence of dykes which cut and 
are cut by cone sheets, then normal displacements would occur.
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It is possible that the periodic stretching of the crust respon­
sible for either dyke emplacement» or due to a rise of the magma 
chamber, was relieved by the downfanlting of the central block, 
forming cone sheet fractures with normal displacement.
10.15 FUTURE FORK
Plans for future work are two fold. Firstly to investigate 
the other cone sheet complexes of the B.T.I.P., particularly the 
Mull and Skye sets, in order to compare them to the Ardnamurchan 
cone sheet sets and to test my model. Secondly, based on the 
field and statistical subdivision of the cone sheet sets, I 
would like to collect and geochemically analyse the cone sheet 
rocks of Ardnamurchan. In particular, I would like to study the 
trace element patterns for each cone sheet set.
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The following is s list of the cone sheet ohsrscteristics 
for sll the measured traverses for all cone sheet sets.
where * .LOCATION location of the start of each traverse, • indicates
the end of each traverse 
N nnmber assigned to each cone sheet for
identification in cluster analysis 
D angle of inclination of the cone sheet contact
S orientation of the cone sheet, measured clockwise
from dip
T true thickness of the cone sheet, in metres
j)3 distance from the focus of each centre of activity
(after Richey ¿t il*. 1930) in kilometres 
P porphyritic cone sheets, 1 » presence 0 » absence
A 1 = acidic cone sheets 0 « basic cone sheets
A 2
CENTRE ONE
All cone sheets of Centre One were meesnred sequentially along 
s west to oast traverse from Faskadale to Rnbha * a ' Choit
T DS
0.35 2.30 0
0.20 2.30 0
1.20 2.30 1
0.80 2.30 0
0.16 2.30 0
0.16 2.30 0
1.00 2.30 1
7.17 2.30 0
5.08 2.30 0
11.16 2.30 0
0.85 2.30 0
1.00 2.30 0
19.2 2.30 0
2.00 2.35 0
0.45 2.35 1
0.90 2.35 0
0.34 2.35 0
1.35 2.35 0
1.50 2.35 0
1.91 2.35 0
3.15 2.35 0
0.65 2.35 0
0.50 2.35 0
0.45 2.35 0
0.60 2.35 0
0.75 2.35 1
1.60 2.35 1
0.52 2.35 0
0.50 2.35 0
0.75 2.40 0
0.20 2.40 0
2.00 2.40 0
0.30 2.40 0
0.75 2.40 0
0.80 2.40 0
7.00 2.40 0
3.00 2.40 0
0.40 2.40 0
0.70 2.40 0
0.40 2.35 0
1.50 2.35 0
0.32 2.40 0
0.70 2.40 0
0.50 2.35 0
1.30 2.35 0
0.48 2.80 0
5.40 2.80 0
2.50 2.80 0
A3


location d S T DS P
58 126 0.80 4.10 0 0
50 112 0.90 4.10 0 0
26 128 1.50 4.10 0 0
40 156 0.30 4.10 0 0
38 298 2.50 4.10 0 0
43 116 0.30 4.10 1 0
48 121 0.15 4.10 0 0
21 009 0.10 3.75 0 0
50 154 0.25 3.75 1 0
36 294 0.40 3.75 0 0
62 137 0.10 4.10 0 0
•Rubha a'48 069 0.60 3.75 0 0
Choit
A6
OUTER CENTER TWO
Both the north end south const treverses across the
LOCATION
W of Sron Bheag
(44506276)
cone sheets are froa tl
N D S T
1 40 088 1.052 81 177 0.20
3 50 245 1.004 45 328 1.00
5 36 126 1.006 66 084 0.30
7 68 077 0.50
8 08 068 0.05
9 60 100 0.10
10 30 241 2.00
11 44 089 1.50
12 38 049 1.00
13 64 085 0.45
14 50 084 0.25
15 50 074 0.30
16 51 087 0.40
17 50 153 0.30
18 46 076 0.80
19 40 080 1.00
20 43 073 0.50
21 25 089 6.20
22 54 064 0.80
23 24 228 1.50
24 42 047 2.00
25 46 065 2.00
26 25 093 2.00
27 50 072 3.98
28 62 055 0.10
29 52 062 1.02
30 68 091 0.20
31 48 073 0.20
32 44 095 0.40
33 60 100 0.30
34 52 080 0.50
35 00 312 0.50
36 30 121 1.83
37 40 111 0.10
38 81 349 0.20
39 30 095 1.50
40 38 082 0.35
41 33 085 0.80
42 42 045 2.00
43 40 052 3.45
44 62 065 0.40
DS
A 7
OUTER CENTER TWO
Both the north and south coast traverses across the 
Outer Centre Two cone sheets are froai the west to the east
LOCATION
W of Sron Bheag
(44506276)
N D S
1 40 088
2 81 177
3 50 245
4 45 328
5 36 126
6 66 084
7 68 077
8 08 068
9 60 100
10 30 241
11 44 089
12 38 049
13 64 085
14 50 084
15 50 074
16 51 087
17 50 153
18 46 076
19 40 080
20 43 073
21 25 089
22 54 064
23 24 228
24 42 047
25 46 065
26 25 093
27 50 072
28 62 055
29 52 062
30 68 091
31 48 073
32 44 095
33 60 100
34 52 080
35 00 312
36 30 121
37 40 111
38 81 349
39 30 095
40 38 082
41 33 085
42 42 045
43 40 052
44 62 065
DS
A 7

LOCATION N D S T DS P A
88 56 037 0.40 4.60 0 0
89 46 029 0.94 4.60 0 0
90 58 020 1.87 4.60 0 0
91 39 012 1.45 4.60 0 0
92 30 007 0.40 4.60 0 0
93 22 012 1.78 4.60 0 0
94 45 026 0.04 4.60 0 0
95 61 038 1.05 4.60 0 0
96 42 028 0.40 4.60 0 0
97 46 019 0.65 4.60 0 0
98 42 027 1.84 4.60 0 0
99 30 018 2.00 4.60 0 0
100 84 124 0.30 4.70 0 0
101 90 334 0.70 4.70 0 0
102 82 337 6.00 4.70 0 0
103 33 024 2.56 4.70 0 0
104 50 034 1.30 4.70 0 0
105 27 076 0.44 4.70 1 0
106 42 050 0.60 4.70 0 0
107 31 044 1.29 4.70 0 0
108 41 020 0.40 4.70 0 0
109 42 035 0.54 4.70 0 0
110 40 024 0.15 4.80 0 0
111 32 026 0.31 4.80 0 0
112 48 015 1.49 4.80 0 0
113 44 029 5.45 4.80 1 0
114 59 044 0.26 4.80 0 0
115 42 065 0.20 4.80 0 0
116 52 034 0.71 4.80 0 0
117 40 077 10.61 4.80 0 0
118 42 257 0.20 4.80 0 0
119 40 056 0.19 4.80 0 0
120 32 039 32.85 4.80 0 0
121 52 060 0.30 4.90 0 0
122 50 036 0.66 4.90 0 0
123 40 024 1.67 4.90 0 0
124 33 273 5.55 4.90 0 0
125 90 014 0.30 4.90 0 0
126 58 046 0.42 4.90 0 0
127 90 068 0.27 4.90 0 0
128 86 052 0.30 4.90 0 0
129 84 040 0.20 4.90 0 0
130 90 053 0.20 4.90 0 0
131 72 219 6.10 4.90 0 0
132 33 066 2.42 4.90 0 0
133 18 218 0.37 4.90 0 0
134 50 010 1.23 4.90 0 0
135 32 026 0.15 4.90 0 0
136 34 051 0.40 5.00 0 0
137 36 047 4.29 5.00 1 0
138 44 056 0.50 5.00 0 0
139 20 059 0.30 5.00 0 0
A9

l^LOCATION
Mingary Pier
N D S
192 41 022
193 40 020
194 32 179
195 46 070
196 34 180
197 54 064
198 42 288
199 37 274
200 58 313
201 50 077
202 60 036
203 40 028
204 40 027
205 40 029
206 32 066
207 82 025
208 49 012
209 68 038
210 44 018
211 78 328
212 46 005
213 60 119
214 67 125
215 67 103
216 90 316
217 58 015
218 30 010
219 70 120
220 34 262
221 54 299
222 50 316
223 68 Oli
224 24 134
225 57 018
226 77 210
227 56 Oli
228 85 133
229 82 133
230 48 355
231 50 353
232 58 353
233 55 001
234 52 356
235 37 341
236 36 341
237 90 194
238 34 017
239 42 351
240 33 192
241 45 Oli
242 30 012
243 27 012
DS P A
5.30 0 0
5.30 0 0
5.30 0 0
5.30 0 0
5.30 0 0
5.30 0 0
5.40 1 1
5.40 0 0
5.40 0 0
5.40 0 0
5.60 0 0
5.60 0 0
5.60 0 0
5.60 1 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.45 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.50 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.05 0 0
5.15 0 0
5.15 0 0
5.15 0 0
5.15 0 0
A l 1
LOCATION N D S T
244 15 048 1.37
245 48 135 0.50
246 70 125 0.55
lAl 17 301 1.00
248 08 348 0.20
249 13 019 0.25
250 66 135 2.10
251 74 005 0.20
252 72 307 0.21
253 78 058 6.36
254 56 037 0.45
255 50 045 0.23
256 78 031 0.34
257 60 039 0.04
258 80 210 0.02
259 82 213 0.06
260 56 009 0.30
261 68 027 3.70
262 56 198 1.65
263 86 319 0.59
264 41 360 1.50
265 14 319 1.50
266 19 310 1.50
267 28 048 0.10
268 50 051 0.21
269 38 054 4.00
Mhile 270 20 020 5.47
271 20 041 1.12
272 32 337 1.00
273 39 007 0.45
274 48 055 3.34
275 39 016 1.38
276 72 145 0.38
277 38 029 1.10
278 44 002 8.60
279 42 034 0.93
280 08 288 1.50
281 44 Oil 2.00
282 90 339 5.40
283 50 321 2.06
284 57 355 3.35
285 62 008 2.90
286 78 046 1.37
287 45 Oil 1.50
288 52 013 0.75
289 84 052 4.70
290 60 052 0.95
291 54 037 5.80
292 35 014 0.18
293 57 018 3.18
294 66 176 2.00
295 16 007 4.00
DS
Al 2 . i?'-,

------
LOCATION N D S T DS
348 52 306 4.30 4.10
349 90 056 0.20 4.10
350 60 270 2.77 4.10
351 88 281 1.00 4.10
352 47 252 10.90 4.10
353 74 273 0.50 4.35
354 70 285 0.80 4.35
355 50 272 0.20 4.35
356 52 000 0.40 4.35
357 10 000 0.50 4.35
358 25 000 1.00 4.35
359 30 000 0.15 4.35
360 72 282 0.30 4.35
361 69 162 1.50 4.35
362 81 245 0.25 4.35
363 49 256 0.65 4.35
364 23 000 0.27 4.35
365 41 250 1.00 4.35
366 25 244 0.30 4.35
367 77 257 0.40 4.35
368 46 236 1.00 4.35
369 38 258 0.06 4.35
370 70 238 1.20 4.35
371 56 250 0.90 4.35
372 33 287 2.00 4.35
373 28 300 3.30 4.35
374 59 248 0.50 4.35
375 70 234 0.03 4.35
376 69 270 0.40 4.35
377 44 213 0.50 4.35
378 90 270 0.60 4.35
379 72 246 0.80 4.35
380 60 266 0.30 4.35
381 76 250 0.75 4.35
382 50 262 0.70 4.35
383 65 263 0.70 4.35
384 48 274 0.35 4.45
385 42 282 0.50 4.45
386 66 294 1.00 4.50
387 60 282 1.78 4.50
388 70 280 1.12 4.50
389 74 282 2.30 4.50
390 68 245 0.25 4.50
391 60 289 0.50 4.50
392 72 281 0.40 4.50
393 65 279 0.70 4.50
394 40 289 2.60 4.50
395 50 250 0.40 4.50
396 49 283 1.10 4.50
397 90 340 4.00 4.50
398 46 301 0.15 4.55
399 42 316 1.70 4.55
Al 4

LOCATION N
(45707093)
D S T DS P A
37 257 0.07 4.65 0 049 261 0.25 4.65 0 031 264 0.17 4.65 0 032 266 0.40 4.65 0 0
32 253 0.40 4.65 0 025 260 0.36 4.65 0 036 259 0.80 4.65 0 032 254 0.30 4.65 0 030 262 0.55 4.65 0 020 254 0.27 4.65 0 031 248 0.31 4.65 0 032 254 0.16 4.65 0 043 261 0.21 4.65 0 052 262 0.87 4.65 0 039 303 0.63 4.65 0 033 255 2.17 4.65 0 024 271 0.57 4.65 0 020 281 1.16 4.65 0 050 283 3.80 4.90 0 040 295 2.00 4.90 0 030 301 2.00 4.90 0 037 252 0.54 4.90 0 039 272 2.50 4.90 0 038 259 1.00 4.90 0 028 271 0.20 4.90 0 072 285 1.10 4.90 0 0
28 274 0.10 4.90 0 0
47 279 0.15 4.90 0 048 285 1.04 4.90 1 052 293 0.10 4.90 0 0
82 271 0.20 4.90 0 0
46 310 1.44 4.90 0 0
56 273 0.20 4.90 0 0
59 285 0.60 4.90 0 0
40 292 3.00 4.90 0 0
60 274 1.00 4.90 0 0
36 300 0.10 4.90 0 0
35 283 0.10 4.90 0 0
62 289 0.80 4.90 0 0
54 295 0.40 4.90 0 0
53 279 1.50 4.90 0 0
36 285 0.20 4.90 0 0
41 259 0.60 4.90 0 0
30 293 0.20 4.90 0 0
48 290 0.30 4.90 0 0
40 247 0.40 4.90 0 0
46 275 0.40 4.90 0 0
62 063 2.64 4.90 0 0
22 252 0.40 4.90 0 0
30 250 0.15 4.90 0 0
54 075 0.50 4.90 0 0
A 16



LOCATION N DS
(47397106)
45 310 0.64
82 296 0.79
44 285 1.00
58 312 4.40
35 253 2.50
53 276 0.35
40 268 0.30
60 326 0.20
48 210 0.80
82 120 0.60
42 282 0.94
58 312 0.89
52 143 17.00
40 295 0.20
67 312 0.17
64 339 0.03
40 306 2.00
48 291 1.30
38 297 0.17
53 294 0.50
67 252 0.40
78 252 0.30
69 285 1.87
43 287 1.36
59 295 3.88
51 304 0.50
39 287 2.71
43 282 2.80
62 303 0.15
57 313 0.75
39 312 0.38
47 300 0.13
58 267 0.67
43 317 2.50
62 017 0.70
60 303 0.40
63 307 0.18
49 293 0.90
62 294 1.00
74 065 0.40
70 297 0.60
55 271 0.40
76 130 0.10
54 297 1.13
62 317 0.70
53 306 1.52
50 309 0.15
50 310 0.31
40 300 0.42
84 328 1.40
68 303 1.69
70 327 4.70
A20



location n D P A
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
A 24
location n D P A
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 1 0
4.10 0 0
4.10 0 0
A 24


LOCATION D
90 086 0.06 1.50 0
77 274 1.50 1.50 1
69 282 0.50 1.60 0
76 258 0.12 1.60 1
79 284 0.40 1.60 0
65 279 1.00 1.60 0
68 299 3.90 1.60 1
62 068 0.80 1.60 1
72 136 3.00 1.60 0
65 287 0.15 1.60 0
67 281 0.30 1.60 0
66 274 0.90 1.60 1
62 285 0.85 1.60 1
61 310 0.55 1.60 0
74 288 0.45 1.60 0
65 267 0.30 1.60 1
69 103 0.70 1.60 1
75 101 0.70 1.60 1
73 100 0.28 1.60 1
67 112 0.05 1.60 0
57 129 4.00 1.60 0
80 074 0.20 1.60 1
70 082 0.12 1.60 1
85 101 0.20 1.60 1
76 107 0.40 1.60 1
70 233 0.60 1.60 0
66 136 0.90 1.60 1
90 103 0.50 1.60 1
70 103 0.15 1.60 0
76 116 0.15 1.60 1
83 100 2.50 1.60 0
* 83 182 0.60 1.60 1
U. Garbdh-70 097 2.00 2.10 1
all 74 193 1.00 2.10 0
40 113 2.00 2.10 1
60 115 1.00 2.10 0
90 113 0.80 2.10 1
70 094 0.60 2.10 0
88 085 1.30 2.10 1
80 095 1.50 2.05 1
60 102 0.09 2.05 0
88 104 1.00 2.05 1
78 111 2.00 2.05 1
54 123 1.00 2.05 0
56 109 0.23 2.05 1
62 105 0.30 2.05 1
80 140 0.90 2.05 0
68 165 0.12 2.05 1
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CENTRE THREE
LOCATION D
AbhaIn 
Cbro 
Be inn
. unit lengths are N-
S T
62 072 1.00
62 072 1.20
54 097 1.20
70 079 2.30
54 063 3.00
60 060 0.10
40 065 2.00
65 059 2.00
73 085 1.20
45 072 3.00
48 075 0.75
56 071 4.00
49 064 0.70
50 079 1.75
60 071 0.05
60 083 2.00
46 103 1.50
DS
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TNTRODUCriON During the course of the field study a var­
iety of characteristics (six) were measured on a large number of 
cone sheets. Recognition of important features or groupings in 
such a large data set is difficult and prone to gross subjectiv­
ely if attempted manually. Computer based statistical analysis 
provides the potential for synthesizing such large data sets. 
Cluster analysis was chosen as the analytical method since it is 
both objective and yields relatively simple graphical results 
(Fig.Bl.1.1) Leeder (1975) used this type of analysis in petro­
graphic analysis of limestones and Davis (1973) outlines general 
geological uses for this type of analysis. The cluster analysis 
for this work was run on the City of London Polytechnic's DECIO 
computer, using CLUSTAN (Wishart, 1969a. 1969 and 1978)
B1.2 Method The mathematics of cluster analysis are relatively 
complex (Davis. 1973). However, it works by plotting the 
characteristics for each case in a multidimensional space and 
then checks to see if the data falls into groupings (clusters. 
Fig.Bl.1.1). Unlike manual methods where it is difficult to 
deal with three variables simultaneously, cluster analysis can 
use any number of variables - plotting the clusters in
n-dimensional hyperspace. The most common and most objective 
way of displaying the results is as a dendrogram. Whereby indi­
viduals are progressively grouped with closest neighbours until 
one cluster embracing all samples is formed (Fig.Bl.1.1). Data 
which has a cluster tendency groups within major "branches" of
the dendrogram (Fig.Bl.1.1).
B1.3 RESULTS Listed below are the results of the cluster ana-
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1lysis of the Centre Two cone sheets. Ten clusters were formed. 
The cone sheets of each cluster are listed as case numbers 
(given in Appendix A), and the characteristics of each cluster 
are given.
where VAR variable
1 Dip
2 Orientation
3 Thickness of sheet in metres
4 Distance from focus of activity 
MN-ORIG mean of the cone sheet data
SD-ORIG standard deviation of the cone sheet data
(XUSTER ONE NUMBER OF CASES = 82 
CASE NUMBERS
680 682 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 690 691 692 693 694
696 697 698 699 700 701 702 703 704 705 707 708 709 710
711 712 713 714 715 716 717 718 720 721 722 723 724 728
729 730 731 732 733 734 735 737 740 741 742 744 745 748
751 752 755 756 759 760 761 762 763 766 768 769 770 772
773 774 776 777 778 779 780 782 783 784
B 4
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
4 0.0574 1.5662 6.1085 0.1679
2 0.1326 0.8225 282.5122 41.6031
3 0.1922 -0.1849 0.9369 0.8482
1 0.3633 -0.1590 47.4878 10.7097
CLUSTER TWO NUMBER OF CASES = 13 
CASE NUMBERS
231 283 640 649 651 653 654 655 664 666 695 727 736 
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.0533 0.9331 295.1538 26.3813
3 0.0893 -0.3087 0.6969 0.4018
1 0.1459 0.3374 56.3077 6.7871
4 0.3284 0.7038 5.5038 0.4018
CLUSTER THREE NUMBER OF CASES = 9 8  
CASE NUMBERS
200 211 216 221 226 228 232 237 252 258 259 263 276 306
351 353 354 360 362 367 370 375 376 378 381 383 386 388
389 390 391 392 397 414 421 423 426 429 431 477 482 485
487 526 527 559 563 564 570 575 581 582 584 586 587 595
609 615 617 622 623 628 629 630 636 643 644 648 652 657
658 661 670 719 787 790 798 800 803 804 805 806 807 813
815 817 820 822 823 827 830 833 834 835 836
B5
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
3 0.1311 -0.2660 0.7796 0.7006
1 0.2938 1.3475 74.2551 9.630e
2 0.3742 0.5670 253.3265 69.8716
4 0.5606 -0.3503 4.7648 0.5250
CLUSTER FOUR NUMBER OF CASES = 140 
CASE NUMBERS
10 23 35 67 68 69 86 118 133 150 198 199 236 239
247 248 264 265 266 272 280 302 305 307 309 310 317 366
372 373 409 411 412 413 433 434 435 437 438 439 442 445
446 449 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 466 467
468 469 471 472 473 474 475 476 478 486 488 489 490 493
494 495 497 500 501 505 506 508 509 510 512 513 514 516
517 518 519 520 521 523 525 532 533 534 535 536 537 538
539 541 542 543 547 549 550 551 552 554 557 558 560 562
565 568 569 571 573 580 585 590 593 596 597 600 601 602
605 606 612 614 618 621 624 626 631 638 656 674 678
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.0731 0.8270 283.0357 30.89.05
3 0.1693 -0.1963 0.9144 0.7960
1 0.2337 -1.0524 31.6143 8.5894
4 0.4061 -0.0857 4.9504 0.4468
B6

CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.0483 0.8275 283.0826 25.0950
3 0.1230 -0.2674 0.7769 0.6785
1 0.2213 -0.0760 48.9633 8.3588
4 0.2685 -0.5514 4.6239 0.3633
CLUSTER SEVEN NUBIBER OF CASES = 270 
CASE NUMBERS
1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 22 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
34 36 37 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63
64 65 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81
82 83 84 85 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
97 98 99 100 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112
114 115 116 119 121 122 125 126 127 128 129 130 132 134
135 136 138 139 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 151
152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 166
167 168 170 181 172 173 174 175 176 179 180 182 185 186
187 188 189 190 191 193 197 201 202 203 204 205 207 208
210 217 218 223 227 233 238 241 242 243 244 245 249 251
254 255 256 257 260 267 268 271 273 275 277 279 281 287
288 290 292 296 297 298 308 318 319 320 321 322 323 324
325 326 327 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340
341 343 344 345 347 349 356 357 358 359 361 364 419 424
430 436 447 499 502 548 561 576 642 647 663 677 785 786
B8
788 789 791 792 793 794 795 797 799 801 802 808 811 812 
825 840
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.1082 -1.1428 58.0259 37.5663
3 0.1648 —0.2066 0.8945 0.7855
4 0.7425 -0.4512 4.6941 0.6041
1 1.0010 0.0132 50.5481 17.7767
CLUSTER EIGHT NUMBER OF CLUSTERS » 17 
CASE NUMBERS
183 524 556 566 574 589 604 611 632 634 635 641 659 669 
675 814 816
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
2 0.1523 0.8252 282.8235 44.5775
3 0.1846 0.9263 3.0865 0.8313
1 0.2465 0.0983 52.0588 8.8209
CLUSTER NINE NUMBER OF CASES » 28 
CASE NUMBERS
177 213 214 246 262 591 650 660 667 671 672 673 679 726 
738 739 747 749 750 753 754 757 758 764 765 767 771 775
B9
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
3 0.0428 -0.3489 0.6193 0.4001
1 0.4011 1.1100 70.0357 11.2529
4 0.4255 1.1618 5.8250 0.4573
2 0.4306 -0.6553 113.7143 74.9572
CLUSTER TEN NUMBER OF CASES = 74 
CASE NUMBERS
21 102 113 117 120 124 131 137 140 165 169 178 184 192
194 195 206 209 212 215 219 220 222 225 229 230 234 235
250 253 261 269 270 274 278 282 284 286 289 291 293 294
295 299 300 301 303 304 311 312 313 314 315 316 352 416
440 444 470 504 522 528 530 540 577 620 665 668 681 706
725 746 818
CLUSTER DIAGNOSIS
VAR F-RATIO T MN-ORIG STD-ORIG
1 0.7755 0.0333 50.9054 15.6469
2 1.0546 -0.3447 149.1892 117.3033
4 1.1071 0.7571 5.5412 0.7377
3 4.7251 2.0935 5.3447 4.2057
B i o
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